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Abstract
Sinusoidal variations in recharge can induce cyclical flows in surface water and
groundwater.  In this thesis, such time-dependent flows are explored in a coupled lake-
aquifer system.  The modelling extends previous steady state results and introduces new
flow-visualisation techniques.  Local responses in a 2D vertical section are illustrated for
lakes within a 1D regional groundwater mound.  The theory employs complex variables
to decouple the periodic groundwater flows into separate steady state and fluctuating
components.
The time dependent behaviour causes the lake-aquifer flow to change between flow-
through, recharge and discharge regimes.  Corresponding fluctuations between inflow
and outflow across the lakebed allow interchange of lake water with the aquifer (recycling
and recapture).  This also gives rise to sinuous flowpaths that can result in apparent
dispersion; the number and size of waves, cusps and loops is characterised by a non-
dimensional waviness ratio.  Streakline plots are introduced and provide an intuitive
impression of the time-dependent groundwater motion.  Such plots are enhanced by
animation and illustrate the complex and potentially dispersive nature of the flows.
Interplay between the steady state and fluctuating responses determines the type and
strength of flow regime transition.  Importantly, there is an inverse relationship between
head and flow in the fluctuating response.  This is characterised by a dimensionless
response time;  a function of the aquifer geometry, hydraulic properties and period of
fluctuation.  During fast response, the recharge propagates mainly as fluctuation in flow,
with small phase lags;  particle trajectories form elliptical paths in the visualised flows.
With a slower aquifer response, variation in recharge is manifest mostly as fluctuation in
water level;  cyclical perturbations in the flows are small and flows are nearly in steady
state.
The position of a lake within the regional setting, size of the lake, and ratio of lake
to aquifer recharge are important to the steady state response.  Flow-through regimes
occur throughout the regional setting, but dominate when the lake is lower in the system
and groundwater flow is greater.  Discharge and recharge regimes occur higher in the
flow system, when the ratio of lake to aquifer recharge is large in magnitude.iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1  Motivation
Dynamic responses in surface water and groundwater often contain cyclical
rhythms.  These arise because the hydrological cycle is fundamentally driven by periodic
processes.  Patterns of rainfall, evapotranspiration and groundwater recharge reflect daily
and seasonal variation in the earth's radiation budget.  Quasi-cyclic variations in
barometric pressure and fluctuation of external loads on aquifers due to ocean and earth
tides also cause water levels to oscillate.  In addition, periodic responses are induced by
activities such as diurnal and seasonal pumping of groundwater to meet irrigation and
public water supply demands.  There is clear evidence from around the world that cyclical
flow interactions are prominent in many surface water-groundwater systems and play
important roles in the transport and exchange of nutrients and other materials between the
surface and sub-surface environments.  For example, in lake-aquifer systems, periodic
flows influence the cycling of water and nutrients between the water column, bottom
sediments and groundwater, which ultimately impacts on the biological health and
ecological function of dependent ecosystems.
Despite the recognition that cyclical flows are important, most modelling studies of
surface water-groundwater systems have concentrated on steady state flow.  Transient
studies, which are comparatively fewer, mainly examine water level or head responses
without much consideration of the time-dependent flows.  In addition, the majority of
these investigate aquifer responses to relatively short-duration events, such as a single
period of recharge (e.g. spring snowmelt) or a flow reversal event.  A more systematic
approach has been possible in the investigation of steady state flow since the number of
parameters and possible outcomes (flow regime types) are greatly reduced.  The present
thesis builds upon one such study by Nield et al. (1994), which identifies thirty-nine
fundamentally different groundwater flow patterns for steady flow in 2D-vertical section.2
It has remained unclear, however, how this result might be applied to dynamic systems
such as those forced by periodic processes.
1.2  Nature and Extent of the Study
A periodic analysis of flow provides a logical and interesting place to begin
exploring the dynamic behaviour of systems containing prominent cyclical rhythms.
Because the equations used to describe groundwater flow are commonly simplified to
linear forms, frequency decomposition techniques are particularly suited for this purpose.
Such methods are already used by groundwater hydrologists to derive inverse solutions
for estimating aquifer diffusivity from tidal responses.  More recently, Townley (1993)
presented a periodic finite element model called AQUIFEM-P that computes periodic
fluctuations in heads and velocities in a 2D region of aquifer.  The research described in
this thesis uses AQUIFEM-P to simulate periodic, 2D flow patterns beneath a lake in a
regional groundwater setting.  It extends the periodic, 1D lake-aquifer results of Townley
et al. (1993a) and determines the extent to which the results of Nield et al. (1994) can be
applied to dynamic systems.
1.3  Objectives and Approach
The primary goal of this thesis is to improve the current understanding of transient,
surface water-groundwater interaction.  The approach is to approximate the lake and
aquifer near field by a rectangular, 2D-vertical section—following the method of Nield et
al. (1994)—and then embed this section within a 1D regional model using coupling
conditions at the matching boundaries.  Because flow in the far field is essentially
horizontal, it is assumed that these regions can be represented by 1D models with a
transmissivity that is spatially varying but constant in time.  Since the equations to be
solved in the 1D and 2D regions are linear, the response of the system is decoupled into
two parts: a steady state component and fluctuating component.  The analytical solutions
of Townley (1995) are used to develop Third Type (mixed) boundary conditions at the
ends of the 2D near field, such that these boundary or matching conditions encapsulate
the steady-state and fluctuating behaviour of the regional aquifer.  Both the steady and
fluctuating problems are solved using AQUIFEM-P.  New visualisation techniques are
developed, before using them to illustrate particle trajectories and streaklines beneath the
surface water body.  All results are presented systematically in terms of key non-
dimensional ratios.3
1.4  Definition of Terms
The word fluctuating, as used here, refers to pure sinusoidal variation in a time-
dependent quantity; fluctuations are described uniquely by amplitude and phase.  The
term steady state describes the average or mean value about which fluctuations occur.
Together, the steady state and fluctuating components constitute a periodic quantity.
Other terms and symbols are defined as they appear in the text.  Mathematical
conventions for representing sinusoidal quantities are presented in Appendix 1.
1.5  Chapter Outline
This thesis is organised into eleven chapters and five appendices: Chapter 1 -
general introduction describing the motivation and broad objectives for the research;
Chapter 2 - review of previous work; Chapter 3 - theory of the equations and numerical
methods used in modelling; Chapter 4 - outline of the flow-visualisation methods;
Chapter 5 - description of the near-field lake-aquifer problem; Chapter 6 - definition and
coupling of the regional setting or far-field; Chapter 7 - validation of numerical methods
and boundary conditions; Chapter 8 - analysis of steady state results, Chapter 9 - analysis
of fluctuating results; Chapter 10 -  analysis of periodic results; Chapter 11 - summary,
conclusions and recommendations for future research.4
Chapter 2
Review of Interaction between Lakes and Aquifers
2.1  Introduction
Interaction between surface water and groundwater has been studied theoretically,
and in the field, for a variety of real and hypothetical lake-aquifer settings.  Field studies
are naturally sensitive to transient variation in measurements, however theoretical models
may be formulated as either steady state or transient.  Theoretical models provide valuable
tools, since they enable quantitative interpretation of field data according to established
principles and theories, and permit experimentation in which parameters that effect the
system can be varied independently or in combination.  To minimise mathematical
complexity, the conceptual basis of modelling studies is typically simplified compared
with field conditions, and commonly assumes one or a combination of the following
conditions:   (i) homogeneous aquifers, (ii) simple geometries and geological units,
(iii) uniformly distributed recharge, and/or  (iv) steady state conditions.  Although
several lake-aquifer modelling studies have attempted to incorporate more realistic
geometries and aquifer properties, relatively few have simulated transient conditions.
Table 2.1 groups previous modelling studies of lake-aquifer interaction according to
their treatment of time and space.  In general, model complexity increases moving
towards three-dimensional, transient models at the bottom-right of the table.  Winter
(1978), Townley et al. (1993) and Meigs and Bahr (1995) have examined three-
dimensional, steady state interaction, but to date, no three-dimensional transient
simulations have been attempted.  Most modelling work has focussed upon two-
dimensional, steady state settings in plan and vertical section.  Several authors have
argued that a combination of two-dimensional modelling in plan and section provides an
adequate impression of three-dimensional behaviour (e.g. Anderson and Munter 1981).
This view is adopted in the present study.  Townley et al. (1993a) found that three-
dimensional flow patterns are very closely related to those in vertical section.  Winter5
(1978) also obtained similar results, but notes several differences, including less tendency
towards outflow from lakes in three-dimensional simulations than equivalent settings in
vertical section.
The concept of periodic lake-aquifer interaction is introduced by Townley et al.
(1993a, 1993b) and is relevant to regions that experience significant periodic cycles in the
hydrologic regime.  Their work explores the effect of periodic fluctuations in
groundwater recharge upon lake-aquifer dynamics.  The amplitude and phase of the water
table response is described relative to the amplitude and phase of recharge.  For regions
with strong periodicity in climate and hydrology, Rastogi (1991) also proposes the
concept of average seasonal behaviour, although periodic behaviour in this approach is
approximated by a number of average seasonal periods, or steady states.  The present
study explores periodic interaction in two dimensions in vertical section and is closely
associated with the work of Townley.  Such work has not previously been attempted.
Detailed reviews of surface water–groundwater interaction have recently been
presented by Winter (1995) and Townley et al. (1993a, 1993b).  Winter's report groups
the literature according to five typical landscape settings;  (i) mountain terrain, (ii) riverine
systems, (iii) coastal terrain, (iv) hummocky terrain and (v) karst terrain;  and considers a
wide variety of surface water bodies interacting with a contiguous aquifer, e.g. streams,
rivers, lakes, coastal ponds and tidal marshes.  The emphasis of the literature review in
this thesis is focussed principally upon transient surface water–groundwater interaction in
lake-aquifer settings (Section 2.3).  Broader review of the literature is restricted to a
discussion of key concepts and terminology (Section 2.2), with the primary aim of
introducing established principles which are generally considered to be well known in the
study of surface water–groundwater interaction.  Although there is no body of literature
specifically addressing periodicity in lake-aquifer systems, the study of aquifer response
to periodic forcing is well established.  Two classical problems in this field involve
predicting the response of an aquifer to periodic fluctuations in the level of a contiguous
water body, eg. a river or the ocean, and to periodic fluctuations in recharge.  Such work
relates directly to the present study, and is reviewed in Section 2.3.Table 2.1  Previous modelling studies of surface water and  groundwater interaction in lake-aquifer settings
Steady State Periodic Transient
1-D none Townley  et al. (1993a, 1993b) none
2-D Plan Townley & Davidson (1988)
Townley et al. (1993a, 1993b)
none Anderson & Munter (1981)
Sacks et al. (1991)
Cheng & Anderson (1994)
2-D Section Toth (1963)
Winter (1976, 1978, 1981)
Pfannkuch & Winter (1984)
Winter & Pfannkuch (1984)
Townley & Davidson (1988)
Zeng et al. (1988)
Townley et al. (1993a, 1993b)
Nield et al. (1994)
Modelling
in this
thesis
Anderson & Munter (1981)
Winter (1983)
Mills & Zwarich (1986)
Rastogi (1991)
3-D Winter (1978)
Townley et al. (1993a, 1993b)
Meigs & Bahr (1995)
none none7
2.2  Theoretical Principles
2.2.1  Recharge, Discharge and Flow-Through Lakes
The past emphasis upon steady state interaction in lake-aquifer studies has strongly
influenced the current theoretical framework.  Most of the concepts and terminology
which are particular to the study of surface water–groundwater interaction have evolved
through attempts at describing and classifying steady state groundwater flow patterns, or
flow regimes.  The most widely adopted and best known scheme classifies lakes as
recharge, discharge or flow-through lakes (Born et al. 1979).  Recharge lakes lose water
from their lake bed, and recharge the aquifer;  discharge lakes gain water into their lake
bed, and discharge the aquifer;  flow-through lakes lose water over part of their lake bed
and gain water over the rest, and provide a conduit for groundwater flow.  At any point in
time, a lake can be either a source or sink for groundwater, dependent upon the net
imbalance between groundwater inflow and outflow.
2.2.2  Local, Intermediate and Regional Scale Flow Systems
In steady state simulations, flow regimes are commonly classified according to the
geometry of the groundwater flow net.  Special stream tubes, or flow systems, are
identified which delineate zones of surface water–groundwater interaction.  This
distinguishes between small and large scale flow systems, e.g. Winter (1981, Fig. 1) and
Shedlock et al. (1993, Fig. 8).  In his study of groundwater flow in a hypothetical closed
groundwater basin, Tóth (1963) describes the concept of local, intermediate and regional
scale flow systems.  Local flow systems are shallow, small-scale flows that occur
between adjacent water table highs and lows, for example between a lake and adjacent
water table mound or depression.  Intermediate scale flow systems are typically deeper,
comprising flowlines that extend over several water table highs and lows.  Regional
flows extend over the full length of the basin, sometimes termed deep groundwater flow
(Born et al. 1979).  The development of local flow systems near lake margins, and their
persistence and strength relative to larger regional flows, is a focus of special interest in
surface water–groundwater interaction studies.  Average flow path composition, and
temporal variation inflow path composition, both have important implications with respect
to surface water chemistry, for example, when shallow and deep groundwater systems
interact with a lake with distinctly different chemistries.8
2.2.3  Stagnation Points and Flow System Boundaries
A stagnation point is a point in the groundwater flow system at which the
groundwater velocity is zero, e.g. Bear (1972, p.316).  Stagnation points are features of
the flow net, and have been used widely to identify and classify flow regime types.  In
the series of papers by Winter (1976, 1978, 1981, 1983), Winter and Pfannkuch (1984)
and Pfannkuch and Winter (1984), the existence and position of a stagnation point is used
to distinguish the type and strength of flow regime.  For the hypothetical settings
examined, the presence of an internal stagnation point indicates a discharge regime.
Furthermore, the streamline passing through the stagnation point forms a flow system
boundary that divides a region of local surface water–groundwater interaction from
regional flows.
The use of stagnation points and flow system boundaries was developed in more
detail in a later series of theoretical studies by Townley and Davidson (1988), Townley et
al. (1988), Townley et al. (1991, 1993) and Nield et al. (1994).  Townley and Davidson
(1988) define an upstream capture zone for lakes, within which all groundwater will
eventually interact with the lake.  Capture zone geometries are computed using stagnation
points and dividing streamlines.  Nield et al. (1994) present a systematic analysis of
steady state flow in vertical section, in which stagnation points and dividing streamlines
are used to identify thirty-nine distinct flow regimes, comprising eleven recharge, eleven
discharge, and seventeen flow-through geometries.  Flow patterns include fully
penetrating regimes—which extend fully to the base of the aquifer, partially penetrating
regimes—beneath which regional under flow occurs, and flow-through regimes with
reverse flow regions.  Flow regimes are described according to the number and location
of stagnation points and dividing streamlines.
2.2.4  Reverse Flow Regions
Reverse flow regions are commonly described in lake-aquifer studies, and can have
important implications with respect to lake hydrologic budgets and water quality.  The
reverse flow regions identified by Nield et al. (1994) are defined within a steady state
context, however flow reversals are commonly discussed in reference to transient
phenomena;  such flows are potentially confusing since there are both spatial and
temporal considerations.  In steady state analyses a reverse flow region is a feature of the
groundwater flow net, which is only defined in an instantaneous sense for transient flow.
Nield et al. (Fig. 11) define ten steady state flow regimes which contain reverse
flow regions.  Each regime is characterised by at least one shallow zone of lake seepage,
occurring in the opposite direction to a deeper underlying seepage zone; for example, a
lake with shallow inflow around its margin and outflow from its centre.  In the near field9
domain a reverse flow region is against the direction of flow at the nearest near field
boundary.  Flow patterns of this type are also conceptualised by Born et al. (1979) who
classify them according to the scheme:  shallow-discharge ; deep-recharge, shallow-
recharge ; deep-discharge, shallow-discharge ; deep-flow-through and others.  Meyboom
(1967) similarly identifies a deep feeding and shallow leakage condition for lakes.  In
transient analyses, flow reversals are associated with the transient development of reverse
flow regions, as described above, as well as temporal reversals in the direction of flow at
particular locations.  Anderson and Munter (1981) and Winter (1983) describe periods of
shallow inflow to lakes as reversals, since outflow is the more common flow condition.
Meyboom (1966, 1967), on the other hand, describes periods of shallow outflow as
reversals, on the basis that an inflow condition is more typical.  In a strict sense the
distinction is arbitrary, however the most frequent or persistent flow pattern is usually
designated as the normal flow condition.
Several mechanisms that cause transient flow reversals near lakes and wetlands
have been studied.  In Meyboom's work, reverse flows are the result of water table
drawdown beneath a fringing ring of willow trees.  During periods of high
evapotranspiration, normal inflow conditions along lake margins reverse to outflow as
water moves from the lake towards the water table depression underlying the willow ring.
Doss (1993) found that such flow reversals can be caused by transpiration of plants in the
wetlands themselves.  During an annual growing season, drawn down in wetlands causes
a reversal from outflow to inflow along down stream parts of lake shores.  In work by
Anderson and Munter (1981), Winter (1983), Cherkauer and Zager (1989) and Sacks et
al. (1991), flow reversals are caused by aquifer water levels rising faster than lake levels
during periods of increased recharge.  Transient water table mounds that develop on the
down stream margins of lakes, result in temporary reversals from outflow to inflow
conditions.  Mounds develop more readily near the edges of lakes because the infiltration
depth between the ground surface and water table is smallest (e.g. Winter 1983;  Arndt
and Richarson 1993).  This phenomenon is referred to as near-shore focused, or edge-
focused, recharge.
2.3  Transient Lake-Aquifer Interaction
The importance of transient phenomena in groundwater and surface water has long
been recognised in the field, although relatively few modelling studies have attempted to
simulate transient conditions (Table 2.1).  With the exception of work by Winter
(1983)—who examines a hypothetical lake-aquifer setting—previous transient
simulations have been restricted to specific wetland sites.  Many of the outcomes are
consequently difficult to apply to other lake-aquifer settings, particularly those that are10
significantly different to the type of system studied.  Winter's work explores the effects
of initial water table configuration, anisotropy and permeability;  such systematic analysis
of general surface water–groundwater problems is rare.
A fundamental consideration in transient modelling studies is the type of forcing
dynamic to be simulated;  for example, a gradual long-term trend, a sudden pulse,
intermittent pulses, or smooth cyclical variations.  Field investigations have mostly
documented transient phenomena that are associated with cyclical variation.  These are
typically seasonal effects (e.g. Meyboom 1966, 1967;  Winter 1986;  Mills and Zwarich
1986;  Anderson and Cheng 1993;  Schafran and Driscoll 1993;  Krabbenhoft and
Webster 1995) although diurnal effects (e.g. Meyboom 1966;  Doss 1993) and tidal
influences (e.g. Vanek 1993) are also reported.  More recently, a number of field studies
have examined the interplay between seasonal and intermittent transients (e.g. Doss 1993;
Phillips and Shedlock 1993;  Arndt and Richardson 1993).  Anderson and Cheng (1993)
analyse a ten-year time series record of water levels in a particular lake-aquifer system,
which enables an assessment of the relationship between seasonal and longer-term
variation.  A feature of previous modelling studies is the relatively short simulation
periods, which typically represent a single cycle of variation, or an individual transient
event.  Short run times normally preclude the use of particle tracking to visualise flows,
since longer travel times are required to generate pathlines of useful length.  Transient
behaviour is commonly visualised using a series of instantaneous flow nets, which
provide a limited impression of ultimate, transient flow paths.
2.3.1  Modelling Studies
Anderson and Munter (1981) carried out the earliest simulation modelling of
transient interaction between surface water and groundwater in a lake-aquifer setting.
Their study presents transient, two-dimensional modelling, in plan and vertical section, of
groundwater flow near a flow-through kettle lake in Wisconsin, USA.  Models were
calibrated against field data to simulate the development of a reverse flow region on the
down stream margin of the lake, during a thirty-six day period of increased recharge.
Results are visualised using a time sequence of equipotential plots, on which the
formation and migration of a stagnation point is tracked.
Winter (1983) used a model of flow in variably-saturated porous media to explore
the transient effects of infiltration and unsaturated flow on lake-aquifer interaction in a
number of hypothetical flow-through lakes.  The effect of a fifteen-day pulse of snow
melt, and its subsequent redistribution through the unsaturated zone is examined.  In
similar results to Anderson and Munter (1981), numerical simulations show the formation
and dissipation of reverse flow regions, associated with transient groundwater mounds,11
along down stream lake margins.  Winter found that near-shore focused recharge caused
mounds to develop most readily near the edges of lakes.  Results suggest that flow
reversals may be quite common in some lake-aquifer systems and can persist for brief or
extended periods.
Mills and Zwarich (1986) also model transient, saturated-unsaturated groundwater
flow in vertical section, near a temporary slough in Manitoba, Canada.  Data from a four-
year field study show that water levels, both in the slough and adjacent aquifer, vary with
a distinct seasonal cycle.  Annual fluctuations are characterised by rapidly rising water
levels in late winter and spring, when snow melt and precipitation are greatest, and
subsequent drying over a summer growing period, during which evapotranspiration and
exfiltration demands are highest.  The influence of water ponding in sloughs does not
extend far into the adjacent groundwater system, due to the low conductivity of the till
plain landscape.  Modelling results match field results only when initial surface saturation
and evaporation are simulated in the model.  The authors conclude that interaction is
determined by the regional flow system, as modified by spatial and temporal variation in
local recharge.  When the regional flows are relatively weak, groundwater movement is
more easily influenced by the local flow system.
Sack et al. (1992) model seasonal transients in the hydrologic and solute budgets of
three shallow water table lakes in Doñana National Park, Spain.  Results from this study
also show the seasonal development of reverse flow regions in response to increased
recharge.  Flow reversals influence the water balance of the lakes, which have dramatic
effects on solute inputs and outputs.  Transient dynamics are strongly influenced by the
relative positioning of lakes within the hydrologic setting, and the strength of the rising
water table in the wet season.  Periods of one year are simulated, with seasonal variation
in recharge represented by four three-month stress periods.  The dominant cyclical nature
of aquifer forcing and response is of particular interest to the present study, in which
cyclical variation in hydrologic parameters, such as groundwater recharge, is
approximated by periodic functions (Townley 1995).  In a periodic analysis, transients
are identical from one cycle to the next, and only one cycle of behaviour need be
determined to obtain the response over an arbitrary number of cycles.  Pathlines are
conveniently computed without the need for long-term simulations.
Cheng and Anderson (1994) model the influence of lake position upon surface
water–groundwater interaction in a hypothetical lake-aquifer system.  Transient
simulations indicate that temporal variation inflow patterns is likely to be greater for lakes
positioned high in the regional flow system—close to the groundwater divide.  Regional
gradients are smallest near the groundwater divide, and therefore local flow systems are
relatively stronger.  Rastogi (1991) and Meigs and Bahr (1995) both present analyses of12
groundwater flow near surface water bodies, with transient conditions approximated by a
series of steady states.
2.3.2  Field Studies
Early field investigation of groundwater flow patterns near a temporary slough in
Canada (Meyboom 1966), and permanent sloughs (Meyboom 1967), first highlighted the
significance of transient effects in lake-aquifer systems.  Meyboom (1967) identifies an
annual cycle of four typical flow conditions, ranging between flow through and
discharge, which occur in response to seasonal variations in groundwater recharge.
Winter (1986) investigates surface water–groundwater interaction in a sand dune and lake
complex in Nebraska, USA.  Results show that the hinge line between shallow inflow
and outflow along lake margins migrates seasonally.  Affected parts of the shoreline
therefore commonly experience flow reversals.  Cherkauer and Zager (1989) investigate
transient groundwater flow patterns near a small, kettle hole lake in Wisconsin.  Field
data shows the occurrence of a flow reversal, in response to rising groundwater levels
during a period of increased recharge.  Vanek (1993) also describes seasonal flow
reversals along some portions of a coastal pond in Massachusetts.
In an interesting study of a freshwater wetland complex on the shore of Lake
Michigan, Doss (1993) describes transient flow phenomena on various temporal scales.
One particular wetland exhibited flow-through, recharge and discharge regimes at
different times in the year.  Dramatic fluctuations in the wetland flow regime are possibly
a result of its high position in the groundwater catchment, where regional gradients are
smallest.  More generally, Doss found that drawdown of water levels in wetlands due to
transpiration by wetland plants is associated with a shift towards discharge conditions
during an annual growing season.  Short-term flow reversals are also observed during
high intensity rainfall events.  Anderson and Cheng (1993) analyse a ten-year record of
water level fluctuations in a lake-aquifer system in Wisconsin.  Water level data indicates
that flow patterns are strongly affected by the seasonal formation of local groundwater
mounds;  however, reverse flow regions are not observed every year.  The impact of
local, transient flow systems is dependent upon the difference between regional
groundwater levels and lake levels, which is affected by longer term temporal change.
Meigs and Bahr (1995) examine the effect of temporal variation in recharge on three-
dimensional flow and solute transport near narrow water bodies, and drainage and
interceptor ditches.  Field results from groundwater tracer tests conducted near a ditch
indicate that flow paths are sensitive to variation in groundwater recharge.
Recent studies have examined the effects of transient flow phenomena on the
hydrochemistry of wetlands and lakes.  The influence of temporal variations in13
groundwater flow on the hydrology and chemistry of several seasonal ponds in Delaware
was studied by Philips and Shedlock (1993).  They identify three seasonal water table
configurations.  During summer, outflow conditions prevail along lake margins.  Flow
reversals occur in late winter and spring when increased recharge causes the development
of seasonal groundwater mounds.  Storm events during winter result in the temporary
development of local water table mounds and possibly flow reversals.  Pond hydrology
and chemistry are strongly influenced by temporal variation in the contiguous
groundwater system.
Arndt and Richardson (1993) examine dynamics in the accumulation and
mobilisation of salts in semi-permanent wetlands in North Dakota.  Their results indicate
that temporal salinity patterns are closely associated with transient surface water–
groundwater interaction.  Flow reversals occur in response to periods of increased
recharge and discharge.  Salts are typically concentrated and stored around pond edges
during drawdown periods, and re-mobilised when surface water is ponded.  One of the
studied ponds shifted dramatically from a semi-permanent flow-through regime to a fresh
seasonal recharge regime during an extreme drawdown event.  Schafran and Driscoll
(1993) investigate the influence of 'flow path-composition' on water quality in an acidic
lake in New York.  The study compares the water chemistries of local and regional scale
flow systems that interact with the lake.  Episodic acidification is apparently caused by
increased seepage of shallow acidified groundwater during winter recharge events.
Krabbenhoft and Webster (1995) study the influence of periodic flow reversals on
temporal variation in the water chemistry of a shallow seepage lake in Michigan.  During
a four-year study period, the flow regime was observed to fluctuate seasonally from
flow-through to recharge, although recharge conditions persisted for seven to eight
months in each year.  Field measurements indicate that flow reversals occur as a result of
spring snowmelt and the subsequent development of local water table mounds.  Of
particular interest, stable isotope analysis of pore water beneath the lake bed, indicates
that groundwater inflow during periods of flow reversals is composed primarily of
recycled lake water—that is, water previously recharged to the aquifer from the lake.  The
authors hypothesise that because snowmelt events are relatively short-lived, terrestrial
recharge provides the hydraulic gradient reversal necessary for lake inflow, however,
negligible amounts of atmospherically derived groundwater reach the lake.
2.4  Influence of Periodicity
The study of periodicity in groundwater systems has long been established.
Groundwater hydrologists have been concerned mainly with the development of forward14
predictive models—which attempt to describe water table response to periodic forcing—
and inverse models—in which the known response of an aquifer to a known periodic
stress, is used to estimate aquifer properties.  Earth tide induced fluctuations in open well
systems have also been of interest to geophysicists, who recognised the potential for
using groundwater monitoring wells as devices for measuring and studying earth tides
and seismic disturbances.  Bredehoeft (1967) provides an informative discussion of early
investigations.
Groundwater level responses to cyclical variations in aquifer stresses are widely
known from bore hydrograph data and other time series records of water levels.
Hydrograph data characteristically contains distinct periodic components, especially in
regions that have strong seasonality in climate and hydrology.  Previous analyses have
focused heavily upon describing water level responses to periodic perturbation;  very little
consideration has been given to flow paths in aquifers affected by periodic stresses.  The
selected bibliography of Van der Leeden (1974) lists sixty studies concerned with water
level fluctuations in groundwater systems, the earliest paper by Veatch published in 1906.
Bredehoeft (1967) notes that as early as 1880, water level fluctuations in wells had been
attributed to aquifer dilation caused by solid earth tides.  Vandenberg (1980) presents an
analytical approach for computing the head distribution in a closed groundwater basin, in
which the water table slope varies sinusoidally.  He presents a series of instantaneous
head distributions in vertical section, however, no attempt is made to analyse advection in
the system.  Townley (1995) describes the nature of periodic flows across the boundaries
of several one-dimensional periodic flow problems.  Flow amplitudes and phase lags are
non-dimensionalised with respect to the aquifer forcing dynamic, providing insight into
the damping properties of the system.  An informative review of aquifer response to
periodic forcing is also presented.
A broad review of the above literature is conveniently presented by grouping
studies into three well-known problems:  water level variation in response to periodic
fluctuations in recharge;   water level variation in response to periodic fluctuations in stage
of a contiguous water body;  water level variation in response to earth tides and seismic
waves.  Predicting the water table response of aquifers to periodic fluctuation in recharge,
for example seasonal rainfall patterns, and the inverse problem of estimating groundwater
recharge from measured water table fluctuations, has been a long-standing interest of
groundwater hydrologists (e.g. Jacob 1943, 1944;  Maasland 1959;  Colville and Holmes
1972;  Townley 1995).  Periodicity in lake and aquifer recharge is the primary forcing
condition in the present study, however, differences in recharge result in head differences
between the aquifer and lake that drive periodic flows.15
Hydrologists have also devoted much effort to the study of interaction between
aquifers and large, contiguous water bodies, for example rivers, large lakes and the
ocean.  Much of this work has been in relation to fluctuations in river stage, and is
reviewed in detail by Winter (1995).  Because of the cyclical nature of river stage
hydrographs and ocean tidal dynamics, a number of researchers have developed periodic
techniques for analysing groundwater level responses (e.g. Ferris 1951;  Gregg 1966;
Townley 1995).  There has been particular interest in the inverse problem of estimating
aquifer transmissivity and storage coefficient from a measured aquifer response to known
fluctuations in water body stage, for example determination of transmissivity using
measurements of piezometric head in tidally-influenced coastal aquifers (e.g. Pinder et al.
1969;  Carr and Van Der Kamp 1969;  Nevulis et al. 1989).  Other workers have
developed techniques for filtering periodic fluctuations in water level records to obtain
estimates of the mean response (e.g. Erskine 1991;  Serfes 1991).  Coastal researchers
have been concerned with the transient dynamics of tidally affected, beach water tables
(e.g. Dominick et al. 1971;  Lanyon et al. 1982;  Nielsen 1990;  Vanek 1991).
Fluctuation in the position of the seepage face within the beach profile is an important
mechanism affecting shoreline deposition and erosion.
The final class of problems involves analysing water level variation in response to
earth tides and seismic waves.  Earth tides—which are a rising and falling of the earth's
solid surface in response to the gravitational pull of the sun and moon—cause aquifer
dilation that is manifest as variation of piezometric pressure within aquifers.  Bredehoeft
(1967) examines the general problem of predicting the effect of earth tides upon well
water levels in artesian aquifers (see also Cooper et al. 1965;  Hsieh et al. 1988).
Theoretical results suggest that earth tide responses should be present and measurable in
wells which penetrate well-confined aquifers, but significant responses are not normally
predicted in unconfined aquifers.  Gieske and De Vries (1985) and Hsieh et al. (1987)
both present inverse techniques for estimating hydraulic parameters from aquifer earth
tide response, although different mechanisms are considered.  The analysis of Hsieh et al.
was later extended by Ritzi et al. (1991) who include the combined effects of solid earth
tides and atmospheric pressure variation.  They concluded that an estimation of
transmissivity is possible, but did not recommend the evaluation of storativity by this
method.
It is evident from the above discussion, that study of periodicity in lake-aquifer
systems is not directly analogous to any previous studies of periodicity in aquifer
systems, though adopted approaches are closely related.  In particular, it is common to
decouple average and fluctuating behaviours so that steady state and cyclical effects can
be studied independently.  Mathematically, this approach is possible when linear systems
are stressed by forcing functions that are linear in time, such as a sinusoidally varying16
stress.  More recently, Townley (1993) has presented a periodic finite element
groundwater flow model (AQUIFEM-P) that is suitable for examining arbitrary flow
problems in two-dimensional plan or section.   Modelling in the present study has been
carried out using AQUIFEM-P, which computes both periodic head distributions and
flows.  A review of the model and its use is presented in Appendix 3.17
Chapter 3
Groundwater Flow Equations, Boundary
Conditions and Solutions
3.1  Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to present the groundwater flow equations, boundary
conditions and solution methods which are used in the present study.  Modelling in later
chapters involves a combination of one-dimensional, two-dimensional, periodic,
analytical and numerical approaches for simulating local and regional scale flows.  The
following sections establish the mathematical background for this work.  They are
presented in a separate chapter for conciseness, and to minimise repetition and 'clutter' in
later chapters that focus upon the specifics of modelling surface water–groundwater
interaction.   One-dimensional flow equations and solutions are described in section 3.2,
and two-dimensional equations and boundary conditions in section 3.3.  Solutions for
linear one-dimensional flow (uniform transmissivity) are obtained analytically, and for
non linear flow (varying transmissivity) using the Finite Difference Method (FDM).
Two-dimensional flow is solved using the Galerkin Finite Element Method (FEM), as
described in section 3.4.
The least conventional aspect of the following work is the concept of periodic
groundwater flow, in which aquifer forcing and the systems response are assumed to be
sinusoidal in time.  Unlike wave phenomena, solutions to groundwater flow equations
oscillate only when the forcing stresses are oscillatory.  Wave propagation in an aquifer,
or porous medium, is normally assumed negligible because groundwater velocities and
hence inertial forces are generally very small (Davis and de Wiest 1966, p. 174).  An
aquifer that responds periodically to a periodic forcing, therefore behaves like a type of
overdamped forced oscillator (e.g. Pain 1968, p.39;  Hsieh et al. 1987;  Sears et al.
1987, p.280).18
Two approaches are used to analyse systems that experience forced periodic
behaviour  (e.g. Hudson 1980, p.112;  Townley 1995).  The first technique involves
imposing a periodic forcing condition and solving an initial value problem that
asymptopically approaches a periodic behaviour—that is, a state of constant amplitude
and phase.  The solution obtained can be decomposed into a periodic term and a transient
term that dies away with time (Pain 1968, p.39).  Initially, both the transient and periodic
terms contribute to the solution, although the periodic term determines the ultimate
behaviour.  Once sufficient time has elapsed, the choice of initial conditions becomes
unimportant (Hudson 1980, p.112) because the initial energy input is by that time
dissipated (Boyce and DiPrima 1986).  In the second approach, the aquifer response is
assumed to be already periodic, implying that the transient term has vanished, or that
there is no other transient.  This invovles solving a boundary value problem in which the
time dependence of all disturbances is assumed harmonic—that is, they can be expressed
in terms of sine and cosine functions (Borowski and Borwein 1989).  These are known
as time-harmonic problems (Pain 1968, p.112).  The time-harmonic approach is suited to
systems in which periodicity occurs over long continuous periods, for example diurnal
and seasonal forcing.  All analyses in the present study assume time-harmonic conditions.
3.2  One-Dimensional Flow
3.2.1  Transient Flow Equation
Groundwater flow in a one-dimensional aquifer with uniform recharge is described
by the non-linear partial differential equation (Bear 1979)
S
∂ h
∂ t
=
∂
∂ x
Kh
∂ h
∂ x




+ R (3.1)
where: hx ,t ()  represents head* [L]† ,
S is the storage coefficient [–],
K(x) is the hydraulic conductivity [LT–1], and
R represents net areal recharge to the aquifer [LT–1].
* 'head' here means 'total head' that contains both effects of pressure (pressure head) and height above a
reference (elevation head)
† [ ] means 'has dimensions of' or 'has units of'19
Here the elevation at the base of the aquifer is taken to be zero everywhere.  In a confined
aquifer, the storage coefficient is S = SoB, where So is specific storativity [L–1] and B is
the average saturated thickness of aquifer [L].  In unconfined aquifers, the storage
coefficient is approximated by specific yield Sy [–] since the contribution of specific
storativity to the storage coefficient is assumed to be negligible.  When spatial and
temporal variations in head are small compared to the saturated thickness, (3.1) can be
linearised by substituting Kh ≈ K(x)B = T(x)
S
∂ h
∂ t
=
∂
∂ x
T
∂ h
∂ x




+ R (3.2)
where T(x) is the aquifer transmissivity  (Bear 1979, pp.114–115).  In a homogeneous
aquifer Kh ≈ KB = T and the flow equation simplifies to
S
∂ h
∂ t
= T
∂
2h
∂ x
2 + R (3.3)
which is a linear diffusion equation with the addition of a forcing term R.
3.2.2  Periodic Flow Equations
Frequency decomposition of transient groundwater flow problems is possible when
the governing flow equations and boundary conditions are time-linear and all aquifer
stresses are time-harmonic (e.g. Townley 1995);  however, when transmissivity depends
on time, a frequency decomposition is not possible and the solution methods used in this
thesis are unsuited.
For a homogeneous aquifer in which transmissivity is independent of head and
time, and assuming uniform sinusoidal recharge (Appendix A1)
R = Rs + re Rp exp iω t () {} (3.4)
where: R(t) is total recharge [LT–1];
Rs is the average or steady  state recharge;
  Rp is the complex amplitude of fluctuation in recharge;
re • {}  is an operator which returns the real part of a complex number.20
and a solution of the same form
h = hs + re hp exp iω t () {}   (3.5)
then substitution into (3.3) yields
T
∂
2
∂ x
2 hs + re hp exp(iω t) {} () + Rs + re Rp exp(iω t) {} ()
= S
∂
∂ t
hs + re hp exp(iω t) {} ()
(3.6)
Separation of time-independent (steady state) and time-dependent (fluctuating) terms
gives the following equations describing one-dimensional steady state flow and one-
dimensional fluctuating flow in a homogeneous aquifer.
T
d
2hs
dx
2 + Rs = 0 (3.7)
and
T
d
2hp
dx
2 − iω Shp + Rp = 0 (3.8)
Note that the exponential terms exp(iω t) in (3.6) cancel out to remove the time
dependence of the decoupled problem;  this is a feature of the time-harmonic approach
which solves for amplitudes and phases that do not vary in time.  The full time-dependent
periodic solution is obtained by solving (3.7) for hs, (3.8) for hp, and then computing
total head according to (3.5).
For a homogeneous aquifer in which transmissivity is independent of time but
spatially dependent upon head Kh ≈ Khs(x).  This is equivalent to neglecting temporal
fluctuations in transmissivity and is a reasonable approach when the magnitude of
fluctuations in head  hp  are small compared to hs.  Substitution into (3.2), along with
sinusoidal forms of R and h, and separation of time-independent and time-dependent
terms results in the following steady state and fluctuating flow equations
d
dx
Khs
dhs
dx



 + Rs = 0 (3.9)21
and
d
dx
Khs
dhp
dx



 − iω Shp + Rp = 0 (3.10)
Equation (3.9) is non linear in space but is straight-forward to solve when re-written as
an ordinary, linear differential equation in hs
2
K
2
d
2 hs ()
2
dx
2 + Rs = 0 (3.11)
A solution to (3.10) is more difficult because of the varying coefficient Khs(x).  An
analytic form of the coefficient is obtained from the solution to (3.9), however a series
method or numerical technique is normally required to solve linear differential equations
with varying coefficients.  A finite difference method has been used in this thesis.
3.2.3 Analytical Solutions for Steady State Flow in Homogeneous Aquifers
Solutions to the one-dimensional steady state flow equations (3.7) and (3.9) are
given respectively by
hs(x) =−
Rs
2T
x
2 + C1x + C2 (3.12)
and
hs(x) =−
Rs
K
x
2 + C3x + C4 (3.13)
where  C1 to C4 are integration constants which are filled with appropriate boundary
conditions (Townley 1995).  A single Dirichlet (prescribed head), Neumann (prescribed
flow) or Cauchy (mixed) boundary condition applied at each end of a one-dimensional
region yields a two point boundary value problem.22
3.2.3.1 Region with no-flow at x = 0, prescribed head at    x = l and uniform recharge
For the choice of boundary conditions, the integration constants are given by
  
C1 = 0, C2 = Hs +
Rsl
2
2T
and C3 = 0, C4 = Hs
2 +
Rsl
2
K
where  Hs is the prescribed head at    x = l and    l is the length of aquifer (Figure 3.1).
Substituting for the integration constants yields the solutions
  
hs(x) = Hs +
Rs
2T
l
2 − x
2 () (3.14)
and
  
hs(x) = Hs
2 +
Rs
K
l
2 − x
2 () (3.15)
Groundwater flow in the positive x-direction is
Qs(x) = Rsx (3.16)
for both cases.
no flow
x = 0 x = l
Rs
hs(l) = Hs
Figure 3.1  Schematic of region with no-flow at x = 0, prescribed head at    x = l and
uniform recharge23
3.2.3.2  Region with prescribed head at x = 0, prescribed head at    x = l and uniform
recharge
For this choice of boundary conditions the integration constants are
  
C1 =
H2s
l
−
H1s
l
+
Rsl
2T
, C2 = H1s and C3 =
H2s
2
l
−
H1s
2
l
+
Rsl
K
, C4 = H1s
2
where  H1s and H2s are the prescribed heads at x = 0 and    x = l, respectively
(Figure 3.2).  The appropriate solutions are
hs(x) = H1s 1−
x
l



 + H2s
x
l



 +
Rs
2T
lx − x
2 () (3.17)
and
hs(x) = H1s
2 1−
x
l



 + H2s
2 x
l



 +
Rs
K
lx − x
2 () (3.18)
Flows in the positive x-direction are given by
Qs(x) =
T
l
H1s − H2s () −
Rs
2
l − 2x () (3.19)
and
  
Qs(x) =
K
2l
H1s − H2s () −
Rs
2
l − 2x () (3.20)
x = 0 x = l
Rs
hs(l) = H2s hs(0) = H1s
Figure 3.2  Schematic of region with prescribed head at x = 0, prescribed head at
x = l and uniform recharge24
3.2.3.3  Region with prescribed flow at x = 0, prescribed head at    x = l and uniform
recharge
The integration constants for this choice of boundary conditions are
  
C1 =−
Qs
T
, C2 = Hs +
Rsl
2
2T
+
Qsl
T
and C3 =−
2Qs
K
, C4 = Hs
2 +
Rsl
2
K
+
2Qsl
K
where Hs is the prescribed head at    x = l, and Qs is the prescribed flow at x = 0.  This
gives
  
hs(x) = Hs +
Rs
2T
l
2 − x
2 () +
Qs
T
l − x () (3.21)
and
hs(x) = Hs
2 +
Rs
K
l
2 − x
2 () +
2Qs
K
l − x () (3.22)
Groundwater flow in the positive x-direction is
Qs(x) = Rsx + Qs (3.24)
for both cases.
x = 0 x = l
Rs
Qs hs(l) = Hs
Figure 3.3  Schematic of region with prescribed flow at x = 0, prescribed head at
   x = l and uniform recharge25
3.2.4 Analytical Solutions for Fluctuating Flow in Homogeneous Aquifers;
Constant Transmissivity
The fluctuating component of flow in a one-dimensional homogeneous aquifer with
uniform periodic recharge and constant transmissivity is described by (3.8), with the
solution is given by
hp(x) = D 1coshax + D2sinhax +
Rp
iω S
(3.25)
where  D 1 and D2 are integration constants and a = iω ST (Townley  1995).  As
before, particular solutions are obtained by applying appropriate boundary conditions at
each end of the domain.
3.2.4.1  Region with no flow at x = 0, prescribed periodic head at    x = l and uniform
periodic recharge
For the choice of boundary conditions, the integration constants are
D 1 =
1
coshb
Hp −
Rp
iω S



 and D2 = 0
where  Hp is the prescribed complex head at    x = l, and    b = al (Figure 3.4).
Substituting D 1 and D2 into (3.25)
  
hp(x) = Hp
cosh b
x
l




coshb
+
Rp
iω S
1−
cosh b
x
l




coshb










(3.26)
with flow in the positive x-direction
  
Qp(x) =−
Tbsinh b
x
l




lcoshb
Hp −
Rp
iω S



 (3.27)26
These results can be checked using a water balance approach, in which the
difference between in-flow and out-flow across the aquifer boundaries must be equal to
the net change in storage within the aquifer
  
iω Sh p dx
0
l
∫ = Rpl − Qp x= l (3.28)
where the left–hand side represents the change in aquifer storage, and the right-hand side
is the net flux across the aquifer boundaries.  From (3.27), flow into the aquifer at    x = l
is
  
− Qp x= l =
T
l
btanhbH p −
Rp
iω S



 (3.29)
and the integral term in (3.28) is
  
iω Sh p dx
0
l
∫ =
T
l
btanhbH p −
Rp
iω S



 + Rpl (3.30)
Substitution of (3.29) and (3.30) into (3.28) confirms that the fluctuating water balance is
satisfied.
no flow
Rp
x = 0 x = l
hp(l) = Hp
Figure 3.4  Schematic of region with no flow at x = 0, prescribed periodic head at
   x = l and uniform periodic recharge27
3.2.4.2  Region with prescribed periodic head at x = 0, prescribed zero head at    x = l
and uniform periodic recharge
The integration constants for this choice of boundary conditions are
D 1 = Hp −
Rp
iω S
and D2 =−
Hp
tanhb
+
Rp
iω S
coshb − 1
sinhb




where Hp is a prescribed complex head at  x = 0.  This gives
  
hp x () = Hp cosh b
x
l



 −
sinh b
x
l




tanhb










+
Rp
iω S
1−
sinh b
x
l




sinhb
− cosh b
x
l



 +
sinh b
x
l




tanhb










(3.31)
with flow in the positive x-direction
Qp(x) =−
HpT
l
bsinh b
x
l



 −
bcosh b
x
l




tanhb










−
RpT
iω Sl
−
bcosh b
x
l




sinhb
− bsinh b
x
l



 +
bcosh b
x
l




tanhb










(3.32)
As for the previous problem, these results can be checked against the aquifer water
balance
  
iω Sh p
0
l
∫ dx = Rpl + Qp x= 0 − Qp x= l (3.33)
with the complex flow terms on the right–hand side evaluated from (3.32).  This yields28
  
Qp x= 0 =
HpT
l
b
tanhb
+ Rpl
1− coshb
bsinhb



 (3.34)
and
  
Qp x= l =
HpT
l
b
sinhb
− Rpl
1− coshb
bsinhb



 (3.35)
The integral term on the left–hand side of (3.33) is
  
iω Sh p dx
0
l
∫ =
HpT
l
bcoshb − b
sinhb



 + Rpl 1+
21− coshb ()
bsinhb



 (3.36)
Substitution of (3.34), (3.35) and (3.36)  into (3.33) confirms that the fluctuating water
balance is satisfied.
x = 0 x = l
Rp
hp(0) = Hp hp(l) = 0 + i0
Figure 3.5  Schematic of region with prescribed periodic head at x = 0, prescribed zero
head at    x = l and uniform periodic recharge
3.2.5  Finite Difference Solutions for Fluctuating Flow in Homogeneous Aquifers;
Transmissivity Spatially Dependent on Head
The fluctuating component of flow in a 1-D homogeneous aquifer with uniform
periodic recharge and transmissivity spatially dependent on head is described by equation
(3.10).  Series solutions for differential equations with varying coefficients are available,
however these methods are most suitable to initial value problems.  An approximate
numerical solution is possible using the Finite Difference Method.
By expanding the differential term, (3.10) becomes29
p(x)
d
2hp
dx
2 + q(x)
dhp
dx
+ Sphp + Rp = 0 (3.37)
where: p(x) = Khs [L2T–1],
q(x) = K
dhs
dx
 [LT–1],
Sp =− iω S [T–1].
The coefficients  p(x) and q(x) are functions of the steady state solution hs(x) and,
therefore, depend upon the choice of steady state boundary conditions.  When
transmissivity is constant, the dependence on the steady solution disappears since both
coefficients are also constant.  The difference equation for (3.10) is derived by
discretising the domain according to Figure 3.6; this yields
pi
∆ x
2



 hi− 1 −
2pi
∆ x
2 +
qi
∆ x
− Sp



 hi +
pi
∆ x
2 +
qi
∆ x



 hi+ 1 = Rp (3.38)
where: hi = hp(xi);
pi = p(xi);
qi = q(xi);
xi is the value of  x at node i.
  i=1 i=2 i=3 i=n
x = 0 x = l
∆ x
Figure 3.6  Discretisation of the finite difference domain
3.2.5.1  Region with no flow at x = 0, prescribed periodic head at    x = l and uniform
periodic recharge
For the choice of boundary conditions the coefficients  p(x) and q(x) are30
  
p(x) = KH s
2 +
Rs
K
l
2 − x
2 () (3.39)
and
q(x) =
− Rsx
Hs
2 +
Rs
K
l
2 − x
2 ()
(3.40)
where  Hs is the prescribed steady state head at    x = l  (Figure 3.7).  The complex
boundary conditions* are
dhp
dx 0
= 0 (3.41)
and
hp(l) = Hp (3.42)
where  Hp is the prescribed complex head at x = l.  In this case the parameters and
boundary conditions become
  
pi = KH s
2 +
Rs
K
l
2 − xi
2 () (3.43)
  
qi =
− Rsxi
Hs
2 +
Rs
K
l
2 − xi
2 ()
(3.44)
h2 = h1 (3.45)
and
hn = Hp (3.46)
In combination, equations (3.38) and (3.43) to (3.46) represent a system of n
linear equations in n unknowns which can be written in matrix notation as
* the | means 'evaluated at'31
Ax = b (3.47)
where:
A =
− 11
a2 b2 c2
a3 b3 c3
.. .
.. .
an− 1 bn− 1 cn− 1
01






















ai =
pi
∆ x
2
bi = Sp −
2pi
∆ x
2 −
qi
∆ x
ci =
pi
∆ x
2 +
qi
∆ x
x =
h1
h2
h3
.
.
.
hn






















b =
0
− Rp
− Rp
.
.
− Rp
Hp






















The coefficient matrix A is tridiagonal and, therefore, the system can be solve efficiently
using a tridiagonal matrix solver—for example, Crout's Method (Burden and Faires
1993, p.380).  Flows are32
Qpi ≈− Khsi
hi+ 1 − hi− 1
2∆ x



 (3.48)
for i = 2, n − 1, and
  
Qp(l) ≈− KHs
hn − hn− 1
∆ x



 (3.49)
at    x = l.
no flow
x = 0 x = l
hs(l) = Hs
Rs, Rp
hp(l) = Hp
Figure 3.7  Schematic of region with no flow at x = 0, prescribed periodic head at
   x = l and uniform periodic recharge
3.2.5.2 Region with prescribed periodic head at x = 0 and    x = l, and uniform
periodic recharge
For the choice boundary conditions the coefficients  p(x) and q(x) are
 
p(x) = KH 1s
2 1−
x
l



 + H2s
2 x
l



 +
Rs
K
lx − x
2 () (3.50)
and
q(x) =
K
2
−
H1s
2
l
+
H2s
2
l
+
Rs
K
xl − x
2 ()
H1s
2 1−
x
l



 + H2s
2 x
l



 +
Rs
K
xl − x
2 ()










(3.51)33
where H1s is the prescribed steady state head at x = 0, and H2s is the prescribed steady
state head at    x = l  (Figure 3.8).  The complex boundary conditions are
hp(0) = H1p (3.52)
   hp(l) = H2p (3.53)
where H1p is the prescribed complex head at x = 0, and H2p is the prescribed complex
head at    x = l.  The approximating difference equations for (3.50) to (3.53) are
  
pi = KH 1s
2 1−
xi
l



 + H2s
2 xi
l



 +
Rs
K
lxi − xi
2 () (3.54)
qi =
K
2
−
H1s
2
l
+
H2s
2
l
+
Rs
K
xil − xi
2 ()
H1s
2 1−
xi
l



 + H2s
2 xi
l



 +
Rs
K
xil − xi
2 ()










(3.55)
h1 = H1p (3.56)
and
hn = H2p (3.57)
As for the previous problem, equations (3.38) and (3.54 to 3.57) represent a
system of n linear equations in n unknowns which can be written in matrix notation as
Ax = b (3.58)
where:
A =
10
a2 b2 c2
a3 b3 c3
.. .
.. .
an− 1 bn− 1 cn− 1
01





















34
ai =
pi
∆ x
2
bi = Sp −
2pi
∆ x
2 −
qi
∆ x
ci =
pi
∆ x
2 +
qi
∆ x
x =
h1
h2
h3
.
.
.
hn






















b =
H1p
− Rp
− Rp
.
.
− Rp
H2p






















The coefficient matrix A is once more tridiagonal.  Flows are computed according to
Qpi ≈− Khsi
hi+ 1 − hi− 1
2∆ x



 (3.59)
for i = 2, n − 1,
Qp(0) ≈− KH1s
hi= 2 − hi= 1
∆ x



 (3.60)
at  x = 0, and
  
Qp(l) ≈ KH2s
hn − hn− 1
∆ x



 (3.61)
 at  x = l.35
x = 0 x = l
Rs, Rp
hs(0) = H1s
hp(0) = H1p hp(l) = H2p
hs(l) = H2s
Figure 3.8  Schematic of region with prescribed periodic head at x = 0 and    x = l, and
uniform periodic recharge
3.3  Two-Dimensional Flow in Vertical Section
3.3.1  Transient Flow Equation
Flow in a two-dimensional vertical section of anisotropic porous medium is
described by the continuity equation (Bear 1979, p.93)
So
∂ϕ
∂ t
=
∂
∂ x
Kx
∂ϕ
∂ x




+
∂
∂ z
Kz
∂ϕ
∂ z




(3.62)
where: ϕ (x,z,t) is the piezometric head [L];
So represents specific storativity [L–1];
K is the hydraulic conductivity [LT–1].
Derivation of (3.62) assumes that the medium is fully saturated, the fluid is
incompressible and has constant density, Darcy's Law is applicable, the aquifer is non
homogeneous and anisotropic, and the principal axes of anisotropy are aligned with the  x
and  z coordinate directions—such that the off-diagonal terms of the conductivity tensor
are zero (Kxz = Kzx = 0).  The diagonal terms of the tensor are here denoted Kx and Kz.
3.3.2  Periodic Flow Equations
Assuming that the aquifer recharge varies sinusoidally in time36
R = Rs + re Rp exp iω t () {} (3.63)
and all other boundary conditions are either steady state or sinusoidal with the same
frequency as recharge, the transient flow equation (3.62) has a solution of the form
ϕ = ϕ s + re ϕ p exp iω t () {}   (3.64)
Substitution of (3.64) into (3.62), and separation of the steady state and fluctuating
terms, yields the following steady state and fluctuating flow equations
∂
∂ x
Kx
∂ϕ s
∂ x




+
∂
∂ z
Kz
∂ϕ s
∂ z




= 0 (3.65)
and
∂
∂ x
Kx
∂ϕ p
∂ x



 +
∂
∂ z
Kz
∂ϕ p
∂ z



 − Soiωϕ p = 0 (3.66)
When the aquifer is homogeneous (constant hydraulic conductivity) equation (3.65)
simplifies to the well-known Laplace equation.  The fluctuating flow equation (3.66) is a
linear partial differential equation with complex, dependent variable ϕ p.  With appropriate
boundary conditions, the time dependent solution to (3.62) is obtained by first solving for
ϕ s and ϕ p in (3.65) and (3.66), respectively, and then evaluating ϕ (t) according to
(3.64).
3.3.3  Dirichlet, Neumann and Cauchy Boundary Conditions
3.3.3.1  Dirichlet (prescribed head) boundary
A prescribed or specified head boundary condition is written in general form as
(Bear 1972, p.250)
ϕ = ϕ 1(x,z,t)  on Γ 1 (3.67)
where ϕ 1  is a function describing the distribution of piezometric head along a region of
boundary Γ 1.  When the prescribed head varies sinusoidally in time, ϕ 1 takes the form37
ϕ 1 = ϕ 1s + re ϕ 1p exp iω t () {} .  Substituting into (3.67), and separating steady state and
fluctuating terms, gives
ϕ s = ϕ 1s(x,z)  on Γ 1 (3.68)
and
ϕ p = ϕ 1p(x,z)  on Γ 1 (3.69)
Ω
Γ 1
Γ 2
Γ 3
x
z
Γ 4
A ϕ 3 − ϕ ()
Rn
q2
Figure 3.9 Schematic of Dirichlet, Neumann and Cauchy boundary conditions for a
vertical section of aquifer
3.3.3.2  Neumann (prescribed flow) boundary
The general form for a prescribed or specified flow boundary condition is (Bear
1972, p.251)
qn = q2(x,z,t)  on Γ 2 (3.70)38
where  qn = 1n• q is the normal component of in-flow with respect to the boundary
portion  Γ 2,  1n = (nx,nz) is the unit inward-pointing normal vector, q is the specific
discharge vector, and q2 is a function describing the distribution of flow on Γ 2 [LT–1].
When the prescribed flux is sinusoidal in time, q2 takes the form
q2 = q2s + re q2p exp iω t () {} .  Substituting into (3.70) gives the boundary conditions
qns =− Kx
∂ϕ s
∂ x
nx + Kz
∂ϕ s
∂ z
nz




= q2s(x,z)  on Γ 2 (3.71)
and
qpn =− Kx
∂ϕ p
∂ x
nx + Kz
∂ϕ p
∂ z
nz



 = qp2(x,z)  on Γ 2 (3.72)
3.3.3.3  Cauchy (mixed) boundary
On a mixed boundary, the relationship between heads at the boundary and flows
across the boundary is prescribed according to (Bear 1979, p.119)
qn = A ϕ 3 − ϕ ()   on Γ 3 (3.73)
where  A is called the conductance, or leakage coefficient  [T–1], and ϕ 3 is a time
dependent function describing the behaviour of the, so called, external head [L].  Mixed
boundary conditions are normally used to represent a leaky region along a boundary.  The
amount of leakage is controlled by the head difference across the boundary (ϕ 3 − ϕ ) and
the conductance
A =
′ K
′ B
(3.75)
where  ′ K  is the hydraulic conductivity of the leaky region [LT–1], and  ′ B  is the regions
thickness [L].  Commonly, mixed boundaries are used to simulate exchange between
surface water bodies and groundwater—for example, the seepage between a stream and
contiguous region of aquifer (McDonald and Harbaugh 1988, pp.6–1 to 6–13).  More
generally,   A and ϕ 3  can be used to express any sensible linear relationship between
heads and flows at the boundary.39
To develop the periodic boundary equations, it is appropriate to assume an external
head function of the form ϕ 3 = ϕ 3s + re ϕ 3p exp iω t () {} .  Substituting for ϕ 3 in (3.73)
yields
qns =− Kx
∂ϕ s
∂ x
nx + Kz
∂ϕ s
∂ z
nz




= A(ϕ 3s − ϕ s)  on Γ 3 (3.75)
and
qnp =− Kx
∂ϕ p
∂ x
nx + Kz
∂ϕ p
∂ z
nz



 = A(ϕ 3p − ϕ p)  on Γ 3 (3.76)
3.3.4  Free Surface with Accretion
In unconfined aquifers, the existence of a free surface leads to a group of phreatic
flow problems that are difficult to solve (Bear 1972, p.252).  The geometry of the free
surface and, therefore, the free surface boundary condition, are described in part by the
dependent variable ϕ , which is a priori unknown.  This complexity is manifest in either
the governing flow equation, or the free surface boundary condition–which is generally a
non-linear partial differential equation.  A number of analytical and numerical schemes
have been developed that attempt to deal with non-linearity in unsteady free surface
problems.
Linearisation techniques that lead to analytical solutions are presented by Bear
(1972, p.408) for a select group of problems.  These usually involve simplification using
the Dupuit approximations, which leads to Boussinesq's equation.  Neuman and
Witherspoon (1971) present an iterative method for analysing unsteady phreatic flow
using the finite element method.  Their technique uses a variable mesh that can expand
and contract to accommodate movement of the free surface.  They argue that, in a large
number of cases, the effect of the unsaturated zone can be neglected or treated according
to the concept of delayed yield.  To include unsaturated zone effects, Desai and Li (1983)
develop a residual flow procedure for the finite element method which uses an invariant
mesh that allows the free surface to pass through elements.  The modelled domain is
therefore extended to include both the saturated and unsaturated zones.
An approximate method for modelling phreatic flow problems is discussed by
Carrera and Neuman (1986) who suggest that if fluctuations in the saturated thickness of
aquifer are sufficiently small, then the unsteady free surface can be approximated by
assigning a specific storativity So = Sy along the top row of elements and treating the free
surface as a steady boundary.  This technique is common in electric analog modelling, in40
which capacitors are placed only at the nodes representing the phreatic surface (Bear
1972, p.718;   Bouwer 1978, p.225).  The store and release of charge in capacitors,
simulates changes in aquifer storage due to movement of the water table and associated
filling and draining of pore space.  The technique therefore simulates storage effects, but
assumes that the geometry of the saturated domain is approximately constant.
The approximate method suggested by Carrera and Neuman is employed in this
thesis, however it is shown that in order to supply the correct values for storage
coefficients at the free surface, a full knowledge of their handling within the modelling
code is required.  This issue is considered in Section 3.4.2, which describes the Galerkin
finite element method, and Appendix 3, which describes the application of the
AQUIFEM-P code to problems in vertical section (see also; Chapter 7).
The two conditions which must be satisfied on an unsteady free surface with
accretion are (e.g. Neuman and Witherspoon 1971;  Pinder and Gray 1977, p.197;  Bear
1979, p.98;  Huyakorn and Pinder 1983, p.122)
ϕ (x,z,t) = z  on  Γ 4 (3.77)
and
( ) cos R q 1n V 1n −•= •= nn
t
eG e
∂ϕ
∂
α   on  Γ 4 (3.78)
where: R is groundwater recharge, or the rate at which water is added vertically to 
the free surface from outside  [LT–1],
VG is the velocity of propagation of the free surface, defined positive 
outwards [LT–1],
α  is the angle of the free surface measured from horizontal,
ne is the effective porosity.
A free surface with accretion boundary is depicted schematically in Figure 3.10.
Equation (3.77) states the piezometric head must equal the elevation head along the free
surface.  This is required because the pressure component of head along the surface must
be zero (i.e. atmospheric pressure = zero gauge pressure).  Equation (3.78) is a mass
balance that states that the propagation velocity of the free surface is dependent upon the
rate at which water is added or removed from each side of the surface.  Note that q is
defined positive into the domain, consistent with other boundary fluxes, and can be41
thought of as the rate at which water is removed from the free surface, from inside of the
aquifer.
datum elevation
Rn
qn VG
∂ϕ
∂ t
ϕ (x,z,t1) = z
free surface position
previous position
α
Figure 3.10  Schematic diagram of a free surface with accretion
To develop the periodic free surface boundary conditions, sinusoidal forms of q,
R and ϕ  are substituted into (3.77) and (3.78).  This yields the independent steady state
and fluctuating equations
ϕ ss s xz t z (, ,) =   on  Γ 4 (3.79)
ϕ pp p xz t z (, ,) =   on  Γ 4 (3.80)
qR ns ns =   on Γ 4 (3.81)
and
qR i n np np e p =−ωϕ β cos   on Γ 4 (3.82)
where  Rn = 1n• R is the normal component of recharge with respect to the boundary.
When fluctuations in the water table are small compared to the average saturated depth of
aquifer, the boundary conditions (3.79) and (3.80) can be linearised by assuming that the
geometry of the free surface is approximately constant—that is,42
zzB sb ≅+   on Γ 4 (3.83)
and
zp ≅ 0 4   on Γ (3.84)
where zb is the elevation of the bottom of the aquifer from an arbitrary datum and B is
the average saturated depth of aquifer [L].  This is a geometric approximation that
replaces a moving boundary by a fixed boundary; it does not imply, however, that the
head along the boundary is fixed.  Further simplification of (3.78) and (3.82) is possible
when slopes along the free surface are small.  This approximation is considered by Nield
et al. (1994) who show that when potential gradients along the sloping water table are
small, replacing it with a horizontal surface does not significantly effect the overall
features of the flow.  When α ≅ 0, and thus cos . α ≅ 1 0, equation (3.82) reduces to
qnp ≅ Rnp − iω Syϕ p  on Γ 4 (3.85)
where Sy ≡ ne is the specific yield (Bear 1979, p.99).
3.4  The Galerkin Finite Element Method (FEM)
3.4.1  Two-Dimensional Flow in Plan
Derivation of the Galerkin finite element equations is most commonly described for
two-dimensional flow in plan (e.g. Pinder and Gray 1977, p.131;  Wilson et al. 1979,
p.17;  Huyakorn and Pinder 1983, p.129).  For a two-dimensional region Ω
(Figure 3.9) with prescribed head boundaries along Γ 1, prescribed flow boundaries
along Γ 2 and mixed boundaries along Γ 3, the resulting finite element matrix equation for
triangular elements and linear interpolation function is (Townley 1993, p.9)
S
dh
dt
+ Kh = f (3.86)
where: h(t) is a vector containing nodal head values,
S is a storage matrix,
K is a transmissivity matrix,43
f is a forcing vector containing recharge and boundary conditions.
  The elements of the so-called global matrices S,  K and f are given by
sij = SNiNj dΩ
Ω∫∫   [L2] (3.87)
kij = Tx
∂ Ni
∂ x
∂ Nj
∂ x
+ Ty
∂ Ni
∂ y
∂ Nj
∂ y



 dΩ
Ω∫∫ + ANiNj dΓ 3
Γ 3 ∫   [L2T-1] (3.88)
and
fi = NiRd Ω+
Ω∫∫ NiQ2 dΓ 2
Γ 2 ∫ + NiAϕ 3 dΓ 3
Γ 3 ∫   [L3T-1] (3.89)
where  Ni are linear interpolation functions and  Nj are the weighting functions.
3.4.2  Unconfined Flow in Vertical Section with Approximate Free Surface Boundary
Conditions
For unconfined flow in vertical section, the matrix equation (3.86) remains the
same, however, the global matrices f and S are changed due to the inclusion of a free
surface boundary condition;  the units of the global matrices are also different in the 2D
plan and vertical section formulations—see equations (3.87) to (3.89) and (3.90) to
(3.92).  In the following analysis the approximate free surface boundary conditions
(3.83), (3.84) and (3.85) are assumed.
Application of the Galerkin finite element method to a vertical section of aquifer
with prescribed head boundaries along Γ 1, prescribed flow boundaries along Γ 2, mixed
boundaries along Γ 3 and a free surface with accretion along Γ 4 results in the element
equations
sij = SoNiNj dΩ
Ω∫∫ + Sy
Γ 4 ∫ NiNj dΓ 4  [L] (3.90)
kij = Kx
∂ Ni
∂ x
∂ Nj
∂ x
+ Kz
∂ Ni
∂ z
∂ Nj
∂ z



 dΩ
Ω∫∫ + ANiNjdΓ 3
Γ 3 ∫   [LT-1] (3.91)
and44
fi = Niq2 dΓ 2
Γ 2 ∫ + NiAϕ 3 dΓ 3 +
Γ 3 ∫ NiRd Γ 4
Γ 4 ∫   [L2T-1] (3.92)
To solve the matrix equation (3.86), the integrals in (3.90), (3.91) and (3.92) are
evaluated element by element over the domain and their contributions added to the global
matrices S, K and f.  In general element contributions are computed as
... ()dΩ
Ω∫∫ = ... ()dΩ
e
Ω
e ∫∫




e= 1
numel
∑ (3.93)
... ()dΓ
Γ∫ = ... ()dΓ
e
Γ
e ∫




e= 1
numel
∑ (3.94)
where e  denotes the element number and numel  is the number of elements.  Element
integrals in the Galerkin statement of the problem are non-zero only when i and  j are the
same node (denoted i = j) or when i and  j are nodes belonging to the same element
(denoted i ≠ j).  If  A
e is defined as the element area, and  L
e  is the length of the element
side lying along the boundary, then the integrals in (3.90), (3.91) and (3.92) are (Pinder
and Gray 1977, p.100;  Wilson et al. 1979, p.44)
NiNj dΩ
e
Ω
e ∫∫ =
A
e
6
 for i = j
A
e
12
 for i ≠ j





(3.95)
NiNj dΓ
e
Γ
e ∫ =
L
e
3
 for i = j
L
e
6
 for i ≠ j





(3.96)
and
Ni dΓ
e
Γ
e ∫ =
L
e
2 (3.97)
The element integrals contributing to S and f are therefore45
sij
e = So
eNiNj dΩ
e
Ω
e ∫∫ + Sy
eNiNj dΓ
e
Γ
e ∫ =
So
e A
e
6
+ Sy
e L
e
3
 for i = j
So
e A
e
12
+ Sy
e L
e
6
 for i ≠ j
0                     otherwise




 





(3.98)
and
fi
e = q2 + Aϕ 3 + R () Ni dΓ
e
Γ
e ∫ = q2 + Aϕ 3 + R ()
L
e
2
(3.99)
Of most interest, the accretion term  R can be seen to contribute to the forcing vector f in
an identical way to the prescribed flow term q2, however  the specific yield Sy contributes
to the storage matrix S in a similar, but not identical way to So.  In the latter case, a
difference exits because Sy is integrated along the boundary while So is integrated over
the interior of the domain.  An approximate free surface with accretion boundary
condition is therefore simulated using a prescribed flow condition, in combination with
the assignment of special storage coefficient values along the free surface.  The way in
which storage coefficients should be assigned for the AQUIFEM-P code is considered in
Appendix 3.  Such a technique is useful because it enables simulation of a free surface
using finite element codes that may not be set up specifically to handle unconfined flow in
vertical section.
3.4.3  Periodic Flow
Formulation of the periodic flow equations for the Galerkin finite element method is
described by Townley (1993, pp.9–10).  All periodic forcing terms are combined into the
forcing vector f, which can be written in complex notation as
f = f s + re f p exp iω t () {} (3.100)
Substituting for f yields the matrix equation
S
dh
dt
+ Kh = f s + re f p exp(iω t) {} (3.101)46
which has the general form of an equation describing forced periodic motion (e.g. Pain
1968, pp.35–55;  Nettel 1992, pp.36–40).  When K is independent of time, the  solution
to (3.102) is of the form
h = hs + re hp exp iω t () {} (3.102)
Substituting for h, and separating the steady state and fluctuating terms, yields the
independent steady state and fluctuating matrix equations
Khs = f s (3.103)
and
iω S+ K () hp = f p (3.104)
where hs(t) and hp(t) are vectors containing real and complex, nodal head values, and
f s and f p  are forcing vectors containing real and complex recharge and boundary
conditions.47
Chapter 4
Flow Visualisation
4.1  Introduction
Techniques for visualising periodic flows have not previously been developed in
the context of groundwater modelling.  Normally, periodic analyses describe the head
response of an aquifer, in which case it is usual to plot the spatial distribution of steady
state heads, head amplitudes and head phases (e.g. Colville and Holmes 1972;  Townley
1995).  In two-dimensional simulations, this would result in three separate contour plots
to provide an impression of the water table response, but not aquifer flows.  Application
of Darcy's Law to the nodal head values enables computation of element velocities
(Section 4.2) which are also sinusoidal and characterised by a steady component and
fluctuating component described by the amplitude and phase.  One approach to
visualising flows is to compute the total head distribution at selected times throughout a
period, and display these results in a series of equipotential plots on which flow vectors
(arrows) are drawn.  However, in combining the steady state and fluctuating components
the potential to explore them individually is lost.
In the present study, steady state and fluctuating components are visualised
independently, in the first instance using a conventional flow net approach, and in the
case of fluctuating flow by introducing the concept of a velocity ellipse and displacement
ellipse (Section 4.3).  Spatial plots of ellipses provides an intuitive impression of fluid
trajectories in purely fluctuating velocity fields.  The periodic response of the system, due
to the combined effect of steady and fluctuating behaviours, is visualised using particle
tracking to produce pathlines and streaklines (Section 4.4).  Since cyclical variations in
hydrologic parameters are approximated by periodic functions, transients are identical in
each cycle and only one cycle of behaviour need be determined to obtain the response
over an arbitrary number of cycles.  In an analysis of seasonal variations, this is
equivalent to assuming that all years are identical.  Once the response over one period is48
known, long-term pathlines are conveniently computed without the need for long
simulation times.
4.2  Periodic Velocities
Over a finite element mesh, groundwater velocities within elements can be
calculated by applying Darcy's Law to the nodal head values.  When nodal head values
vary sinusoidally in time, then head gradients fluctuate with the same frequency as the
head variation.  Groundwater velocity components are also sinusoidal with the same
frequency as the forcing stress.  The head gradient across a triangular element is
equivalent to the slope of a plane passing through the three points  x1, z1, ϕ 1 () ,  x2, z2, ϕ 2 ()
and  x3, z3, ϕ 3 () , where xi and zi are the spatial co-ordinates of the nodes defining the
element, and ϕ i is the corresponding value of head (Figure 4.1).  The equation of the
plane is given by  (Adams 1991)
Ax + Bz + Cϕ = D (4.1)
where  A,  B,  C and  D  are the coefficients
A = z3 − z1 () ϕ 1 + z1 − z3 () ϕ 2 + z2 − z1 () ϕ 3 (4.2)
B = x2 − x3 () ϕ 1 + x3 − x1 () ϕ 2 + x1 − x2 () ϕ 3 (4.3)
C = x2 − x1 () z3 − z1 () − x3 − x1 () z2 − z1 () (4.4)
D = Ax1 + Bz1 + Cϕ 1 (4.5)
When ϕ  is a sinusoid with frequency ω , the coefficients  A,  B and D are also
sinusoids with frequency ω , since their calculation involves only linear operations of ϕ .
Re-arranging (4.1) gives
ϕ =
1
C
D− Ax + Bz () (4.6)49
x
z
φ
x3,z3 ()
ϕ 3(t)
ϕ 1(t)
ϕ 2(t)
x2,z2 ()
x1,z1 ()
Figure 4.1  Head distribution across a triangular linear element at time t
from which head gradients in the x and z directions are calculated as the first partial
derivatives with respect to  x and z, i.e.
∂ϕ
∂ x
=−
A
C
(4.7)
and
∂ϕ
∂ z
=
B
C
(4.8)
Applying Darcy's Law, the x and z components of specific discharge are
qx =− Kx
∂ϕ
∂ x
=
Kx
C
A (4.9)
and
qz =− Kz
∂ϕ
∂ z
=−
Kz
C
B (4.10)50
where  Kx,  Kz are anisotropic hydraulic conductivities [LT–1].  Since A and B are
sinusoids with frequency ω , both velocity components (4.9) and (4.10) are also
sinusoidal with frequency ω .  They can be rewritten in a more general form as
qx = qxs + qxa cos ω t − τ x () (4.11)
and
qz = qzs + qza cos ω t − τ z () (4.12)
where  qxs and qzs are the steady components of specific discharge, qxa and qza are
component amplitudes, and τ x and τ z are component phases (Appendix 1).  Actual
groundwater pore velocities are computed by dividing specific discharge by the effective
porosity ne
vx =
qx
ne
= vxs + vxa cos ω t − τ x () (4.13)
and
vz =
qz
ne
= vzs + vza cos ω t − τ z () (4.14)
This separation allows the steady state heads and flows to be described using a
conventional flow net.  New techniques for visualising the periodic fluctuations are now
introduced.
4.3  Visualisation of Fluctuating Velocities
4.3.1  The Velocity Ellipse
4.3.1.1  Definition
Graphical representation of a periodic velocity is possible by a plotting the x
component of velocity against the z component over the period of oscillation (Figure
4.2).  The resulting parametric curve corresponds to the shape traced out by the tip of the
velocity vector, which in the present study is an ellipse with centre located at the point
(vxs,vzs) and principal axes rotated relative to the (x,z) coordinate axes.  This type of51
curve is known as a Lissajous Figure, or Bowditch curve, and is well known in
electronics (Borowski and Borwein 1989) and the study of waves (Pain 1968, p.12).
0
0
steady state
velocity
component
fluctuating
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v(t)
principal axis
principal
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2vxa
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(
t
)
2vza vxs, vzs ()
Figure 4.2  Definition of a velocity ellipse. The vector drawn from the origin to the
centre of the ellipse is the steady state velocity component vs;  the vector drawn from the
centre of the ellipse to a point on its circumference represents the fluctuating component
of velocity at some instant in time t.  The resultant velocity v(t) is the vector drawn from
the origin to the same point on the circumference of the ellipse.
Lissajous curves describe the intersection of two sinusoids with perpendicular axes,
for example the path of a particle in a two-dimensional wave field which performs,
simultaneously, two harmonic movements in mutually perpendicular directions (Zwikker
1963).  The type of Lissajous pattern observed depends upon differences in frequency,
phase and amplitude between component sinusoids.  Here, groundwater velocity
components have the same frequency, but possibly different amplitude and phase, and
therefore result in elliptical curves.  The shape and orientation of ellipses is controlled by
the ratio of the component amplitudes vxa vza and the phase lag between component
velocities τ x − τ z;  the size of the ellipse depends upon the magnitudes of the velocities.
Figure 4.3 depicts the types of ellipses that occur when velocity components have the
same frequency but possibly different amplitude and phase—for example, when the52
phase lag is equal to π 2 the principal axes are parallel to the x and z axes;  when the
phase lag is equal to π 2 and the amplitudes are equal, the ellipse is a circle;  if the phase
lag is a multiple of π  (i.e.    0, π ,2π Knπ ) the ellipse degenerates into a straight line, or
'closed' ellipse, with oscillation wholly in one plane;  when one of the component
amplitudes is zero, the ellipse is a straight line parallel with the x or z axis.
A similar graphical representation of tidal currents is used in the study of ocean
dynamics.  Foreman and Henry (1989) describe a current ellipse used to represent two-
dimensional, horizontal tidal currents which occur in response to tidal forcing.
Horizontal components, with directions south to north and west to east, are analysed
independently and the tide oscillation is presented as a rotating vector whose tip traces out
an ellipse.  Though a velocity ellipse has not previously been defined in the context of
groundwater studies, Meyboom (1966, Fig.7, p.56) describes a gradient loop obtained
by plotting the horizontal hydraulic gradient against the vertical gradient at a given
location.  Plotted field data show a curve that is close to elliptical, and reflect strong
seasonal forcing in a lake-aquifer system.
4.3.1.2  Derivation
If the steady components of velocities vxs and vys are temporarily neglected,
fluctuating velocities components are given by the sinusoids
vx = vxa cos(ω t − τ x) (4.15)
and
vz = vza cos(ω t − τ z) (4.16)
which are parametric equations for an ellipse, in the parameter t.  To derive the Cartesian
equation, (4.15) and (4.16) are first rewritten in the form
vx = vax cosa (4.17)
and
vz = vaz cos(a +∆ τ ) (4.18)
where a = ω t − τ x and ∆ τ = τ x − τ z is the phase lag between components.  Removing a
from (4.17)  and (4.18)53
Avx
2 − 2Hvx vz + Bvz
2 = 1 (4.19)
which is the equation for an inclined ellipse with centre at the point (0,0) and rotated
principal axes (Lowry 1962).
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Figure 4.3  Velocity ellipses for sinusoid components having the same frequency with
varying amplitude and phase
The coefficients  A,  H and B are
A =
1
vxa
2 sin
2 ∆ τ
(4.20)
H =
cos∆ τ
vxavzasin
2
∆ τ
(4.21)
and
B =
1
vza
2 sin
2 ∆ τ
(4.22)54
The angle of rotation of the principal axes (γ ) is related to the coefficients by
tan 2γ () =
2H
B− A
(4.23)
or γ =
1
2
tan
− 1 2H
B− A




substitute tan(2γ ) = 2tanγ (1− tan
2 γ ) and m = tanγ
Hm
2 + (B− A)m − H = 0 (4.24)
The slopes of the principal axes are the roots m1 and m2 which, from the quadratic
formula, are
m1 =
(A− B)+ (B− A)
2 + 4H
2
2H
(4.25)
and
m2 =
(A− B)− (B− A)
2 + 4H
2
2H
(4.26)
When the steady components of velocity are included, the ellipse described by
equation (4.19) is translated by vxs in the x direction and vzs in the z direction.  The
principal axes of the velocity ellipse are therefore the lines passing through the point
(vxs,vzs) with slopes m1 and m2
z = m1(x − vxs)+ vzs (4.27)
and
z = m2(x − vxs)+ vzs (4.28)55
4.3.2  The Displacement Ellipse
4.3.2.1  Definition
An important attribute of the velocity ellipse is its usefulness as a visualisation tool
for displaying fluctuating solutions.  The derivation that follows illustrates that the
elliptical path traced by the velocity vector is the same shape and orientation as a particle
trajectory in a purely fluctuating velocity field (see Figure 4.4).  Since an ellipse is
defined for each point in space, a flow domain can be visualised by 'sampling' the
velocity field and plotting displacement ellipses at each sampling point—over a regularly
spaced grid.  The resulting figure provides an intuitive impression of water motion in a
purely fluctuating system.
Strictly speaking, a displacement ellipse is not a particle trajectory unless the
velocity field is spatially uniform.  As a particle moves from one point to another within
the flow domain, the displacement ellipse corresponding to the velocity at its new location
may be different from the displacement ellipse at its previous location.  The true advective
trajectory depends upon the spatial distribution of velocity within the region through
which a particle travels, rather than the velocity at a particular point;  this would be
different for every fluid particle.  Consider, for instance, a particle at its starting position
as opposed to the same particle somewhere along its path.  Note, however, that when
neighbouring ellipses are similar size and orientation, they provide a good approximation
of the true trajectory.
4.3.2.2  Derivation
The displacement ellipse is derived by integrating the x and z components of
velocity—equations (4.15) and (4.16)—to obtain x and z components of displacement.
Integrating over the time interval t → t +∆ t
dx =−
vxa
ω
sin ω t − τ x () 


 +
vxa
ω
sin ω ∆ t + ω t − τ x () (4.29)
and
dz =−
vza
ω
sin ω t − τ z () 


 +
vza
ω
sin ω ∆ t + ω t − τ z () (4.30)
where d is the displacement [L] of a fluid particle, as measured from its starting position
at time t, to its position at t +∆ t;  t is the 'release time' and ∆ t is the 'travel time'.56
The x and z displacement components are parametric equations that describe a
family of ellipses in the parameters t and ∆ t (see Figure 4.4). The centres of the
displacement ellipses form a loci of points which are given parametrically by the first
terms on the right hand sides of (4.29) and (4.30);  that is, − vxa ω () sin ω t − τ x ()  and
− vza ω () sin ω t − τ y () .  These are the equations for an inclined ellipse which has the same
shape and orientation as the velocity ellipse;  both have amplitude ratio vxa vza and phase
lag τ x − τ z (see Figure 4.3).  The second terms on the right hand sides of (4.29) and
(4.30) are parametric equations describing the displacement ellipses.  These also have
amplitude ratio vxa vza and phase lag τ x − τ z.  Each displacement ellipse is the same
shape and orientation as the velocity ellipse, although transformed in dimension by a scale
factor 1 ω  [T].  A family of ellipses is obtained because, in transient flow, particles
released at the same location but different times are advected along different pathlines.
The common intersection point of all displacement ellipses is (0,0) because displacement
is always zero for travel times equal to multiples of the period—irrespective of the release
time.  In a fluctuating flow field, advected particles returns to their starting locations at the
end of each period of travel.
A Cartesian equation is derived by removing the parameters t and ∆ t in (4.29) and
(4.30) to give
Adx
2 − 2Hdx dz + Bdz
2 = 1 (4.31)
where the coefficients are calculated according to
A =
ω
2
vxa
2
sin
2
∆ τ
(4.32)
H =
ω
4
cos∆ τ
vxavzasin
2
∆ τ
(4.33)
and
B =
ω
2
vza
2
sin
2
∆ τ
(4.34)57
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Figure 4.4  Example velocity ellipse and corresponding displacement ellipses for
starting times 0, 2π /5, 4π/ 5, 6π /5 and 8π /5:  steady state components are vxs = 1.0 and
vzs = 1.0;  amplitudes are vxa = 2.0 and vza = 3.0;  the phase lag is π /4.
4.3.3  Pathlines for Spatially Uniform Periodic Velocities
In the special case of a spatial uniform velocity field, analytical pathlines can be
computed using (4.29) and (4.30).  It is possible to distinguish three basic pathline
shapes, with the type of shape being determined by the relative positions of the velocity
ellipse and plot origin.  Example ellipses and pathlines are presented in Figures 4.5 to 4.8
and are described below.
In the first example (Figure 4.5) the origin is inside the velocity ellipse.  This
results in a loopy pathline because both components of velocity reverse direction at the
same time, causing the pathline to double back upon itself.  The second example (Figure
4.6) shows a cusp shaped pathline that occurs only when the ellipse passes exactly
through the origin.  Cusps on the pathline correspond to times at which the velocity is
zero and, therefore, indicate the occurrence of instantaneous stagnation points.  In the
third example (Figure 4.7) the origin lies outside of the velocity ellipse and the generated
pathline is smooth and wavy.  Special situations exist when the steady state velocity is
zero or very small;  if zero, the centre of the velocity ellipse is located at the plot origin
and particle tracks are therefore precisely elliptical.  When steady state velocities are small
relative to fluctuating velocities, oscillatory flows are expected as depicted in Figure 4.8.58
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Figure 4.5  Particle track for a velocity ellipse with the plot origin located inside of the
ellipse:  steady state components are vxs = 1.0 and vzs = 1.0;  amplitudes are vxa = 2.0 and
vza = 2.0;  the phase lag is π /5.
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Figure 4.6  Particle track for a velocity ellipse with the origin located on the
circumference of the ellipse:  steady state components are vxs = 1.0 and vzs = 1.0;
amplitudes are vxa = 1.0 and vza = 1.5;  the phase lag is π /5.59
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Figure 4.7  Particle track for a velocity ellipse with the plot origin located outside of the
ellipse:  steady state components are vxs = 1.0 and vzs = 1.0;  amplitudes are vxa = 1.0 and
vza = 1.0;  the phase lag is 4π /5.
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Figure 4.8  Particle track for a velocity ellipse with small steady state components and
large fluctuating components:  steady state components are vxs = 0.1 and vzs = 0.1;
amplitudes are vxa = 1.0 ,  vza = 1.0;  the phase lag is 2π /5.60
4.4  Particle Tracking
4.4.1  Streamlines, Pathlines and Streaklines
A streamline is an instantaneous curve that is at every point tangent to the direction
of velocity (Batchelor 1967, p.72;  Bear 1972, p.224).  Important properties of
streamlines include: (i) there can be no flow across a streamline; (ii) velocity varies
inversely with the streamline density, such that narrow spacings between streamlines
indicate higher velocities;  (iii) streamlines do not cross except at stagnation points and
points of theoretical infinite velocity (e.g. Vallentine 1967, p.14;  Batchelor 1967, p.105;
Bear 1972, p.316).
A pathline differs from a streamline in that it describes the actual path, or trajectory,
traced out by a moving parcel of fluid in time (Vallentine 1967, p.16;  Bear 1972, p.223).
Pathlines and streamlines are identical in steady state flow, but differ in transient
conditions.
A streakline is the line that joins the instantaneous positions of all the fluid particles
which have, at some previous time, passed through a single fixed location (Vallentine
1967, p.16;  Bear 1972, p.225).  The trail of smoke from the end of a smoke flare is an
example of a streakline—though there is also 'spreading' due to dispersion.  In transient
flow, the shape of a streakline changes in time and is different from a streamline or
pathline.  Pathlines can cross-over because different fluid particles can occupy the same
locations at different times;  however, streaklines can never intersect because different
fluid particles cannot occupy the exact same location at the exact same time.  When
viewed in sequence, streakline plots provide an animation of flow.  Only in steady state
flow do streamlines, pathlines and streaklines all coincide.
4.4.2  Algorithm
4.4.2.1  Pathlines
Numerical techniques, such as the finite element method, normally produce velocity
fields that are discrete in space and time.  Particle tracking schemes, that use the output
from numerical models, attempt to compute continuous pathlines by integrating velocity
with respect to time, to estimate displacement.  Commonly, an interpolation scheme is
used to obtain a continuous spatial and temporal distribution of velocity.  In the present
study, the finite element method is applied to a periodic analysis, resulting in velocities61
that are spatially discrete across the domain—different in each element—but sinusoidal
and continuous functions of time.  Within elements, pathlines can be computed
analytically by integrating sinusoidal velocities to obtain an analytical expression for
displacement (sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3).
Given the entrance point of a particle on the boundary of an element, and the
starting time t, the unique exit location and corresponding travel time ∆ t can be
computed from the analytic relations for displacement.  An iterative technique that
computes displacement and then adjusts the time step size according to whether a particle
is inside or outside of the element, enables convergence to the exit point on the element
boundary (Figure 4.9).  If the difference between the displacement at time step ∆ tout and
∆ tin is less than the specified convergence criteria, then the point outside of the element is
accepted as the exit location—this corresponds to the entrance point for the following
element.  Pathlines can be determined by traversing the domain and searching for entrance
and exit locations, element by element.  A generalised flow chart depicting the particle
tracking algorithm is presented in Figure 4.10.  The problem of velocity changes during
time steps, which arise when velocity is a function of discrete time (Lu 1994) are
avoided.
4.4.2.1  Streaklines
A streakline is computed by tracking a sequence of particles released at different
starting times from the chosen source location.  The positions of all the particles at the
desired 'snap shot' time are joined together to form the streakline.  In a periodic analysis,
the flow can be visualised by first selecting a number of suitable source locations, and
then generating the corresponding streaklines for a sequence of time throughout the
period of fluctuation.  When these images are viewed in smooth succession in a loop, an
animation of the flow is obtained.
Note that special care is required in regions of divergent flow, such as near a flow
divide, otherwise streakline resolution can be poor due to a low density of particles.
Some special handling is also required for streaklines that are comprised of a number of
pieces.  This can occur when some of the particles released end up outside of the domain.
Finally, it is worth noting that the computation of streaklines is much more numerically
intensive than the computation of pathlines;  each point on a streakline is found from a
pathline and each streakline is generated as a series in time.62
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Figure 4.9  Iterative technique for finding the location at which particle tracks cross
element boundaries63
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Chapter 5
Definition of the Near Field Problem
5.1  Introduction
This chapter introduces the general near field lake-aquifer problem that forms the
basis of this thesis.  The chapter is divided into five sections which describe the
conceptual model (section 5.2), method of frequency decomposition (section 5.3),
governing flow equations (section 5.4), dimensional analysis (section 5.5) and near field
water balance (section 5.6).  The effect of nesting or embedding the near field lake-
aquifer problem into a regional setting is considered separately in Chapter 6.  The work is
divided in this way both for reasons of clarity and to highlight the logical development of
ideas.
5.2  Conceptual Model
The conceptual model of the near field lake-aquifer system is presented in
Figure 5.1;  the following conditions are assumed:
(i) the aquifer is unconfined and anisotropic with a horizontal impermeable base;
(ii) the lake is very shallow relative to the saturated depth of aquifer and is in perfect
hydraulic connection with the groundwater system;
(iii) all time varying aquifer stresses are sinusoidal and have the following general form
f(t) = f s + re f p exp(iω t) {} ;
(iv) the aquifer has been stressed for a sufficiently long time that a time harmonic
approach is valid (see Section 3.1);
(v) vertical fluctuations in the position of the water table are small compared to the
average saturated thickness of aquifer;65
(vi) the areal extent of the lake is fixed and independent of the lake water level;
(vii) slopes along the free surface are small;
(viii) the principal directions of anisotropy are aligned with the  x and z axes.
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Figure 5.1  Schematic diagram depicting a vertical section through lake and aquifer;
(a) actual geometry;  (b) approximate model geometry
5.2.1  Assumptions
The implicit assumption in a vertical section model is that no flow occurs in the
lateral direction perpendicular to the x-z plane.  This is most applicable to water bodies
that are long in the lateral direction, or which are symmetric about x-z  plane.  Townley et
al. (1993a, 1993b) found that two-dimensional section models are useful for exploring
the vertical characteristics of three-dimensional flow;  to estimate capture and release zone
depths.  By calibrating plan and vertical section lake-aquifer models against a three-
dimensional steady state model, Townley et al. concluded that most of the important
features of three-dimensional flow can be discovered from two-dimensional studies (see
also Anderson and Munter 1981).  In particular, flow through an infinitely long water66
body is likely to be an accurate representation of flow on the centre line of lakes that are
elongated perpendicular to the direction of flow.
Approximation of the true free surface geometry by a horizontal line is common in
many lake-aquifer models (e.g. Pfannkuch and Winter 1984;  Townley and Davidson
1988a, 1988b;  Townley et al. 1993a, 1993b).  Nield et al. (1994) discuss the validity of
using a horizontal free surface approximation, and conclude that replacing the true water
table geometry by a horizontal line does not significantly affect the flow as long as free
surface gradients are small.  Note, also, that in the present study the free surface
geometry is fixed and, therefore, does not allow for fluctuations in the position of the
water table.  This approach is only valid when the size of water table fluctuations are
small relative to the average saturated depth of aquifer, and is mathematically equivalent to
linearising the governing flow equations.  Townley (1985) suggests that for head
amplitudes less than ten percent of the average saturated thickness, acceptable results
would be obtained with the linearised approximation (see also Chapter 6, Section 6.7).
Finally, in many lake-aquifer systems the vertical penetration of individual lakes
into the groundwater system is relatively small compared with the saturated depth of
aquifer (e.g. Pfannkuch and Winter 1984;  Townley and Davidson 1988a).  From a
modelling point of view, such lakes can be adequately represented by a 'line' at the free
surface.  This approach is adopted in the present study.
5.2.2  Geometry
The near field lake-aquifer geometry is depicted schematically in Figure 5.2.  The
origin is located at the midpoint of the free surface boundary, half way along the lake.
The boundaries are described mathematically by the equations
z = 0, for − (a + L) ≤ x ≤ (a + L) (5.1)
z =− B, for − (a + L) ≤ x ≤ (a + L) (5.2)
x =− (L + a), for − B ≤ z ≤ 0 (5.3)
and
x = (L + a), for − B ≤ z ≤ 0 (5.4)
where 2a  is the length of the lake,  L is the length of aquifer each side of the lake, and x
and z are spatial coordinates.67
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Figure 5.2  Near field geometry
5.2.3  Boundary Fluxes
All boundary fluxes are defined normal to the domain boundaries and are spatially
uniform (Figure 5.3).  U+  and U−  are the up-gradient and down-gradient regional
groundwater flows;  and R and  RL are the net groundwater recharge rates to the aquifer
and lake, respectively.
R
no flow
R
U+ U−
RL
Figure 5.3  Boundary fluxes
5.2.4  Representation of the Lake
Surface water bodies that are surrounded by, and contiguous with, a groundwater
system represent horizontal regions on an otherwise gently sloped water table.  Under
hydrostatic conditions, and assuming constant groundwater density, the hydraulic head in
a lake is uniform with depth, such that along the lake bed the hydraulic head is equal to
the lake surface elevation.  When the groundwater system is in perfect hydraulic
connection with the lake—that is, there is no resistance to flow across the contact68
interface—then the lake bed is a region of uniform head that is conveniently represented
by a prescribed head boundary condition.  If, on the other hand, the hydraulic connection
between the lake and aquifer is affected by a low conductivity lake lining, a mixed
boundary condition comprising an external head and spatially dependent conductance
term is more appropriate (see Section 3.3.3.3).
A horizontal region in the water table can also be simulated by assigning an
enhanced hydraulic conductivity value in the location of the surface water body.  A very
large value of hydraulic conductivity yields negligibly small hydraulic head gradients
across the lake, which is equivalent to having a uniform head distribution.  Because the
head in the lake is unspecified, a lake recharge boundary can be assigned;  this is useful
for simulating a free surface with accretion boundary.
  Various combinations of the above approaches have been used in lake-aquifer
modelling studies.  In the steady state models of Tóth  (1963) and Winter (1978, 1981),
different water table configurations are imposed by specifying a prescribed potential
condition everywhere along the free surface.  For example, Tóth uses a sinusoidal free
surface profile to simulate the 'bumpy' water table topography characteristic of
hummocky terrain.  The assumed profile implies groundwater recharge at water table
highs and groundwater discharge at water table lows, with associated local flow systems
in between.  In his studies, Winter imposes a uniform head condition in the lake and
explores the effect of varying the free surface geometry up-gradient and down-gradient of
the lake.  Since the free surface heads are prescribed, the flux across the free surface is
implicit and needs to be checked for consistency against realistic spatial distributions of
groundwater recharge/discharge.
A more common approach in 2-D section models is to divide the free surface into
separate groundwater and surface water zones and apply a different boundary condition to
each.  For example, Zheng et al. (1988), Rastogi (1991) and Nield et al. (1994) all use a
uniform steady state head condition in the lake and a steady prescribed flux (recharge)
condition over the rest of the free surface.  Since the model mesh is normally invariant,
this approach is only valid when the free surface profile along the recharged portion of the
water table is similar in shape to the assumed mesh geometry.
Similar approaches are also used in transient modelling of lake-aquifer systems.
Anderson and Munter (1981), for example, use an unsteady flux condition to simulate
time dependent recharge, but assign the lake as a constant uniform head condition.
Because the head in the lake is fixed, any temporal effects due to lake level changes are
not simulated.  Winter (1983) presents a saturated/unsaturated model of lake-aquifer
interaction that allows the water table to move freely within the porous medium.  The
effect of spatial variability in infiltration and recharge rates on the shape of the free surface69
profile up and down-gradient of a lake is explored.  The lake itself is assigned as a
constant head boundary, such that water level changes in the lake are not simulated.  In
their study, Sack et al. (1992) incorporate the effects of changing lake water levels by
assigning a uniform head condition in the lake for each time step, but allowing the head
value in the lake to be up-dated in between time steps based upon the computed change in
lake volume.
In the present study the lake boundary is represented differently in the steady state
and fluctuating problems.  There is a requirement in the steady state problem that the head
be specified at one or more points in the domain to obtain a numerical solution;  this
supplies a reference, or datum.  It is convenient to assign the lake as a uniform head
boundary.  In the fluctuating problem, there is a choice between representing the lake as
fluctuating head condition—in which case lake recharge is implicit—or prescribing lake
recharge fluctuations and representing the lake as a zone of enhanced conductivity.  The
latter is chosen;  fluctuations in recharge are specified directly and are related to
fluctuations in aquifer recharge by the non dimensional group  RLp Sy Rp  (see
Section 5.5).  From a groundwater point of view, aquifer recharge/discharge occurs
when there is an imbalance between precipitation—including surface in-flow and out-
flow—and evapotranspiration in the lake.  Total seepage across the lake bed, in the
present study, is 2RLsa for the steady component of flow and 2RLpa for the fluctuating
component;  however, the spatial distribution of seepage is non-uniform and part of the
solution.  To accommodate this, the lake is modelled as a shallow zone of enhanced
hydraulic conductivity that is placed 'above' but in direct contact with the aquifer;  the
storage coefficient is set equal to 1 along the top, or free surface, of this zone and the lake
recharge is prescribed directly as a uniform boundary flux.  The role of the high
conductivity zone is to force an approximate uniform head distribution in the lake, and to
allow a 'natural' distribution of seepage along the lake bed.
5.3  Frequency Decomposition
In a frequency decomposition of the problem, the governing flow equations and
boundary conditions are separated into their independent steady state and fluctuating
components (see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2).  Mathematically, this is equivalent to
transforming the problem from the time domain to the frequency domain .  The process of
decomposition is illustrated schematically in Figure 5.4, and is possible because the
governing flow equation and boundary conditions are all linear functions of time.  The
solution to the steady state problem describes the average head distribution in the aquifer,
while the fluctuating solution describes oscillation about the mean.  Periodic solutions are
obtained by recombining, or superimposing, the steady state and fluctuating results.70
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Figure 5.4  Frequency decomposition of the periodic flow problem into steady state and
fluctuating components
5.4  Governing Equations
5.4.1  Near Field Boundaries
The  U+  and U−  boundaries describe periodic, up-gradient and down-gradient
regional groundwater flow, and can be represented as boundaries of prescribed flux.  At
the U+  boundary, the steady state and fluctuating boundary equations are
− Kx
∂ϕ s
∂ x
= U+ s (5.5)
and
− Kx
∂ϕ p
∂ x
= U+ p (5.6)71
for x =− a+ L ()  and − B ≤ z ≤ 0.  At the U−  boundary the equations are similarly
− Kx
∂ϕ s
∂ x
= U− s (5.7)
and
− Kx
∂ϕ p
∂ x
= U− p (5.8)
for x = a + L and − B ≤ z ≤ 0.
5.4.2  Aquifer Recharge
Aquifer recharge is represented as accretion at the free surface (Section 3.3.3).
When steady heads along the free surface are approximately equal to the average free
surface elevation (ϕ s(x,z) ≈ B) and fluctuations in the position of the free surface are
small compared with the average saturated depth, the steady and fluctuating boundary
equations are
Kz
∂ϕ s
∂ z
= Rs (5.9)
and
Kz
∂ϕ p
∂ z
= Rp − iω Syϕ p (5.10)
for − (a+ L)≤ x ≤− a,  a ≤ x ≤ (a+ L), and z = 0.
5.4.3  Lake Recharge
The lake boundary also represents part of the phreatic surface, however, steady
state and fluctuating boundary conditions are represented differently (Section 5.2.4).  For
the near field problem it is convenient to fix the steady state, or average head in the lake
equal to the lake elevation (0) and to solve for heads relative to this datum, that is
ϕ s = 0 (5.11)72
 for − a ≤ x ≤ a and z = 0.  Since heads in the lake are fixed, and only one type of
boundary condition can be assigned at a particular location, lake recharge cannot be
directly simulated by a prescribed flux condition.  Nevertheless, it is straight forward to
assign lake recharge indirectly using the steady-state water balance
U+ sB+ 2RsL + 2aRLs − U− sB = 0 (Section 5.6).  Given desired values of 2a,  B,  U+ s,
Rs and  RLs, flow across the U−  boundary is assigned according to
U− s = U+ s + 2
L
B



 Rs +
2a
B



 RLs (5.12)
In the fluctuating problem, there is no mathematical requirement to specify the
complex head ϕ p at some point in the domain.  It is therefore convenient to assign
prescribed fluxes along all of the model boundaries.  In the lake Sy = 1, and the free
surface condition is thus
Kz
∂ϕ p
∂ z
= RLp − iωϕ p (5.13)
for − a ≤ x ≤ a and z = 0.
5.4.4  Base of Aquifer
The base of the aquifer is a simple no flow boundary condition that represents the
lower extent of saturated permeable aquifer material.  Below this depth the geologic
matrix is considered to be impermeable.  The steady and fluctuating boundary conditions
are
  Kz
∂ϕ s
∂ z
= 0 (5.14)
and
Kz
∂ϕ p
∂ z
= 0 (5.15)
for z =− B and − (a + L) ≤ x ≤ (a + L).73
5.5  Dimensional Analysis
Flow in the near field domain is a function of 19 independent variables (2a,  B,  L,
Kx,  Kz,  So,  Sy,  Rs,  U+ s,  U− s,  Rp ,  RLp ,  U+ p ,  U− p , arg Rp () , arg RLp () , arg U+ p () ,
arg U− p ()  and P) which are expressed in terms of two dimensions (length and time).
According to Buckinham's Π  Theorem  (eg. Ispen 1960, p.171;  Vennard 1962, p.272;
Bridgman 1978, p.36) the solution is therefore a function of 19–2=17 non dimensional
ratios.  Thus we can write
solution = f
2a
B
,
L
B
,
Kx
Kz
,Sy,SoB,
U+ s
Kx
,
U+ p P
LSy
,
L
2Sy
KxBP
,
Rs
U+ s
,
RLs
Rs
,arg Rp () ,
Rp
U+ p
,
RLp Sy
Rp
,
U+ p
U− p
,arg
Rp
U+ p



 ,arg
Rp
RLp



 ,arg
U+ p
U− p


















(5.16)
where the non dimensional groups have been chosen so that their physical interpretations
are meaningful (see Table 5.1).  The values of all ratios must be constrained within
sensible physical limits, which ultimately define the problem parameter space.  We are
interested in the possible range of behaviours that can occur within this space.
Table 5.1  Non dimensional ratios
Constrained Ratios
L
B
= 2
•  Geometric ratio relating the length of the near field to the aquifer
depth;  chosen so that vertical flow effects induced by the lake are
negligible at  the vertical boundaries.  This implies that U+  and U−
are approximately uniform with depth (see Nield et al. 1994).
Kx
Kz
= 1
•  Anisotropy ratio relating the horizontal and vertical hydraulic
conductivities;  equal to one for isotropic conditions in this work.
SoB ≈ 0 •  Aquifer elastic storage coefficient;  assumed negligibly small in a
phreatic aquifer.
arg(Rp) = 0 •  Phase of aquifer recharge;  establishes a time datum for phase lags.
U+ s
Kx
≈ 0
•  Average water table slope at the U+  boundary;  assumed negligibly
small for the class of problems considered in this work (see Nield et
al. 1994).74
Table 5.1...continued
Variable ratios
2a
B
•  Geometric ratio relating the size of the lake to the saturated thickness
of aquifer.
L
2Sy
KxBP
•  Non dimensional response time;  describes the ability of the lake-
aquifer system to respond to, or propagate, periodic forcing applied
at the boundaries.  Equal to the response time of the aquifer in the
near field divided by the period of fluctuation.
Rp P
SyB
•  Response ratio;  describes the magnitude of the fluctuating response
relative to the depth of aquifer.
Rs
U+ s
•  Up-gradient flux ratio relating steady state aquifer recharge in the
near field to steady up-gradient groundwater flow.
RLs
Rs
•  Recharge flux ratio relating the steady state lake recharge to steady
state aquifer recharge in the near field.
Rp
U+ p
•  Up-gradient amplitude ratio relating the amplitude of fluctuations in
aquifer recharge to the amplitude of fluctuations in up-gradient
groundwater flow.
RLp Sy
Rp
•  Recharge amplitude ratio relating the amplitude of fluctuations in
lake recharge to the amplitude of fluctuations in aquifer recharge.
U+ p
U− p
•  Boundary amplitude ratio relating the amplitude of fluctuations in
up-gradient groundwater flow to the amplitude of fluctuations in
down-gradient groundwater flow (see Townley et al. 1992;  Nield
et al. 1994).
arg
Rp
U+ p




•  Up-gradient phase lag;  describes the phase difference between
fluctuations in aquifer recharge and fluctuations in up-gradient
groundwater flow.
arg
RLp
Rp




•  Recharge phase lag;  describes the phase difference between
fluctuations in lake recharge and fluctuations in aquifer recharge.
arg
U− p
U+ p




•  Boundary phase lag;  describes the phase difference between
fluctuations in down-gradient groundwater flow and fluctuations in
up–gradient groundwater flow.
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5.6  Near Field Water Balance
The flows into the boundaries of the whole domain must equal the change in mass
per unit time within the domain.  Considering that the vertical section of Figure 5.3
penetrates effectively 1 metre into the paper, this means that
U+ B+ 2RL + 2RLa − U− B = Sj
∂ϕ j
∂ t j= 1
n
∑ (5.17)
where: Sj = SoAj [L],
Ai is the nodal area of node j [L2], and
n is the number of nodes.
In this periodic analysis, U+ ,  U− ,  R,  RL and ϕ  are sinusoidal;  substituting and
separating steady and fluctuating components yields
U+ sB+ 2RsL + 2RLsa − U− sB = 0 (5.18)
U+ pB+ 2RpL + 2RLpa − U− pB ≅ iω Sjϕ p
j= 1
n
∑ (5.19)
Equation (5.18) is the expected steady state water balance;  (5.19) is an analogous
complex water balance for the fluctuating problem.
5.7  Summary and Conclusions
The near field lake-aquifer problem introduced in this chapter comprises an
idealised 2-D section through a shallow water table lake and aquifer.  The modelling
approach incorporates a number of simplifying assumptions and approximations.
Dimensional analysis of the problem reveals that the flow geometry is a function of
seventeen non dimensional ratios.  Some insight into the potential complexity of the
solution space is provided by the closely related study of Nield et al. (1994) in which the
authors identify thirty-nine different steady state flow regime types, for an idealised lake-
aquifer system defined by only seven non dimensional groups.  Thus, while the ability to
arbitrarily assign the near field boundary fluxes is suited to a systematic analysis;  the76
large number of non dimensional groups in this chapter, and their many possible
combinations, makes a systematic analysis virtually intractable.  In particular, there is no
simple method for selecting different combinations of near field boundary conditions that
are likely to be representative of realistic regional flow conditions.  This task is especially
made difficult by the fact that the near field and far field flow systems are coupled.  A
particular choice of the near field boundary conditions implies a regional context;
however, the implied setting is not usually obvious, or necessarily unique.
This conclusion leads logically to the idea of coupling the near field lake-aquifer
system to an explicitly defined regional flow system.  The introduction of a regional
setting reduces the number of non dimensional ratios—since up-gradient and down-
gradient groundwater flows are automatically cared for—and constrains the possible
combinations of near field boundary fluxes to a set that is consistent with the regional
flow directions.  This topic forms the subject of Chapter 6.77
Chapter 6
Definition of the Regional Setting
6.1  Introduction
A problematic aspect of lake-aquifer modelling studies is the need to consider both
local and regional scale influences.  In numerical work, practical limits exist on the degree
of discretisation that is possible, leading to trade-off between the size of domain and
resolution of internal detail.  This can cause problems when subtle, local flow effects
need a fine grid resolution to be detected, but the flow system extends over many
kilometres.  Three modelling approaches can be used: (i) modelling the entire regional
flow system; (ii) modelling a 'pseudo' flow system; or (iii) modelling only the local flow
system.
In lake-aquifer studies, the conventional strategy has been to extend the model
boundaries to the natural regional boundaries and model the entire flow system
(e.g. Winter 1981 1983;  Winter and Pfannkuch 1984;  Sacks et al. 1992;  Cheng and
Anderson 1994).  This approach ensures that regional flows are properly represented, but
may become computationally demanding due to the large number of cell or elements
required.  A new grid is also required for each different lake-aquifer setting.
A compromise approach is to create a 'pseudo' flow system by positioning the
model boundaries beyond the near field, but not extending them fully to the regional
boundaries.  The objective is to approximate regional flow conditions in the vicinity of the
lake.  In effect, the model boundaries are moved to locations where they are assumed to
have little influence upon flow in the near field, which may offer some computational
advantages, but results are not easily checked.  For example, Anderson and Munter
(1981) use a fixed head boundary condition down–gradient of a lake, at a distance
presumably far enough away from the lake that fixing its value has little effect upon
transient flow in the near field.  In the study by Zheng et al. (1988), which presents
steady state analytic capture zones for partially penetrating interceptor ditches;  an infinite78
areal extent of aquifer is assumed, however the shape of the water table profile is
specified, thus implying a pseudo regional context.  In accompanying numerical
experiments, model boundaries are extended well beyond the near field and constant head
conditions specified.  The authors reason that the constant head boundaries are positioned
so as to not affect flow near the ditch;  nevertheless, the boundary locations and specified
head values imply a regional setting.
Studies which model only the near field flow system include those by Townley and
Davidson (1988), Townley et al. (1991), Nield et al. (1994) and Meigs and Bahr (1995).
These studies prescribe the near field boundary fluxes, such that they are representative of
the regional groundwater flow.  The positioning of the near field boundaries can therefore
be critical.  A finer grid resolution can be achieved for the same amount of computational
effort;  however, the regional setting implied by an arbitrary choice of the near field
boundary conditions can be non-unique and difficult to ascertain.  The approach is suited
to studies in which the regional flows at the near field boundaries can be reliably
estimated, or systematic studies (Nield et al. 1994) which explore the different
combinations of the near field boundary conditions.  A particular advantage for systematic
studies is that only one grid is needed if the near field setting remains the same.
The present study focuses upon the flow geometry in the near field;  regional flow
effects are incorporated by deriving matched boundary conditions that couple the near
field to a specified regional setting;  a one-dimensional recharge–driven groundwater
mound.  The matched boundary conditions are a function of the regional lake-aquifer
geometry, as well as regional aquifer properties and boundary conditions.  This allows
the effect of different regional settings upon the near field flow regime to be explored.
6.2  Regional Geometry and Boundary Fluxes
The geometry and boundary fluxes for the regional setting are depicted
schematically in figures 6.1 and 6.2.  The regional aquifer has a length of Lr  with a no
flow boundary condition at its up-gradient end—corresponding to a no flow barrier or
regional flow divide—and a fixed head condition at its down-gradient end—
corresponding to a large regional water body or the ocean.  The position of the lake
within the regional setting is described by LL, which is the distance from the centre of the
lake to the regional no flow boundary.  Note that the up-gradient and down-gradient
lengths of aquifer L+ and L- are also indicated;  however, the problem geometry is
uniquely defined by the variables 2a, B, L, Lr and LL.  Aquifer recharge is periodic and
spatially uniform over the far field and near field regions.79
6.3  Frequency Decomposition
Figure 6.3 is a schematic that illustrates both the method of frequency
decomposition and the application of the matched boundary conditions.  Starting at the
top of the diagram and working downwards: Figure 6.3a depicts the conceptual model of
the regional lake-aquifer setting;  Figure 6.3b indicates how the regional aquifer is split
into three sub-domains, comprising a two-dimensional near field section and two one-
dimensional far field regions;  Figure  6.3c shows the method of frequency
decomposition;  and, finally, Figure 6.3d indicates how the effect of the far field regions
can be 'collapsed' into matched boundary conditions which are applied at the near field
boundaries.  The derivation of the matched boundary conditions is considered in
Section 6.5.
6.4  Dimensional Analysis
Flow in the near field is a function 16 independent variables (LR,  LL,  L, 2a,  B,
Rs,  Rp , arg(Rp), RLs,  RLp , arg(RLp), Kx,  Kz,  So,  Sy and P) which are expressed in
terms of the physical dimensions length and time.  The solution is therefore a function of
16–2=14 non-dimensional ratios, written as
solution =  f
LL
Lr
,
2a
Lr
,
2a
B
,
L
B
,
Kx
Kz
,
RsLr
2
KxB
2 ,
Rp P
SyB
,
Lr
2Sy
KxBP
,
RLs
Rs
,
RLp Sy
Rp
,arg
RLp
Rp



 ,arg Rp () ,SoB,Sy














which are chosen so that they are meaningful (see Table 6.1)..
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Figure 6.2  Boundary fluxes for the regional aquifer
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Table 6.1  Non dimensional ratios
Variable Ratios
2a
B
•  Geometric ratio relating the size of the lake to the saturated thickness
of aquifer.
2a
LR
•  Geometric ratio relating the size of the lake to the length of the
whole region.
LL
Lr
•  Geometric ratio describing the position of the lake within the
regional setting.
RLs
Rs
•  Recharge flux ratio;  relates steady state lake recharge to steady
aquifer recharge.
RLp Sy
Rp
•  Recharge amplitude ratio;  relates the amplitude of fluctuation in lake
recharge to the amplitude of fluctuation in aquifer recharge.
LR
2Sy
KxBP
•  Non dimensional response time;  describes the ability of the lake-
aquifer system to respond to, or propagate, periodic forcing applied
at the boundaries. Equal to the response time of the aquifer divided
by the period of fluctuation.
RsLr
2
KxB
2
•  Non dimensional 'mound' height;  a measure of the height of the
regional groundwater mound. Equal to the total aquifer recharge
RsLr divided by the ability of the aquifer to 'carry' it away (i.e.
transmissivity KxB, times a gradient BL r —allowing for a head
drop B over a distance   Lr)
Rp P
SyB
•  Non dimensional scale ratio;  describes the magnitude of the
fluctuating response  Rp PS y [L] relative to the depth of aquifer  B.
arg
RLp
Rp




•  Recharge phase lag;  describes the phase difference between
fluctuations in lake recharge and fluctuations in aquifer recharge.
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Table 6.1...continued
Constrained Ratios
L
B
= 2 •  Geometric ratio relating the length of the near field to the aquifer
depth;  chosen so that vertical flow effects induced by the lake are
negligible at  the vertical boundaries.  This implies that U+  and U−
are approximately uniform with depth (refer to Nield et al. 1994).
Kx
Kz
= 1 •  Anisotropy ratio;  equal to one for isotropic conditions in this work.
SoB ≈ 0 •  Aquifer elastic storage coefficient;  assumed negligibly small in a
phreatic aquifer.
arg(Rp) = 0 •  Phase of aquifer recharge;  provides a time datum for measuring the
phase of fluctuations.
6.5  Near Field Boundary Conditions
6.5.1  Aquifer Recharge
In the far field problem, aquifer recharge occurs over the entire regional extent of
aquifer.  The effect of recharge in the far field regions upon flow in the near field is
manifest in the matched boundary conditions;  described below in Sections 6.5.3 and
6.5.4.  Since at least one of these matching boundaries is a mixed boundary condition,
the mathematical requirement for head to be specified somewhere in the domain is
satisfied.  This means that a datum head value is already known from the regional
boundaries.  Aquifer and lake recharge can therefore be represented as accretion to an
approximate free surface (Section 3.3.3) without any need to fix heads.  The steady state
and fluctuating boundary conditions are
Kz
∂ϕ s
∂ z
= Rs (6.1)
and84
Kz
∂ϕ p
∂ z
= Rp − iω Syϕ p (6.2)
for − (a+ L)≤ x ≤− a,  a ≤ x ≤ (a+ L), and z = 0.
6.5.2  Lake Recharge
For recharge over the lake surface, the free surface boundary conditions along the
top of the enhanced conductivity region are
Kz
∂ϕ s
∂ z
= RLs (6.3)
and
Kz
∂ϕ p
∂ z
= RLp − iωϕ p (6.4)
for − a ≤ x ≤ a, and z = 0.
6.5.3  Matched Boundaries;  Uniform T
The equations for a constant transmissivity aquifer are presented here to develop a
general methodology for deriving the near field matched boundary conditions.  The
assumption of constant transmissivity can, however, impose tight constraints on the
parameter space that can be explored.  Regional aquifers are characteristically long, and
can only exhibit uniform transmissivity (thickness) when the regional hydraulic
conductivity is very large and/or aquifer recharge is very small (see Section 6.5.3.1).
When this is true, regional water table gradients are flatter and therefore the height of
regional mounding is reduced.  To explore surface water–groundwater interaction in more
realistic settings, the regional analysis is extended in Section 6.5.4 to include aquifers
with a transmissivity dependent on head.
With constant T, the equations describing one-dimensional steady state and
fluctuating flow in the  L+  and  L−  regions of the aquifer are both linear and have analytical
solutions (see Section 3.2, equations 3.12 and 3.25).  Linear relationships are presumed
to occur between heads and flows at the U+  and U−  boundaries.  For the near field
region, these relationships can be expressed in the form of mixed boundary conditions, in
which the conductance and external head terms depend upon the far field solutions.85
To derive boundary conditions at the U+  boundary we use the following matching
conditions (Figure 6.4)
Q+ = U+ B (6.5)
and
H+ = ϕ x+ ,z () (6.6)
where Q+  and H+  are the flow and head values at the right-hand near field boundary
x+ =− (a + L);  U+  and ϕ x+ ,z ()  are the Darcy flux and head values at the same
boundary.  This  simply means that heads and flows in the near field and far field regions
of aquifer must match at their common boundaries.
Allow that the L+  region of aquifer is a one-dimensional section with a no-flow
condition at  x =− a + L + L+ () , prescribed head H+  at  x =− a + L ()  and uniform periodic
recharge.  From Section 3.2 (equations 3.16 and 3.27), the steady and fluctuating flows
across the U+  boundary are
Q+ s = RsL+ (6.7)
and
Q+ p =−
KxB
L+
b+ tanhb+ H+ p −
Rp
iω Sy



 (6.8)
where b+
2 = iω L+
2SK xB.  Substituting (6.5) and (6.6) into (6.7) and (6.8) yields
− Kx
∂ϕ s
∂ x
= U+ s =
RsL+
B
(6.9)
and
− Kx
∂ϕ p
∂ x
= U+ p =
Kx
L+
b+ tanhb+
Rp
iω Sy
− ϕ p



     (6.10).
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Figure 6.4  Schematic of matching conditions for uniform T87
In this form it can be seen that (6.9) is a prescribed flux boundary condition, and (6.10)
is a mixed boundary condition which can be rewritten as
− Kx
∂ϕ p
∂ x
= A+ p G+ p − ϕ p () (6.11)
where  A+ p = Kxb+ tanhb+ L+  is a complex-valued conductance and G+ p = Rp iω Sy  is an
external head (equal to Zp as defined by Townley 1995).
For the  U−  boundary we use the matching conditions
Q− = U− B (6.12)
and
H− = ϕ x− ,z () (6.13)
where  x− = a + L.  As before, we allow that the L−  section of aquifer is a one-
dimensional region with a prescribed head at x = a + L () , fixed head zero at
x = a + L + L− () , and uniform periodic recharge.  From Section 3.2.(equation 3.19 and
3.34), the steady and fluctuating flows across the boundary are
Q− s =
H− sKxB
L−
−
RsL−
2
(6.14)
and
Q− p =
H− pKxB
L−
b−
tanhb−
− RpL−
coshb− − 1
b− sinhb−



 (6.15)
Substituting (6.12) and (6.13) into (6.14) and (6.15) yields the equations
− Kx
∂ϕ s
∂ x
= U− s =−
Kx
L−
Rs L− ()
2
2KxB
− ϕ s





 (6.16)88
and
− Kx
∂ϕ p
∂ x
= U− p =−
Kx
L−
b−
tanhb−
Rp
iω Sy
coshb− − 1 ()
coshb−
− ϕ p



    (6.17)
which are both mixed type boundary conditions and can be rewritten
− Kx
∂ϕ s
∂ x
= A− s G− s − ϕ s () (6.18)
and
− Kx
∂ϕ p
∂ x
= A− p G− p − ϕ p () (6.19)
where  A− s =− Kx L−  and  A− p =− Kxb− L− tanhb−  are conductances for the steady and
fluctuating cases, and G− s = RsL−
2 2KxB and G− p = Rp coshb− − 1 () iω Sy coshb−  are
external heads.  The conductance  A− p for the periodic case is, again, complex.
If we consider the complex variables a and b (Section 3.2.4), it can be shown
using complex algebra that
a = 0 + i
ω S
T



 =
ω S
2T
+ i
ω S
2T



 (6.20)
and
  
b = 0 + i
ω Sl
2
T



 = l
ω S
2T
+ il
ω S
2T



 (6.21)
so that for all b, the real part of b is equal to the imaginary part (i.e. re{b}= im{b}).
The possible values of b are therefore defined by the line through the origin of the
complex plane with slope equal to one  (Figure 6.5).  The hyperbolic functions sinhb,
coshb and tanhb, all  'map' b to a new set of points on the complex plane.  These
functions are all  entire, which means they have derivatives at all points in the complex
plain (Churchill and Ward Brown 1990) and have no singularities.
The matched boundary conditions contain the terms btanhb,  b tanhb and
(coshb − 1) coshb, shown in  Figure 6.6.  It can be seen that for a large range of values,
btanhb and b tanhb are approximately equal to b, and (coshb − 1) coshb rapidly89
approaches one for values of  b  greater than five (Table 6.3).  For many values of  b  and
   l
2Sy KxBP, the conductance and external head terms in the matched boundary conditions
can therefore be approximated (see Table 6.3)
A+ p ≈
Kxb+
L+
= Kxa (6.23)
A− p ≈−
Kxb−
L−
=− Kxa (6.24)
and
G+ p =
Rp
iω Sy
= Zp (6.25)
G− p ≈
Rp
iω Sy
= Zp (6.26)
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Table 6.3  Approximate values for the expressions b tanhb,
b/tanhb, and (1–coshb)/coshb
Approximation Percent
Error
b   l
2Sy KxBP
btanhb ≈ b   0.1
  1.0
10.0
  5.46
  3.99
  2.24
  4.75
  2.54
  0.08
b
tanhb
≈ b
  0.1
  1.0
10.0
  5.46
  3.99
  2.18
  4.75
  2.54
  0.76
coshb − 1
coshb
≈ 1
  0.1
  1.0
10.0
10.73
  7.33
  4.43
18.33
  8.56
  3.1291
In these cases the L+  and L−  boundaries behave very similarly with fluctuations in
piezometric head driven by fluctuations in recharge in the far field.  This result shows that
if the near field is sufficiently distant from the regional boundaries, the periodic behaviour
in the near field is not significantly influenced by these boundaries.  It is noted that  A− p is
the opposite sign of  A+ p.
6.5.3.1  Limitations
The far field analysis, up to this stage, has assumed a condition of constant
transmissivity.  This means that variation in the position of the free surface is small
relative to the saturated thickness B;  a requirement which is satisfied only when the
horizontal hydraulic conductivity is very large and/or mean recharge is very small.  To
illustrate this point, it is useful to consider a one-dimensional regional model of length
Lr, with a no flow boundary at x = 0, prescribed head at x = Lr and uniform steady state
recharge (Figure 6.7).  Here, we are interested only in the steady state solution, since
temporal variations in transmissivity are still assumed to be small.  The analytical solution
for an aquifer with constant transmissivity is given in Section 3.2.3.1 (equation 3.14) as
hs(x) = Hs +
Rs
2T
Lr
2 − x
2 ()
This result describes a parabolic free surface profile, for which the maximum
elevation of the free surface above the assumed saturated thickness is equal to RsLr
2 2T,
occurring at x = 0.  It is reasonable to assume constant transmissivity only when the
height  RsLr
2 2T is less than approximately ten percent of B, which imposes the
constraint  RsLr
2 2KxB
2 < 0.1.  The equivalent non dimensional constraint is
Lr B < 5Rs Kx ()
− 1
(6.27)
Assuming possible values for recharge and conductivity in the ranges 0.0001≤ Rs ≤ 0.1
(m/d) and 1.0 ≤ Kx ≤ 100 (m/), the ratio Rs Kx  can vary from 10
− 6 to 10
− 1.  Table 6.4
presents values of Lr which satisfy the above constraint, for selected values of Rs Kx .
Except for very small values of  Rs Kx , the required values of Lr are generally too small
for the purposes of representing regional aquifers.92
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Figure 6.7  One-dimensional aquifer with no flow at x = 0, prescribed head at x = Lr
and uniform recharge
Table 6.4  Values of Lr satisfying the constraint
RsLr2/2KxB2 < 0, for selected values of Rs/Kx
Rs Kx Lr Lr for B = 50m
10-1 Lr ≤ 1.41BL r ≤ 0.07 km
10-2 Lr ≤ 4.47BL r ≤ 0.22 km
10-3 Lr ≤ 14.1BL r ≤ 0.70 km
10-4 Lr ≤ 44.7BL r ≤ 2.24 km
10-5 Lr ≤ 141BL r ≤ 7.05 km
10-6 Lr ≤ 447BL r ≤ 22.4 km
6.5.4  Matched Boundaries;  Head Dependent T
When transmissivity varies spatially in the region, but is constant in time, a
frequency decomposition of the transient groundwater flow equation yields independent
steady state and fluctuating equations for the L+  and L−  regions.  From Section 3.2.2
(equations 3.9 and 3.10) it is known that the resulting steady state differential equation is
non linear, whereas the fluctuating equation is linear but with variable coefficients.  Both93
of these are more difficult to handle than the corresponding equations for a constant
transmissivity aquifer—and require a different approach.
6.5.4.1  Steady State Problem
As was shown in Chapter 3, the equation governing one-dimensional flow can be
made linear in h
2 and an analytical solution can therefore be obtained (Section 3.2.2,
equation 3.13).  This solution describes an elliptic water table profile and implies a linear
relationship between h
2 and flow at the U+  and U−  boundaries.  It cannot be used to
obtain a mixed boundary condition in the same way as for the constant transmissivity
analysis, in which a linear relationship exists between head and flow.  Nonetheless, using
a mass balance argument that requires inflow along the top of the  L+  region (RsL+ ) to be
equal to flow out across the end boundary (U+ B), it can be seen that the U+  boundary is
always a boundary of prescribed flux, given by
− Kx
∂ϕ s
∂ x
= U+ s =
RsL+
B
(6.28)
Similarly, the U−  boundary condition is determined by 'closing' the near field water
balance.  With steady state heads fixed along the lake surface (see Chapter 5)
− Kx
∂ϕ
∂ x
= U− s = U+ s + 2
L
B



 Rs +
2a
B



 RLs (6.29)
Because the aquifer is unconfined, its saturated thickness is greatest at the up-
gradient, regional no-flow boundary (top of the mound) and smallest at the down-
gradient discharge boundary (bottom of the mound).  For a particular choice of problem
parameters—which includes aquifer thickness B at the location of the lake—the thickness
of aquifer at the lower end of the mound is implied.  This imposes constraints on the
range of parameter values that can be considered;  the regional setting must be physically
sensible.
From (6.29), flow into the L−  region, across the U−  boundary, is approximately
Q− s ≈ U+ sB+ 2RsL + 2RLsa (6.30)
It is an approximate flow because the thickness of aquifer at the near field boundary,
rather than at the lake, is assumed to be B.  This is reasonable if free surface slopes are94
small, in which case the variation in aquifer thickness over  L is also expected to be small.
The  L−  region of aquifer can be approximated by a one-dimensional region with a
prescribed flow boundary at x = (a + L), prescribed head at x = (a + L + L− ) and
uniform recharge.  For an aquifer with spatially varying transmissivity, the steady state
solution is (Section 3.2.3.3, equation 3.22)
hs(x) = Hs
2 +
Rs
Kx
L−
2 − (x − a − L)
2 () +
2Q− s
Kx
L− − (x − a − L) () (6.31)
At  x = (a + L), we have assumed hs ≈ B; therefore, substituting into (6.28) and solving
for Hs yields
Hs ≈ B
2 −
RsL−
2
Kx
−
2Q− s
Kx
(6.32)
An equivalent non-dimensional result is obtained by substituting for Q− s using (6.27) and
rearranging the result into the previously defined non-dimensional groups (Section 6.2.2)
Hs
Lr
=
2a
B




− 2
−
Rs
Kx
L−
Lr




2
− 2
B
Lr




L−
Lr




U− s
Kx



 (6.33)
where:
B
Lr
=
2a
B




2a
Lr



 ;
L−
Lr
= 1−
LL
Lr



 −
1
2
2a
Lr



 −
2a
Lr




L
B




2a
B



 ;
U− s
Kx
=
Rs
Kx
2a
B




LL
Lr




2a
Lr



 −
1
2
2a
B



 + 2
L
B



 +
RLs
Rs




2a
B



 − 2




The ratio Hs Lr describes the relationship between thickness of the aquifer at the
regional discharge boundary and the regional length.  The value of the ratio must always
be positive, and is generally expected to be greater than 0.001, which is equivalent to a 10
metre discharge thickness for a 10 kilometre long aquifer, and less than 0.1, which is
equivalent to a 100 metre discharge thickness for a 10 kilometre aquifer.  For a particular95
near field geometry (2aB  and LB ) and regional position (LL Lr), there is a trade-off
between values of  Rs Kx  and 2aL r that can achieve reasonable values of Hs Lr.
Graphical presentation of the parameter space is difficult because there are five
independent ratios (2aB ,2aL r, Rs Kx, LL Lr, and RLs Rs), however it is expected that
the ratio  RLs Rs  is a near field control and does not often have a significant effect upon
regional flows, except when its value is very different from 1 or the size of the lake is
large compared to the regional length (i.e. 2aL r  is large).  If the regional effect of the
lake is small, a simplified one-dimensional model, without a lake, can be used to estimate
aquifer thickness at the regional boundary.  The number of independent ratios is reduced
by one, making graphical presentation of the parameter space more practicable.
Given a no flow condition at x =− (a + L + L+ ), prescribed head at
x = (a + L + L− ) and uniform recharge,  the solution for a regional aquifer with no lake is
(Section 3.2.3.1, equation 3.14)
hs(x) = Hs
2 +
Rs
Kx
Lr
2 − x
2 () (6.34)
Since the aquifer thickness at  x = LL is equal to  B, substituting hs LL ()= B
Hs = B
2 −
Rs
Kx
Lr
2 − LL
2 () (6.35)
or, non dimensionally
Hs
Lr
=
2a
Lr




2
2a
B




2
−
Rs
Kx
1−
LL
Lr




2 




 (6.36)
Assuming the previous constraint of 0.001< Hs Lr < 0.1, a plot displaying the
corresponding parameter space can be obtained.  Figure 6.8 is an example plot for the
case 2aB= 1;  other plots for 2aB= 0.25, 0.5, 2.0, 4.0 and 8.0 are contained in
Appendix 3.  A particular choice of parameter values can be examined by selecting the
correct plot for the value of 2aB , and then finding the point corresponding to the values
Rs Kx  and 2aL r.  If the point lies within the bounded region for the particular choice of
LL Lr, the combination of parameter values implies 0.001< Hs Lr < 0.1.  An example96
point is shown on Figure 6.8 for the non-dimensional values 2aL r = 0.02,
Rs Kx = 0.0002, and LL Lr = 0.1.  In this case the implied value of Hs Lr is 0.014.
Plots of this form are generated by computing the upper and lower limits for
Rs Kx , given values of 2aB , 2aL r  and  LL Lr;  that is,
Rs
Kx max
=
2a
Lr




2
2a
B




2
1−
LL
Lr




2 





−
(0.001)
2
1−
LL
Lr




2 (6.37)
and
Rs
Kx min
=
2a
Lr




2
2a
B




2
1−
LL
Lr




2 





−
(0.1)
2
1−
LL
Lr




2 (6.38)
where  Rs Kx  is always positive, since steady state aquifer recharge is assumed to be
always positive.  The limits are in fact a series of quadratic curves.  Plots have been
limited to values of 2aL r  between 0.001 and 0.2, which correspond to a 10 m lake in a
10 km long aquifer, and a 2 km lake in a 10 km aquifer, respectively.
On each plot, a sharp vertical truncation of some regions occurs due to the
relationship between the near field geometry and regional position.  The ratio LL Lr
cannot take all values in the range 0 to 1 because there is always a distance a + L
separating the centre of the lake and the regional boundaries (Figure 6.2);  LL can
therefore never equal 0 or  Lr.  The equivalent non-dimensional condition is
2a
Lr
0.5+
2
2a
B


















<
LL
Lr
< 1−
2a
Lr
0.5+
2
2a
B


















(6.39)
6.5.4.2  Fluctuating Problem
With a linear relationship between complex heads and flows at the U+  and U−
boundaries, the governing differential equations describing fluctuating flow in the97
L+  and L−  regions are linear.  On the other hand, complex matched boundary conditions
for the near field region can not be derived analytically.  Instead, a numerical approach
must be used, both to solve for the complete solutions in the L+  and L−  regions, and to
compute the conductance and external head terms.  Finite difference solutions of one-
dimensional flow problems with varying transmissivity are presented in Chapter 3
(section 3.2.5).  This section presents the method for computing conductance and
external head terms once the numerical solution is calculated.
In general, we wish to obtain the following relationship between head and flow at
the matched boundaries
qp = Ap Gp − Hp () (6.40)
where: qp is the complex flow across the boundary in the x direction [LT-1],
Ap is the complex conductance [T-1],
Gp represents the complex external head [L], and
Hp is the complex head at the boundary [L].
This is achieved by selecting two arbitrary values of Hp and, for each, solving the one-
dimensional finite difference model to obtain qp.  Doing so yields two equations in the
two unknowns  Ap and Gp.  For each region (Figures 6.9 and 6.10) it is convenient to
choose (a)  H1p = 0 + i0, giving q1p = ApGp, and (b)  H2p = 1+ i0, giving
q2p = ApGp − Ap.  The conductance and external head are then
Ap = q1p − q2p (6.41)
and
Gp =
q1p
q1p − q2p
(6.42)
6.5.5  Comparison of Constant and Varying Transmissivity Cases
So far, two approaches have been considered; one assumes transmissivity is
approximately constant over the regional aquifer, while the other allows transmissivity to
vary spatially.  The governing equations in each case are different and have different98
solutions.  Since the constant transmissivity approach yields an approximation of the true
variable transmissivity solution, it is valuable to compare the results in order to define a
range of parameter values for which they are similar and/or dissimilar.
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Figure 6.9  Schematic of L+  region: (a) steady state problem;  (b) fluctuating problem
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Figure 6.10  Schematic of L−  region: (a) steady state problem;  (b) fluctuating problem100
6.5.5.1  Steady State Problem
The steady results can be compared by considering a one-dimensional region of
aquifer with length  Lr, a saturated thickness of β  at the regional discharge boundary, and
a no flow condition at  x = 0 (Figure 6.7).  When transmissivity is constant B ≈ β ;  when
transmissivity varies spatially Hs = β .  For the latter case, transmissivity is smallest at
x = Lr and largest at  x = 0
 Tmin = Kβ (6.43)
and
Tmax = K β
2 +
RsLr
2
K
(6.44)
From (6.43) and (6.44), variation in transmissivity over the length of the aquifer is given
by
Tmax − Tmin
Tmin
= 1−
RsLr
2
Kβ
2 − 1 (6.45)
where the ratio RsLr
2 Kβ
2  can be seen to control the degree of regional mounding (see
Table 6.1).  As RsLr
2 Kβ
2 → 0, the transmissivity is constant and  Tmax − Tmin () Tmin
approaches zero.  This occurs when aquifer recharge and regional length are small, and/or
when the conductivity and saturated thickness are large.  Figure 6.11 shows a series of
plots comparing solutions for constant and varying transmissivity, for selected values of
RsLr
2 Kβ
2 .  These depict the mound height (h(x)− β ) normalised with respect to the
height of the mound at  x = 0 (h(0)− β );  the dashed line shows the solution for constant
T.  In general, the assumption of constant transmissivity is reasonable for
RsLr
2 Kβ
2 ≤ 10.
6.5.5.2  Fluctuating Problem
The fluctuating solution is conveniently shown using non-dimensional plots of head
amplitude and phase (Townley 1995).  The solution is non-dimensionalised by plotting
hp Zp  verses xL  to display head amplitudes, and Φ arg hp Rp {} ()  verses xL  to
display head lags;   hp  is the amplitude of head fluctuation [L];   Rp  is the amplitude of
recharge fluctuation [L2T-1];   Zp = Rp ω S is the head amplitude that would occur
uniformly throughout the aquifer if transmissivity were equal to zero [L] and;101
Φ arg hp Rp {} ()  is the normalised phase lag between the recharge and the head response
in the aquifer [-].  The function Φ  converts a phase lag in radians (− π   to  π ) to a
normalised value between 0 and 1 (Townley 1995).
Figure 6.12 shows plots of the fluctuating solution for selected values of
RL K sr
22 β .  As for the steady solution, reasonable agreement is obtained for
RsLr
2 Kβ
2 ≤ 10, however, even at a value of 3 the effect of regional mounding on spatial
variability in transmissivity is noticeable.
6.6  Summary and Conclusions
This chapter introduced a regional context for the general near field lake-aquifer
problem defined in Chapter 5.  Dimensional analysis of this regionally nested problem
shows the number of non dimensional ratios is reduced from nineteen to fourteen; four
are constrained, leaving ten.  The possible combinations of near field boundary fluxes are
consistent with the regional flow.
Matched boundary conditions couple the near field and far field regions;  their form
depends upon the assumed regional boundary conditions.  It is shown that when the non
dimensional response time (   l
2Sy KxBP) is greater than five (see Table 6.3) the regional
boundary conditions do not significantly influence behaviour in the near field.
This matching also depends upon the regional variation in aquifer saturated
thickness.  A constant transmissivity enables the development of analytic matched
boundary conditions;  it also imposes tight constraints and only certain combinations of
parameters give reasonable solutions.  Comparison of one-dimensional analytic solutions
with constant transmissivity, and one-dimensional finite difference solutions for
transmissivity dependent on head (Figures 6.11 and 6.12), indicates that a numerical
model is needed for the far field region when RsLr
2 Kxβ
2 ≥ 1.  In such cases, the complex
conductance and external head terms in the matched boundary conditions must also be
determined numerically.102
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Figure 6.11 Steady state constant (solid line) and variable (dashed line)
transmissivity solutions, for selected values of RsL2/Kβ 2103
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Figure 6.12  Fluctuating constant (solid line) and variable (dashed line) transmissivity
solutions, for selected values of RsL2/Kβ 2104
Chapter 7
Numerical Methods and Validation of Matched
Boundary Conditions
7.1  Introduction
This chapter provides a brief description of the numerical methods used to solve the
periodic lake-aquifer problems in this thesis;  included is a validation of the matched
boundary conditions that couple the near field lake-aquifer system to the regional aquifer.
7.2  Solution Method
Results presented in subsequent chapters were obtained numerically with the
modelling package AQUIFEM–P (Townley 1993).  AQUIFEM–P assumes the existence
of time harmonic conditions and allows the definition of arbitrary one and two-
dimensional plan and vertical section groundwater flow problems with boundary
conditions represented as harmonic functions of time.  Boundary forcing functions are
specified by a steady state, or average component and an arbitrary number of frequency
components.  The resultant steady state (real valued) and fluctuating (complex valued)
problems are solved independently using the  finite element method.
Output from AQUIFEM-P is the steady state head distribution, plus the head
amplitude and head phase distributions for each of the frequency components specified in
a problem* .  Head values are computed at each node in the finite element mesh.  Element
fluxes (specific discharge) for each element are also output.  Results can be analysed in
the steady state, and for each of the frequency components, and/or the time varying
* only one frequency component is considered in this thesis105
response can be analysed by superimposing (recombining) these solutions.  In general,
steady state and fluctuating results can be recombined as
fi(t) = f si + f ai
j
cos(ω
j
t − τ
j
)
j= 1
m
∑ (7.1)
where: f si is the steady state, or average value of the solution at node or element i,
ω
j is the jth frequency component,
f ai
j
 is the amplitude of the jth frequency component at node or element i, and
τ
j is the phase of the jth component.
A more detailed description of AQUIFEM-P and its application to flow problems in
vertical section is contained in Appendix 3.  For a full description of the code refer to the
AQUIFEM-P 'User's Manual and Description' (Townley 1993).
7.3  Mesh Design
The finite element method employed by AQUIFEM-P discretises of the spatial
domain into linear triangular elements defined by a series of nodes.  An example mesh for
the lake-aquifer geometry 2aB= 0.5 and  LB= 2 is depicted in Figure 7.1.  The mesh
design incorporates a greater concentration of elements along the lake bed and at the
edges of the lake where convergent and divergent flows are expected.  Care has been
taken to ensure that the lake elements are arranged according to the pattern indicated in
Figure 7.1;  this relates to the method used to assign lake conductivity discussed in the
following section.
7.4  Assignment of Lake Conductivity
In this study, the lake is represented as a zone of enhanced hydraulic conductivity
(see Section 5.2.4).  The lake element configuration in Figure 7.1 is designed to ensure
that the enhanced conductivity is assigned uniformly to all lake elements..
1
0
6
 Lake
arrangement of lake elements
Figure 7.1  Example finite element mesh for the lake-aquifer geometry 2a/B = 0.5 and L/B = 2107
By assigning large values of conductivity to only those nodes along the top of the
lake that are common to four elements (Figure 7.2) each lake element then comprises one
node with enhanced conductivity and two nodes with 'normal' conductivity.  As all of the
nodes with enhanced conductivity are located along the top of the lake, they do not effect
AQUIFEM-P's internal assignment of conductivity to any elements below the lake bed.
An arbitrarily very large value of enhanced conductivity is assigned, such that the
resultant head distribution in the lake—steady state and fluctuating—is approximately
uniform.  This means that there is negligible amplitude attenuation and time lag of the
head response within the lake itself.
lake
elements
enhanced
conductivity
normal
conductivity
Figure 7.2  Assignment of enhanced conductivity to lake nodes and elements
7.5  Assignment of Free Surface Storage
An approximate method for representing a free surface with accretion boundary
condition, assigns special values of the storage coefficient along the free surface nodes
(Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4).  Appendix 3 contains further details of how the modified
free surface storage coefficients are calculated for input into an AQUIFEM-P model;  the
modified storage coefficients take account of both the aquifer specific storativity and
specific yield, plus the geometry of the free surface elements.  Note that the specific yield
along the lake portion of the free surface is equal to one.108
7.6  Validation of Matched Boundary Conditions
Here, two AQUIFEM–P models are compared to validate the matched boundary
conditions developed in Chapter 6 (Section 6.5.1):
(i) a full length 2-D section model of the regional lake-aquifer system, with a no flow
boundary at one end, and a fixed head boundary of zero at the other; and
(ii) a  'nested' near field 2-D section model, employing the matched boundary
conditions developed in Section 6.5.1.
The nested model assumes an identical regional setting to the 2-D regional model.
Figure 7.3 depicts the finite element meshes used for both models and indicates the
problem geometry.  The following parameter values are assumed;  Lr = 1000,  LL = 500,
L = 100, 2a = 50,  B = 50,  So = 0.00001,  Sy = 0.3,  Kx = Kz = 10,  Rs = 0.001,
RLs = 0.001,  Rp = 0.01,  RLp = 0.333,  Φ {arg(Rp)} = 0,  Φ {arg(RLp)} = 0.5 and
P = 100.  The non dimensional value  RsLR
2 KxB
2 = 0.04 is small, so that an assumption
of constant transmissivity is valid (see Chapter 6, Section 6.5).  While this approximation
is not necessary to specify the matched boundary conditions—which can accommodate
head dependent transmissivity in the far field region—the assumed free surface geometry
of the full length 2-D section model implies that transmissivity is approximately constant.
Indeed, this in one of the advantages of the nested 2-D model over the full length 2-D
model.  In both models the lake and free surface boundary conditions are represented as
described in sections 7.4 and 7.5 above.
Results for the two models are compared in figures 7.4a and 7.4b, which depict
free surface head amplitudes and phases along the length of the free surface;  the circles
represent the 2-D nested model.  The agreement, in the absences of analytical solutions,
presents a numerical 'validation' of the mathematical derivation and implementation of the
matched boundary conditions.  Results for other combinations of problem parameters
have also been considered, and show similar agreement;  they are not presented here for
brevity..
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Figure 7.3  Lake-aquifer geometry and finite element meshes used for the validation of matched boundary conditions:
 (a) 2-D regional model;  (b) 2-D nested model
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Figure 7.4.a  Comparison of free surface head amplitudes for the 2D regional model and
2D nested model
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Chapter 8
Steady State Surface Water-Groundwater
Interaction
8.1  Introduction
This chapter is the first of three that contain results for the regionally nested lake-
aquifer problem in Chapter 6.  The steady state results here are shown to be a subset of
those obtained by Nield et al. (1994) for the general near field problem in Chapter 5.
These authors’ work (see also Townley et al. 1992) is referred to hereafter as FlowThru,
after the name of the software package utilised in their earlier research;  it presents a
systematic framework for identifying and classifying steady state flow regimes.  The
present study is closely related to this work, and is logically presented as an extension of
FlowThru.  Where possible, consistent nomenclature and conventions are used.
The obvious difference between results in this chapter and FlowThru is the
incorporation of an explicit regional setting.  The assumed regional lake-aquifer
geometry, position of the near field within the regional setting, type of regional
boundaries, and the aquifer hydraulic properties in the far field all impose physical
constraints on the range of flow regime types that are possible within the near field.  An
analysis of these constraints forms the main content of this chapter.  Fluctuating and
periodic lake-aquifer interactions in the near field are considered in chapters 9 and 10,
respectively.
8.2  FlowThru Results
8.2.1  Classification of Flow Regimes
The thirty-nine steady state flow regimes identified in the FlowThru work (Nield et
al. 1994) are depicted schematically in Figures 8.1 and 8.2.  Flow regimes are grouped112
according to recharge (R1-R11), discharge (D1-D11) and flow-through (FT1-FT17)
types, with recharge and discharge regimes sub-classified on the basis of whether the
flow geometry partially or fully penetrates the aquifer, and flow-through regimes sub-
classified according to the existence of reverse flow regions.  Each flow regime diagram
is characterised by a number of  local flow systems, which are delineated by dividing
streamlines and their associated stagnation point(s) and dividing point(s).  Arrows on the
dividing streamlines indicate the direction of flow, and arrows at the surface indicate the
direction of groundwater recharge ( Rs).  The directions of up-gradient and down-gradient
groundwater flow ( U+ s and U− s) may be inferred from the directions of the streamlines.
8.2.2  Non Dimensional Ratios
The type of flow regime that occurs for a particular choice of parameter values is
shown by Nield et al. to be a function of the following non dimensional ratios
flow geometry = f
2a
B
,
D
B
,
L
B
,
Kx
Kz
,
U+ s
Kx
,
U− s
U+ s
,
RsL
U+ sB





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where 2a, B, L, Kx, Kz,U+ s,U− s and Rs are the same as defined in the present study* (see
Chapter 5).  Assuming isotropic conditions (Kx Kz = 1),  LB= 2, and the effect of
U+ s Kx negligible, the flow geometry reduces to a function of the remaining three ratios.
For a particular choice of geometry (2aB ), the occurrence of each of the flow regime
types depicted in figures 8.1 and 8.2 can be plotted on the U− s U+ s  and RsLU + sB
parameter space.  Nield et al. define these plots as transition diagrams.
* the FlowThru parameter D, which describes the hydraulic resistance of a low conductivity lake bed
lining, is intentionally omitted from this listRECHARGE  REGIMES DISCHARGE  REGIMES
Partially penetrating: Partially penetrating:
R1 D1
R4
R5
D4
D5
D6 R6
R3 D3
R2 D2
Fully penetrating: Fully penetrating:
R11
R9
R10
R7 D7
D11
D9
D10
R8 D8
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Figure 8.1  Schematic diagrams showing dividing streamlines for recharge and discharge
flow regimes [from Nield et al. (1994, Fig. 11, p.2469)]FLOW-THROUGH  REGIMES
With no reverse flow regions:
FT1
FT15
FT13
FT11
FT9
FT17
FT14
FT12
FT10
FT8
FT16
With reverse flow regions:
FT5
FT7
FT3
FT6
FT4
FT2
114
Figure 8.2  Schematic diagrams showing dividing streamlines for flow through  flow
regimes [from Nield et al. (1994, Fig. 11, p.2469)]115
8.2.3  Transition Diagrams
The transition diagram for a particular lake-aquifer geometry is constructed through
a process of systematic searching in the U− s U+ s  and RsLU + sB parameter space.  Lines
on the transition diagram indicate where the changes between different flow regimes
occur.  Figures 8.3 depicts the transition diagrams for the lake-aquifer geometry
2aB= 1 and  LB= 2.
Such diagrams summarise a large amount of information in a compact form, and
provide a useful graphical tool that can be used to quickly determine the flow regime type
for an arbitrary choice of parameter values.  The spatial patterns which characterise the
transition diagrams also reflect the physical relations between flow regime types—for
example, that FT8 is a transition stage between the flow-through regime  FT2 and the
discharge regime D4.
Figure 8.3 Transition diagram for 2a/B = 1 with regimes labelled assuming U+s > 0
[from Nield et al. (1994)]116
8.3  Regionally Nested Model
8.3.1  Possible Flow Regime Types
In order for the regional setting described in Chapter 6 to exist, the steady state
aquifer recharge must always be positive (i.e. Rs > 0), otherwise a regional groundwater
mound can not be sustained.  This implies that U+ s and RsLU + sB are also always
positive, which limits the possible steady state flow regimes to those in the top half of the
transition diagram (i.e. R2, D4, D5, D8, D10, FT2, FT4, FT8 and FT10).  Up-gradient
regional groundwater flow is always an inflow to the near field, whereas down gradient
regional groundwater flow can be an inflow or outflow.  Lake recharge is independent of
aquifer recharge and, therefore, can be an inflow or outflow.  The near field boundary
fluxes that are possible when aquifer recharge is positive are depicted schematically in
Figure 8.4, along with the flow regime types that are possible for each combination of
boundary fluxes.  These are obtained by visual inspection of all nineteen possibilities in
Figures 8.1 and 8.2.
R2, FT2, FT4, FT8, FT10
D8
D4, D5, D10, FT2, FT4, FT8, FT10
Figure 8.4  Near field boundary fluxes and associated flow regime types that are
possible when aquifer recharge is positive117
8.3.2  Relations Between Non Dimensional Groups
Based upon the dimensional analysis in Chapter 6 (see Section 6.4) the steady state
flow geometry is known to be a function of the following nine non dimensional ratios
flow geometry = f
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where 2a, B, L, Lr, LL, Kx, Kz, Rs and RLs are the same as defined in Chapter 6  (see
tables 6.1 and 6.2).  Assuming LB= 2, Kx Kz = 1 (isotropic conditions) and the effect
of RsLr
2 KxB
2 in the near field negligible, the steady state flow geometry is reduced to a
function of the remaining four ratios.  Note that the ratio RsLr
2 KxB
2 reflects the height
and slope of the regional water table, and is related to the FlowThru ratio U+ Kx —which
describes the slope of the free surface at the U+  boundary.  For an arbitrary choice of
lake-aquifer geometry (2aB , 2aL r  and LL Lr) and recharge (RLs Rs ), the volume of
groundwater flow across the near field boundaries can be calculated from a simple water
balance over the  L+  and  L−  regions of aquifer.  This yields the following relations
U+ s =
RsL+
B
(8.1)
and
U− s = U+ s + 2
RsL
B
+ RLs
2a
B
(8.2)
Expressions which relate the above non dimensional ratios to the FlowThru ratios are
obtained by rewriting (8.1) and (8.2) in non dimensional form,
U− s
U+ s
= 1+ 2w
L
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Suppose that the recharge ratio RLs Rs  in (8.3) is held constant and the regional
position is varied systematically, then the values of U− s U+ s  and RsLU + sB obtained
from (8.3) and (8.4) trace out a loci of points on the transition diagram.  Plotting these
curves for a series of RLs Rs  values yields a set of RLs Rs  contours on the transition
diagram that converge to the point (0,1), as depicted in Figure 8.5.  This point has a
special significance since it implies that the contribution of near field aquifer recharge
RsL to the near field water balance is negligible compared with the regional groundwater
through flow (i.e. RsLU + sB→ 0 and U− s U+ s → 1).  This situation can occur when
lakes are positioned low in the regional setting so that the up gradient length of aquifer L+
is large compared with the near field length of aquifer  L.
An analytical expression that describes the RLs Rs  contours is obtained by
rewriting (8.3) and (8.4) as parametric equations
U− s
U+ s
= 1+ 2
L
L+
+
2a
L+
RLs
Rs
(8.5)
and
RsL
U+ sB
=
L
L+
(8.6)
where the parameter L+  is the regional up gradient length of aquifer (see Figure 6.3).
The equivalent cartesian equation is
RsL
U+ sB
= m
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U+ s
− m (8.7)
where:  m = 2 +
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8.3.3  Mapping the FlowThru Results
The non dimensional relations developed above reveal that the results in this chapter
are a sub-set of the FlowThru results, and can be 'mapped' directly to the FlowThru
transition diagrams.  This method can, in fact, be used for any type of regional setting for
which the near field water balance fluxes can be described in terms of the regional aquifer
parameters.  Given an arbitrary choice of parameters values, the corresponding point on
the transition diagram can be easily determined.119
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Figure 8.5  Example RLs/Rs contours for an arbitrary transition diagram
The relationship between the non dimensional ratios from the regionally nested
model and FlowThru can be represented using two diagrams:
(i) a parameter plot that relates the geometric ratios 2aB , 2aL r  and LL Lr to the
FlowThru ratio  RsLU + sB; and
(ii) a transition diagram with  RLs Rs  contours.
Example plots for the lake-aquifer geometry 2aB = 4 and LB= 2 are presented in
Figures 8.6 and 8.7.  Additional plots for 2aB = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 8 and LB= 2 are
contained in Appendix 4.
As an example of their use, consider a 100m long lake that is positioned 500m from
the regional no-flow boundary.  If the aquifer is 1000m long, 25m thick at the lake, and
the lake is recharged at the same rate as the aquifer, then the equivalent non dimensional
statement of the problem is; 2aB= 100 25 = 4, 2aL r = 100 1000 = 0.1,
LL Lr = 500 1000 = 0.5 and RLs Rs = 1.  From the parameter plot for 2aB= 4
(Figure  8.6), the estimated value of RsLU + sB is approximately 0.12.  On the120
corresponding transition diagram (Figure 8.7) this value of RsLU + sB crosses  the
RLs Rs = 1 contour  within the FT2 region.  The predicted flow regime is therefore FT2
with U− s U+ s  approximately equal to 1.5   Note that the exact values of RLs Rs  and
U− s U+ s  can be calculated directly from (8.3) and (8.4).  Suppose we now consider that
the lake loses water by evaporation at a rate six times faster than the aquifer is recharged,
such that  RLs Rs =− 6.  The estimated value of RsLU + sB in this case remains the same
as before (0.12), however the predicted flow regime is now D8 since RsLU + sB = 0.12
intersects  the RLs Rs =− 6 contour within the D8 region.  The corresponding value of
U− s U+ s   is approximately –0.25.
8.3.4  Constraints on the Regional Position of the Near Field
In both the present study and FlowThru, groundwater fluxes across the near field
boundaries are assumed to be uniform with depth.  This assumption is particularly
important in the present analysis, since at the matched boundaries flow is assumed to be
essentially one dimensional.  Because the lake induces vertical flows in its vicinity, the
U+  and U−  boundaries should be located far enough away from the lake so that vertically
flow effects are negligible.  Nield et al. (1994) found that this condition was satisfied
when the near field boundaries are a distance of at least twice the aquifer thickness away
from the edges of the lake (i.e.  LB= 2, see Table 6.2).  A minimum value of LB= 2
is adopted in this study.
In the far field region of aquifer, the assumption of uniform flow at the U+
boundary implies that the distance to the up-gradient groundwater divide is many times
the aquifer thickness.  This condition is necessary, since closer to the groundwater divide
vertical flow components become more important—in fact, the no flow boundary is itself
a vertical streamline.  Previous work by Barr and Townley (1993) has indicated that a
value of L+ B > 10 is ideal to ensure that the vertical flow components at the U+
boundary are small, although the assumption is also reasonable for values of L+ B > 5.
If we consider an arbitrary value n, such that L+ B > n, then the following limiting
conditions must apply
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(8.8)
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Figure 8.6  Parameter plot showing the relationship between the non dimensional
groups 2a/B, 2a/Lr and LL/Lr, and the FlowThru ratio RsL/U+sB
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Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the limit n and RsLU + sB, each
value of n can be depicted as a horizontal limit on the transition diagram.  Above the limit
for  n = 5 the values of RsLU + sB may be inappropriate for the assumption of uniform
flow at the U+  boundary.
8.4  Discussion of Results
Based upon an analysis of the parameter plots and transition diagrams a number of
observations can be made concerning the influence of the regional setting upon lake–
aquifer interaction in the near field.  Figure 8.8 is an attempt to summarise the main
features schematically.
Small lake
Large lake
regional
down-gradient
boundary
Lr
Recharge
Discharge Flow Through
Flow Through
regional
up-gradient
boundary
Figure 8.8  Schematic diagram depicting the likely occurrence of steady
state flow regime types within the regional setting
The most obvious trend in the results is that flow-through regimes—in particular
FT2—are the dominant flow geometry.  Flow through regimes are expected throughout
the regional setting but are predicted to be strongest when lakes are positioned low within
the flow system and the ratio of lake recharge to aquifer recharge is small.  The near field
water balance in such cases is dominated by regional groundwater through flow across
the U+  and U−  boundaries.  As discussed previously, this behaviour is reflected in the
transition diagrams where the  RLs Rs  contours converge to the point (0,1) for decreasing
values of  RsLU + sB—that is, the flow condition converges to a strongly FT2 regime as
the regional contribution to the near field water balance gets larger.123
Recharge and discharge regimes are only expected when lakes are positioned high
within the regional flow system (i.e. small LL Lr) where the up gradient groundwater
flow is smallest and water table gradients are weakest.  The potential for discharge
conditions is increased when a lake is also large relative to the regional geometry
(i.e. large  2aL r  and 2aB ) since the volume of lake discharge is a larger portion of the
near field water balance than for a smaller lake.  The lake is therefore more likely to drive
a discharge condition.  In contrast, the potential for recharge conditions is increased when
a lake is positioned high within the regional setting but is small compared to the regional
geometry (i.e. small 2aL r  and 2aB ).  In such cases, the advantage gained by regional
through flow 'short circuiting' through the lake is reduced.  Clearly, recharge and
discharge regimes are also more likely to occur when the ratio of lake recharge to aquifer
recharge is large and positive, or large and negative (i.e. large ± RLs Rs).  When this
happens, the lake-driven component of the near field water balance 2aRLs is larger and
can potentially drive recharge or discharge conditions.  These relationships are best
illustrated by an example.
Consider a small lake (2aB= 0.25, 2aL r = 0.001) that is positioned low in the
regional flow system (LL Lr = 0.8).  From Figure A4.1 (Appendix 4) it can be
determined that the flow regime is flow-through (FT2) for a wide range of lake-aquifer
recharge/discharge conditions (− 50 < RLs Rs < 50).  Suppose that the lake size is
increased by a factor of six, such that 2aL r = 0.006, then discharge regimes are now
possible for large negative values of RLs Rs  (e.g. the flow regime is D4 for
RLs Rs =− 50).  If the same lake is now moved to a higher position in the flow system
(LL Lr = 0.2) then the potential for discharge regimes to occur is increased (e.g. the
predicted flow regimes for RLs Rs =− 16, –40 and –50 are D4, D10 and D8,
respectively).  Similarly, the potential for recharge regimes to occur is also increased
(e.g. the predicted flow regime is R2 for RLs Rs > 20).  Note, however, that some care
is required when attempting to generating recharge and discharge regimes of this kind,
since there is a temptation to achieve the desired conditions by positioning the lake very
high in the flow system.  As discussed in Section 8.4.4 there is a constraint on the value
of  L+ B that must be observed in order for the assumption of uniform flow at the U+
boundary to be valid.
An interesting feature of the present results is that discharge regimes are associated
with high positions in the landscape, whereas in other studies of lake-aquifer systems
discharge regimes are commonly associated with low positions in the landscape at which
the groundwater system discharges to the surface.  The latter situation is typical in closed
groundwater basins, however the regional aquifer considered in this study is an open
flow system that discharges to the ocean at a fixed head boundary.  As such, discharge
lakes are not expected at the lower end of the system.124
Few previous modelling studies have examined the effect of lake position upon
surface water-groundwater interaction.  One such study by Cheng and Anderson (1994)
reports similar results to the present study, although the regional setting considered is
different.  In their work, the flow system is a closed groundwater basin in which the
regional flow is from an up gradient groundwater divide to a surface discharge area at the
other end of the region (also a flow divide).  Three different lake positions are simulated,
these being equivalent to LL Lr = 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25.  Based upon steady state
modelling results,  the authors conclude that groundwater is likely to be a greater portion
of the lake water balance for lakes located lower in the flow system—that is, greater
groundwater through flow.  Sacks et al. (1991) also examine the influence of relative lake
position for a multiple lake-aquifer flow system in Doñana National Park, Spain.
However their results are not easily related to the present study with a single lake.  Winter
(1981) considers the influence of water table slopes beyond the immediate drainage basin
for a class of discharge lakes in the USA.  He concludes that the water table gradients in
this far field region can impose significant effects upon the flow geometry.  This implies
that the regional positioning of lakes is important when there is notable spatial variation in
regional water table gradients.125
Chapter 9
Fluctuating  Surface Water-Groundwater
Interaction
9.1  Introduction
In aquifers that experience periodic fluctuations in groundwater recharge, a
response is manifest as both fluctuations in the position of the piezometric surface and,
within the aquifer, as fluctuations in groundwater flow.  The type of response that
predominates depends upon the frequency of fluctuations and the amount of time required
for groundwater flow to equilibrate with the instantaneous value of recharge (aquifer
response time).  When the aquifer response time is large compared to the period of
fluctuation (i.e. the aquifer responds slowly) then fluctuations in recharge do not
propagate as fluctuations in groundwater flow because the forcing condition changes
faster than the aquifer can respond.  The aquifer in such cases behaves like a 'low-pass
filter' and a response occurs mainly at the water table where water levels rise when
recharge is positive and fall when recharge is negative.  In contrast, when the aquifer
response time is small compared to the period of fluctuation (i.e. the aquifer responds
rapidly) groundwater flow is almost in equilibrium with the instantaneous recharge;  a
negligible response occurs at the piezometric surface and fluctuations in groundwater
flow are almost in phase with the fluctuations in recharge.
In this chapter, it is important to keep in mind that only the fluctuating behaviour is
being examined;  this means that the steady state component of flow is ignored and the
interest is only in the spatial distribution of head fluctuations, rather than absolute values
of head.  The superposition of steady state and fluctuating behaviours—the so called
periodic behaviour—is considered in Chapter 10.126
9.2  Types of Fluctuations in Lake-Aquifer Systems
The fluctuating behaviour in a lake-aquifer system can be complex due to the
coupled surface water–groundwater dynamics and the interplay between lake recharge
and aquifer recharge—which may be of different magnitude and phase.  In this thesis, the
types of fluctuations that occur in lake-aquifer systems are classified into two broad
categories:
(i) flow-through fluctuations;
(ii) recharge-discharge fluctuations.
 Both are depicted schematically in Figure 9.1.
Flow-through fluctuations are characterised by groundwater motion that alternates
between forward and backward through the lake (Figure 9.1a), such that the lake
provides a short circuit or 'conduit' for groundwater flow.  The instantaneous behaviour
is always flow-through, however the direction of flow oscillates sinusoidally in time.
Recharge-discharge fluctuations are characterised by groundwater motion that is inward
and then outward across the entire lake bed (Figure 9.1b), such that the lake acts as a
source/sink within the flow system.
Forward
Backward
(a)  Flow Through
        Fluctuations
Inward
O utwar d
(b)  Recharge-Discharge
          Fluctuations
Figure 9.1  Schematic diagram depicting (a) flow-through fluctuations, and
(b) recharge-discharge fluctuations, in a lake-aquifer system
A distinction is also made on the basis of whether fluctuations are aquifer-driven or
lake-driven .  These are defined, respectively, as the fluctuations that occur in response to
periodicity in aquifer recharge and lake recharge.  Whether the response in a particular
lake-aquifer system is primarily aquifer-driven or lake-driven depends fundamentally
upon the ratio of aquifer to lake recharge  RLp Sy Rp .  However, the lake-aquifer
geometry (2aB  and 2aL r ) and the position of the lake within the regional setting
(LL Lr) are also critical, since they define the lengths of aquifer and lake over which127
recharge occurs;  it is the rate of recharge and the length of a boundary that, combined,
determine the volume of flow across the boundary.  Aquifer-driven and lake-driven
behaviour are examined in more detail in sections 9.4 and 9.5.
9.3  Key Non Dimensional Ratios
From the dimensional analysis in Chapter 6 (see Section 6.2.2) the key non
dimensional ratios that control the type and magnitude of the fluctuating response are
identified as Lr
2Sy KxBP and  Rp PS yB.  The first ratio Lr
2Sy KxBP is well known as
the non dimensional response time, and has been described previously in other studies of
periodicity in groundwater systems (e.g. Vandenberg 1980, p.340;  Townley 1995,
p.129).  The ratio is made up of the two main parts:  Lr
2
Sy KB, which is an average
aquifer response time [T];  and P, which is the period fluctuation [T] (see Section 9.1).
The second ratio  Rp PS yB reflects the magnitude of fluctuations and can be
considered as a non dimensional scaling factor.  Decomposing it, we see that  Rp PS y is
a characteristic travel distance [L] for a single period of travel, and B is a characteristic
dimension of the aquifer [L].  Small values of  Rp PS yB imply that fluctuations in
groundwater flow, if any, will be small compared to the scale of the near field.  Large
values imply the contrary.  For fluctuations in groundwater flow to be significant, the non
dimensional scaling ratio must be sufficiently large and the non dimensional response
time sufficiently small.
9.4  Aquifer-Driven Fluctuations
This section explores the type of fluctuating behaviours that can result in a purely
aquifer-driven system—that is, in a system where lake recharge is assumed to be
negligible ( RLp Sy Rp = 0).  Figure 9.2 depicts fluctuating responses in an aquifer-
driven system for various values of the key non dimensional ratios Lr
2Sy KxBP and
Rp PS yB.  Other non dimensional values used to generate Figure 9.2 are; 2aB= 1,
LL Lr = 0.5, 2aL r = 0.01,  RLs Rs = 1.0,  RsLr
2 KxB
2 = 1.0, arg RLp Rp () = 0 and
Sy = 0.3.  In each example, the position and size of the lake is indicated by a thin
rectangle (thick line) directly above the free surface boundary.  To visualise the
fluctuating movement of groundwater, displacement ellipses describing the magnitude
and orientation of advective fluctuations are plotted over a regularly spaced grid (see
Chapter 4).
The most obvious trend in Figure 9.2 is that the periodic response varies from
quasi-steady in the top left example to strongly fluctuating in the lower right.  The128
predicted fluctuations are largest for small values of the non dimensional response time
and large values of the scaling ratio.  Across each row of examples, the effect of varying
the scaling ratio is to change the magnitude of the response, however the orientation and
symmetry of fluctuations are not affected—in fact, the plots are scaled versions of one
another.  Down each column of examples, the effect of varying the non dimensional
response time is more complex, since both the magnitude and orientation of fluctuations
are affected.  In the bottom row (Lr
2Sy KxBP = 0.01) the non dimensional response time
is small and the predicted response is aquifer-driven flow-through.  Groundwater
fluctuations are almost in phase with aquifer recharge and fluctuations in the water table
position are negligible.  Because the near field geometry is symmetric and the
predominant groundwater motion is forward and backward through the near field, the
predicted pattern of ellipses is approximately symmetric about the lake centre.  In the top
row of examples (Lr
2Sy KxBP = 1000) the non dimensional response time is large and
fluctuations are therefore manifest predominantly at the water table.  Fluctuations in
groundwater flow are aquifer-driven recharge-discharge due to the differential free
surface response in the aquifer and lake, however, the magnitudes of fluctuations are very
small.  These behaviours can be examined in more detail in the free surface responses.
Figures 9.3a and 9.3b depict plots of free surface amplitudes, free surface phases,
and scaled displacement ellipses for the lower and upper right hand examples in
Figure 9.2.  The magnitudes of displacement ellipses are normalised and then re-plotted
to aid comparison of the shape, orientation and symmetry of fluctuations, independent of
their physical size.  Looking firstly at Figure 9.3a, the free surface amplitudes and phases
are seen to be very small, and the displacement ellipses are approximately straight lines,
or closed.  It is known from Chapter 4 (see Figure 4.3) that displacement ellipses are
closed when the x and z velocity components are either exactly in phase—as they are to
the left of the lake centre where fluctuations are up to the right and down to the left—or
exactly half a period out of phase—as they are to the right of the lake centre where
fluctuations are down to the right and up to the left.  Phase lags throughout the flow
system are therefore negligible.
In Figure 9.3b a response is manifest mainly at the water table where, since the lake
recharge is zero, the amplitude of the head response in the lake is smaller than in the
aquifer.  The lake water level is effectively 'dragged' up and down by water level
fluctuations in the contiguous aquifer zone.  Open ellipses in the vicinity of the lake
indicate a phase lag between the x and z components of groundwater flow (see Figure
4.3).    Away from the lake, the head response in the aquifer lags approximately one
quarter of a period behind aquifer recharge, implying that maximum heads occur one
quarter of a period after peak recharge..
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Figure 9.2  Fluctuating responses in an aquifer-driven system
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Figure 9.3a  Plots of free surface amplitudes, free surface phase, and
scaled velocity ellipses for the bottom-right example in Figure 9.2
(i.e. L
r
2Sy/KxBP = 0.01 and |Rp|P/SyB = 0.2)
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Figure 9.3b  Plots of free surface amplitudes, free surface phase, and
scaled velocity ellipses for the top-right example in Figure 9.2
(i.e. L
r
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This phenomenon is commonly observed in field data and has been discussed by
Townley (1995) in relation to the response of aquifers to periodic forcing.  When
groundwater flow responds slowly to aquifer recharge (i.e. large non dimensional
response time), the instantaneous water table position depends upon the accumulation, or
integration, of recharge rather than the instantaneous rate.  Maximum water levels
therefore occur at the instant before recharge becomes negative, which for a sinusoid is
one quarter of a period after the maximum recharge rate.  In the present study this
behaviour is encapsulated in the matched boundary conditions, for which the external
head terms can be approximated as Gp = Rp iω Sy when the non dimensional response
time is large (see Section 6.5.1).  It is straight-forward to show using complex algebra
that dividing  Rp by i causes a phase shift of 90 degrees (one quarter of a period).
9.5  Lake-Driven Fluctuations
In purely lake-driven systems it is assume that fluctuations in aquifer recharge are
negligibly small (i.e.  RLp Sy Rp →∞ ).  Figure 9.4 depicts the lake-driven fluctuations
that result for select values of the indicated non dimensional ratios.  Note that in this case
the non dimensional scaling ratio is defined as a function of lake recharge RLp instead of
aquifer recharge.  The other non dimensional values used to generate Figure 9.4 are the
same as for Figure 9.2;  Figures 9.5a and 9.5b depict free surface amplitudes, free
surface phases, and scaled displacement ellipses for the lower right (Lr
2Sy KxBP = 0.01)
and upper right  ( Lr
2Sy KxBP = 1000) examples in Figure 9.4.
Looking once more at the general trend in Figure 9.4, the lake-driven responses
vary from quasi steady in the upper left example to strongly fluctuating in the lower right;
however, notable differences to the aquifer-driven responses include the symmetry and
magnitude of fluctuations, particularly for small values of the non dimensional response
time.  As expected, fluctuations in the lake-driven system are alway recharge-discharge
since the lake provides a sources/sink for groundwater flow.  In the bottom row of
examples in Figure 9.4 groundwater flow is almost in equilibrium with the instantaneous
recharge rate, and—because the lake is a source/sink—the largest fluctuations occur
between the lake and the regional discharge boundary.  The resulting symmetry of
fluctuations in the near field is therefore skewed markedly to the right, with negligibly
small fluctuations occurring to the left of the lake, between the lake and the regional no
flow boundary..
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Figure 9.5b  Plots of free surface amplitudes, free surface phase, and
scaled velocity ellipses for the top-right example in Figure 9.4
(i.e. L
r
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Figure 9.5a  Plots of free surface amplitudes, free surface phase, and
scaled velocity ellipses for the bottom-right example in Figure 9.4
(i.e. L
r
2Sy/KxBP = 0.01 and |RLp|P/SyB = 1)134
In the top row of examples, fluctuations in recharge are manifest predominantly as
fluctuations in lake level.  The head amplitude in the lake is larger than in the surrounding
aquifer (see Figure 9.5b) such that groundwater levels adjacent to the lake are effectively
dragged up and down by the fluctuating lake level.  Because the non dimensional
response time is large, the lake is effectively 'insulated' from the influence of the regional
boundaries and, as a result, fluctuations in groundwater flow are symmetric about the
lake.  The predicted response is very similar to that expected for an aquifer-driven system
when the non dimensional response time is large (compare figures 9.3b and 9.5b).  This
similarity arises because the relative  relationship between the head amplitudes in the lake
and aquifer are alike, despite the driving mechanisms being different.
9.6  Interplay between Aquifer and Lake-Driven Responses
Both the amplitude and phase of fluctuations play important roles in determining
how the lake-driven and aquifer-driven behaviours superimpose to give a net fluctuating
response.  In particular, the phases of the lake-driven and aquifer-driven responses
determine the timing with which fluctuations superimpose.  Fluctuations may add to give
a larger net response, or cancel to give a smaller one, or they may add for part of a period
and cancel for the other part.  Although the phases of aquifer and lake recharge (forcing)
are known in advance, the phases of the aquifer-driven and lake-driven responses are not.
To illustrate the difficulty of predicting the timing with which lake-driven and aquifer-
driven responses superimpose, it is helpful to revisit the one-dimensional periodic
problem examined in Chapter 6 (see Section 6.5).  The problem considers a 1-D regional
aquifer with a no-flow boundary at one end, prescribed head boundary at the other and
uniform periodic recharge.
Figures 9.6a to 9.6c present plots of head amplitudes and head phases, and flow
amplitudes and flow phases, for several values of the key non dimensional ratio
RsL
2 KH
2 (see Section 6.5).  Head amplitudes are non dimensionalised with respect to
Zp , which is the head amplitude that would occur uniformly throughout the aquifer in
the absents of any flow, whereas groundwater flow amplitudes are non dimensionalised
with respect to flow at the prescribed head boundary Qp(L).  Head lags and flow lags are
both defined relative to the phase of aquifer recharge, such that Φ arg hp Rp {} ()
represents the normalised lag between fluctuations in recharge and fluctuations in head,
and  Φ arg Qp Rp {} ()  is the normalised lag between fluctuations in recharge and
fluctuations in groundwater flow.  Similar non dimensional solutions for 1-D and radially
symmetric aquifers with constant transmissivity are discussed in detail by Townley
(1995).135
The lag between fluctuations in recharge and groundwater flow is depicted by the
three plots of Φ arg Qp Rp {} ()  verses xL  (Figures 9.6a,b,c).  These indicate that the
predicted lag is highly variable depending upon the non dimensional response time
L
2Sy KHP and location within the flow system (xL ).  It is evident that when the non
dimensional response time is large (e.g. L
2Sy KHP > 100) lags vary dramatically as a
function of regional position—though fluctuations in flow are very small—and are
difficult to predict from the phase of aquifer recharge.  On the other hand, when the non
dimensional response time is very small (e.g. L
2Sy KHP > 100) lags are approximately
in phase with recharge and are therefore trivial to predict.  Though this latter scenario is
unlikely, it provides a useful method for controlling the phase of groundwater flow
throughout the near field.  This technique is employed in the following sections to explore
the relative effects of phase and amplitude on the interplay between aquifer-driven and
lake-driven responses.
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Figure 9.6.a  Plots of head amplitudes and phase, and flow amplitudes and phase for
RsL2 / KH2 = 1136
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Figure 9.6.b  Plots of head amplitudes and phase, and flow amplitudes and phase for
RsL2 / KH2 = 10
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Figure 9.6.c  Plots of head amplitudes and phase, and flow amplitudes and phase for
RsL2 / KH2 = 100137
9.6.1  Phase Effects
This section presents an example that illustrates how the timing of the aquifer-
driven and lake-driven responses affect the net fluctuating behaviour.  Figure 9.7 depicts
fluctuating responses for various values of the phase lag between aquifer and lake
recharge  Φ arg RLp Rp {} () .  The other non dimensional values used are 2aB= 1,
LL Lr = 0.5, 2aL r = 0.01,  RLs Rs = 1.0,   Sy = 0.3,  RsLr
2 KxB
2 = 1.0 ,
Lr
2Sy KxBP = 0.01,  Rp PS yB = 0.033 and  RLp Sy Rp = 5.0.
The non dimensional response time is intentionally chosen to be small (0.01) in
order that the aquifer-driven groundwater flow is approximately in phase with aquifer
recharge everywhere throughout the near field.  The value of the scaling ratio (0.033) is
chosen so that the sizes of advective fluctuations are physically interesting, and the value
of  RLp Sy Rp = 5 is selected so that aquifer-driven and lake-driven responses are of
similar orders of magnitude;  the fluctuating response is neither aquifer or lake dominated.
Only the value of Φ arg RLp Rp {} ()  has been varied to produce Figure 9.7 and, therefore,
the differences in the flow geometry are due solely to differences in the timing with which
the aquifer-driven and lake-driven responses superimpose.  Because the aquifer forcing
and groundwater response are approximately in phase, the lag between the lake-driven
and aquifer-driven responses is approximately equal to the lag between lake recharge and
aquifer recharge Φ arg RLp Rp {} () .
It is first noted that the displacement ellipses in Figure 9.7 can be either open or
closed.  Closed ellipses occur when the aquifer-driven and lake-driven responses are
exactly in phase, or exactly half a period out of phase Φ arg RLp Rp {} ()  = 0, 0.5, 1.0.
These results are consistent with Figure 4.3 (Chapter 4) which depicts the types of
ellipses that result for different combinations of the amplitude ratio and phase lag.  It is
known from Figures 9.1 and 9.3 that when the non dimensional response time is small,
the aquifer-driven response is symmetric about the lake centre, whereas the symmetry of
the lake-driven response is skewed to the right.  Consequently, the fluctuating behaviour
to the left of the lake in Figure 9.7 is not greatly influenced by lake recharge.  To the right
of the lake the aquifer-driven and lake-driven fluctuations exactly 'add' when
Φ arg RLp Rp {} ()  = 0 or 1, resulting in the largest fluctuations, and exactly 'subtract'
when Φ arg RLp Rp {} ()  = 0.5, resulting in the smallest fluctuations.  For intermediate
values of the phase lag, displacement ellipses are open and the aquifer-driven and lake-
driven response neither exactly add or subtract.  Instead, the x and z components of flow
add for part of a period—although not necessarily the same part—and subtract for the
rest.  The result is an ellipse of different orientation and size to either the aquifer-driven or
lake-driven fluctuations.138
Figure 9.7 illustrates that, irrespective of the magnitude of fluctuations, the timing
with which the aquifer-driven and lake-driven responses superimpose is critical in
determining the net fluctuating behaviour in the near field.  Additionally, it is known that
the timing of the aquifer-driven and lake-driven responses depends upon the phase of
aquifer and lake recharge, the regional position of the lake within the flow system, and
the non dimensional response time.  It has been estimated by Haitjema (1995) that, for
unconfined aquifers, the value of the non dimensional response time can vary anywhere
between 0.0001 and 100.
9.6.2  Amplitude Effects
In this section, the effect of the recharge ratio  RLp Sy Rp  on the superposition of
aquifer-driven and lake-driven responses is examined.  Figures 9.8 and 9.9 present
fluctuating responses when Φ arg RLp Rp {} ()  = 0.5  and  Φ arg RLp Rp {} ()  = 0.25,
respectively.  The other non dimensional values used to generate Figures 9.8 and 9.9 are
the same as those used in the previous section for Figure 9.7.  Only the value of
RLp Sy Rp  has been varied, such that differences in the flow geometry are due solely to
differences in the magnitudes of aquifer and lake recharge.
Looking firstly at Figure 9.8, it is noted that there is a gradual transition from
aquifer-driven flow-through fluctuations in the top example to lake-driven recharge-
discharge fluctuations in the bottom example.  The non dimensional response time is
small and the aquifer-driven response is symmetric about the lake centre, whereas the
lake-driven response is skewed to the right.  Since the responses are half a period out of
phase (i.e.  RLp Sy Rp = 0.5) it is known that they exactly subtract to the right hand side
of the lake (see Figure 9.7).  This effect is most obvious for  RLp Sy Rp  = 15,  where
the aquifer-driven and lake-driven fluctuations approximately cancel one another.  As a
result, a quasi stagnant zone develops to the right of the lake.  For smaller values of the
recharge ratio (i.e.  RLp Sy Rp < 15) the aquifer-driven response is dominant and results
in flow-through fluctuations.  For  RLp Sy Rp > 15 the lake-driven response is dominant
and recharge-discharge conditions occur.
Comparing Figures 9.8 and 9.9, it can be seen that the aquifer-driven and lake-
driven fluctuations to the right of the lake in Figure 9.9 neither exactly add or subtract, as
they do in Figure 9.8 (see also Figure 9.7).  The predicted ellipses are therefore open
and the development of a quasi stagnant zone to the right of the lake does not occur.  It is
less obvious at what value of  RLp Sy Rp  the transition from flow-through to recharge-
discharge fluctuations takes place.  To delineate this transition it would necessary to plot
additional information on the ellipses—for instance, a starting location and direction of
travel for fluid particles.139
9.7  The Influence of Lake Size
Here, the effect of variation in lake size upon the fluctuating response in the near
field is examined.  Figures 9.10 and 9.11 depict fluctuating behaviours for different sized
lakes (i.e. different values of 2aB  and 2aL r ) that are nested within the same regional
setting.  Figure 9.10 is for the case of an aquifer-driven system (Lr
2Sy KxBP = 1.0,
RLp Sy Rp = 1.0 and Φ arg RLp Rp {} () = 0) and Figure  9.11 is for the case when
aquifer-driven and lake-driven responses are a similar order of magnitude
(Lr
2Sy KxBP = 0.1,  RLp Sy Rp = 10 and Φ arg RLp Rp {} () = 0.5).  The other non
dimensional values used  are LL Lr = 0.5,  RLs Rs = 1.0,  RsLr
2 KxB
2 = 1.0 ,
Rp PS yB = 0.033,   and Sy = 0.3.
The general trend in figures 9.10 and 9.11 is a tendency for fluctuations in
groundwater flow to be focussed at the lake edges, particular for large lakes.  This
phenomenon is analogous to the edge-focussed steady state flow in Chapter 8, and is
caused by regional groundwater flow short circuiting through the lake.  Figure 9.10
indicates that in an aquifer-driven system, short circuiting of the regional flow through the
lake results in the formation of a quasi stagnant zone beneath the lake in which
fluctuations in groundwater flow are very small.  Large fully penetrating stagnant zones
develop beneath large lakes (e.g. 2aB= 8), whereas smaller partially penetrating
stagnant zones develop beneath smaller lakes.
Figure 9.11 provides a contrasting example in which the aquifer-driven and lake-
driven fluctuations are of similar magnitudes.  Since the non dimensional response time is
small, groundwater flow is almost in phase with the instantaneous recharge and the
aquifer-driven and lake-driven fluctuations exactly subtract to the right of the lake (see
Figure 9.8).  As the lake size increases (i.e. a larger 2aB ), the contribution of lake
recharge to the near field water balance also gets larger, such that there is a gradual
transition from aquifer-driven flow-through fluctuations at the top of Figure 9.11, to
lake-driven recharge-discharge fluctuations at the bottom.  For large lakes in which the
lake-driven response predominates, the symmetry of the response is skewed to the right
and there is a vertical 'divide' beneath the lake where fluctuations are predominantly up
and down.140
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Figure 9.8  Fluctuating responses for different values of the amplitude ratio
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Figure 9.9  Fluctuating responses for different values of the amplitude ratio
|RLp|Sy/|Rp| for Φ (arg{RLp/Rp}) = 0.250.5
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Figure 9.10  Fluctuating responses comparing different size lakes (variable 2a) in the
same size region (fixed LR and B) with constant recharge and aquifer properties;
for the case |RLp|Sy/|Rp| = 10.5
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Figure 9.11  Fluctuating responses comparing different size lakes (variable 2a) in the
same size region (fixed LR and B) with constant recharge and aquifer properties;
for the case |RLp|Sy/|Rp| = 10145
9.8  Discussion of Results
Analysis of the results in this chapter indicates that the non dimensional response
time is the key ratio that controls the fluctuating behaviour in the near field.  For large
values of  Lr
2
Sy KxBP, fluctuations in recharge are manifest predominantly as water table
fluctuations that are out of phase with the recharge;  for small values, fluctuations in
recharge are propagated throughout the aquifer as fluctuations in groundwater flow that
are approximately in phase with the recharge.  Fluctuations in groundwater flow are
therefore expected to be negligible when either the non-dimensional response time is large
and/or the non dimensional scaling ratio is small.
Systematic analyses of fluctuating responses in aquifer-driven and lake-driven
systems indicates that the type of response can vary from quasi steady to strongly
fluctuating in both instances.  In a purely aquifer-driven system, the predicted response is
symmetric and varies from flow-through fluctuations for small non dimensional response
times to recharge-discharge fluctuations for large non dimensional response times.  In a
purely lake-driven system, however, the symmetry of the response can be skewed by the
influence of the regional boundaries and the fluctuating response must always be
recharge-discharge.  The net fluctuating behaviour that results due to the superposition of
these responses depends upon both their magnitudes and timing (phases).  In particular, it
is critical to know the timing of the aquifer-driven response in the vicinity of the lake;  this
can be difficult since the phase of fluctuations in groundwater flow varies as a function of
regional position.146
Chapter 10
Periodic Surface Water-Groundwater Interaction
10.1  Introduction
In the presentation of results so far, steady state and fluctuating lake-aquifer
interactions have been analysed independently.  In this chapter the aim is to explore the
types of periodic responses that can result due to the superpostion of steady state and
fluctuating behaviours.  Since the flow regimes to be considered are time dependent,
particle tracking techniques are used to visualise the flow.  Suitable methods are described
in Chapter 4.
An exhaustive and systematic analysis of all the possible combinations of steady
state and fluctuating behaviours is beyond the scope of this thesis.  Instead, a number of
examples that illustrate the key results are presented.  The approach adopted is to select a
particular steady state flow regime and then to explore the flow perturbations that result
from the superposition of different fluctuating conditions.  Practically, it is useful to start
by identifying the geometry and regional position of the lake-aquifer system of interest.
This means deciding on values for 2aB , 2aL r
 
and  LL Lr.  The steady state flow
regime, or average flow condition, is then determined by the value of  RLs Rs  (see Section
8.4.2).  The impact of different fluctuating conditions due to different choices of the time
dependent ratios can then be explored by examining the perturbation of the steady state
flow paths and the dynamics of the lake capture and release zones.
To begin with, however, a general framework for the interpretation of results is
presented.  Sections 10.2 and 10.3 discuss the types of flow regime transitions and flow
path geometries that can result in a periodic analysis.  Section 10.4 provides a discussion
of the key non dimensional ratios, and specific examples are presented in Section 10.5.
Section 10.6 provides a brief note on apparent dispersion phenomena.147
10.2  Flow Regime Transitions
By direct analogy with the steady state results, the instantaneous flow regime in a
dynamic lake-aquifer system must be either recharge, discharge or flow-through.  The
flow net and associated stagnation points are defined as instantaneous since they vary
continuously in time.  In vertical section models the presence and/or absence of
instantaneous stagnation points, and their migration within the flow system over each
period of fluctuation, can be used to identify transitions between instantaneous recharge,
discharge and flow-through states.  The following tests can be applied to determine the
instantaneous flow condition at a particular instant in time;  (i) no lake bed stagnation
point - this corresponds to fully and partially penetrating recharge and discharge regimes*
;  (ii) one lake bed stagnation point - this implies flow-through regimes without reverse
flow regions;  and (iii) two lake bed stagnation points - this indicates flow-through
regimes with reverse flow regions.  These can be confirmed by visual inspection of the
flow regimes in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 (Chapter 8).  Lake bed stagnation points are easily
found by checking the vertical, instantaneous component of flow in each lake bed
element, and then determining if there is a change from in-flow to out-flow between any
neighbouring elements.  When there is no lake bed stagnation point, recharge and
discharge regimes can be distinguished simply by checking the direction of flow across
the lake bed.
10.2.1  Migration of Stagnation Points
Since the motion of a stagnation point in a periodic flow field is identical each
period of fluctuation, the transitions between instantaneous flow states must also be
repeated each period.  Four basic types  of transitions can be identified:
(i) no transition;
(ii) flow through–recharge transition (FT-R);
(iii) flow through–discharge transition (FT-D); and
(iv) flow through–recharge–flow through–discharge transition (FT-R-FT-D).
Other more complex transitions are also possible, for example: those between partially
and fully penetrating recharge regimes;  those between partially and fully penetrating
discharge regimes;  and those between flow-through regimes with and without reverse
flow regions (see Chapter 8).  Flow regime transitions that involve reverse direction
flow-through can also occur, such as 
→
FT - R -
←
FT - R and 
→
FT - D-
←
FT - D (see
* a fully penetrating regime is one in which the capture and/or release zones extend the full depth of the
aquifer;  no flow by-passes the lake.148
Figure 10.1e).  In these cases, the direction of regional flow is from left to right for part
of each period and right to left for the rest, with mean flow occurring in the down-
gradient direction.
The potential complexity of the possible types of flow regime transition can be
illustrated by considering the FlowThru transition diagrams (see Chapter 8).  Supposing
that the near field boundary fluxes R,  U+  and U−  are all time dependent and periodic,
then the instantaneous flow condition could be represented by a closed loci of points on
the transition diagram which repeats each period of fluctuation.  It should be remembered
that, in the steady state results, only nine of the thirty-nine FlowThru flow regimes are
possible.  In a periodic analysis a greater number of instantaneous flow states can occur
since recharge can be negative for part of each period, as long as on average it is positive.
Therefore, the sign of the instantaneous boundary fluxes R(t), U+ (t) and U− (t) is not
constrained as for the steady state case and many more types of transitions are possible.
It must be noted, however, that the FlowThru transition diagrams are the result of a
steady state analysis that does not account for aquifer storage and associated time lag
effects that would occur throughout the near field.  Strictly speaking, the instantaneous
values of the near field boundary fluxes in a periodic analysis should never be used to
determine the instantaneous flow regime from the transition diagrams, except when the
non dimensional response time is small and the aquifer response to recharge is
approximately instantaneous.  This is the same as assuming a series of steady states
which is sometimes referred to as a 'quasi steady state condition' (e.g. Zhang and
Neuman 1996)
Several types of flow regime transition sequences are depicted schematically in
Figure 10.1.  Solid dots mark the location of lake bed stagnation points, horizontal
arrows indicate the direction of migration of the stagnation points, and vertical arrows
indicate the direction of lake bed seepage between stagnation points.  As an example,
consider the instantaneous recharge condition depicted in Figure 10.1d (second picture in
sequence).  As the amount of recharge to the lake is steadily decreased (moving clockwise
in the sequence) it can be seen that the strength of the recharge regime weakens upon
which a single lake bed stagnation point develops at the up-gradient end of the lake (third
picture in sequence).  At this time, groundwater from up-gradient in the aquifer begins to
seep into the lake along its up-gradient margin and the instantaneous flow condition
changes from recharge to flow-through.  As the lake recharge continues to decrease, the
flow-through regime also weakens and the stagnation point migrates slowly along the
lake bed from an up-gradient position towards the down-gradient end.  Concurrently, the
instantaneous capture zone becomes larger while the instantaneous release zone gets
smaller.FT FT R FT
D FT
(d)  Flow through-Recharge-Flow through-Discharge (FT-R-FT-D)
(a)  No transition (FT, D or R)
FT R D FT
FT R FT
(b)  Flow through-Recharge (FT-R)
FT D FT FT
(c)  Flow through-Discharge (FT-D)
FT R FT FT
FT R
(e)  Flow through-Recharge-Flow through-Recharge (FT-R-FT-R)
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Figure 10.1  Schematic diagram depicting cyclic transitions between instantaneous flow
conditions and the migration of instantaneous lake bed stagnation points150
Eventually, a second lake bed stagnation point develops near the down-gradient end of
the lake (fourth picture in sequence) and begins migrating up-gradient towards the first
stagnation point.  The resulting flow regime then comprises a recharge zone in the middle
of the lake, isolated between two discharge zones—one at each end of the lake.  At some
later time after which lake recharge becomes negative (i.e. a net loss from the lake) the
two lake bed stagnation points coalesce and move off the lake bed to form a single
internal stagnation point  (fifth picture in sequence).  At this time the instantaneous flow
regimes changes from flow-through to discharge.  In the sixth and first pictures of the
sequence, lake recharge gradually increases and the above succession of flow transitions
is reversed.  The entire sequence is repeated once each period of fluctuation.
10.2.2  Release and Recapture of Lake Water
The cyclical motion of instantaneous stagnation points implies that some parts—and
possibly all—of the lake bed can alternate between recharge and discharge states.  Lake
water released into the aquifer at one instant in time may therefore be recaptured by the
lake at a later time.  In Figure 10.2a particles 1 and 2 are released at the same time but
from different locations on the lake bed, with the result that particle 2 is recaptured by the
lake while particle 1 escapes into the down-gradient flow.  Figure 10.2b illustrates that
this result is also possible when particle are released from the same location but at
different times.  Importantly, recaptured particles are not necessarily captured within the
same period of their release, as is the case in Figure 10.2.  Results presented later in this
chapter show that the residence times for lake water that is 'recycled' within the aquifer
can vary dramatically.
In general, it can be surmised that the 'first' water captured at any point along the
lake bed at the instant after the flow direction changes from recharge to discharge, must
be water previously released into the aquifer from the lake.  Over some finite depth, it is
therefore possible to define a zone of release and recapture within which surface water is
recycled through the groundwater system.  This zone may be confined to the lake bed
sediments or it may extend a significant distance into the groundwater system depending
upon the aquifer hydraulic properties and the magnitude of forcing. When the system
forcing is periodic, this type of surface water–groundwater exchange can be likened to
bank storage in river-aquifer systems in which the direction of the hydraulic gradient
between the river and aquifer oscillates in response to fluctuations in the river stage.
Recycling of lake water within lake-aquifer system has been observed in field
investigations (e.g.  Krabbenhoft and Webster 1995).  It can be concluded that only one
of the following scenarios is possible at each location along the lake bed:
(i) up-gradient groundwater is always captured;151
(ii) lake water is always released;
(iii) lake water is sometimes released, and recycled lake water is sometimes captured;
(iv) up-gradient groundwater is sometimes captured, recycled lake water is sometimes
captured, and lake water is sometimes released.
10.3  Pathline Characteristics
The three pathline geometries that are characteristic of advective flow in a uniform
periodic velocity field are described in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.3.3).  These are;
(i) smooth wavy pathlines, (ii) cuspy pathlines, and (iii) loopy pathlines.  For the
special case in which fluctuations occur solely in one plane—that is, the velocity ellipses
are closed—the principal direction of fluctuations can be either parallel to the steady state
flow directions (longitudinal fluctuations) or at an angle to them, such that there is a non
zero orthogonal component (transverse fluctuations).  When fluctuations are primarily
longitudinal, the resulting pathlines do not appear wavy because the fluctuating motion is
back and forth along the direction of mean flow.  This type of behaviour is expected in
the far field region of the lake-aquifer system and close to the near field boundaries where
both the steady state and fluctuating components of flow are presumed essentially
horizontal.  On the other hand, when fluctuations have a significant transverse component
relative to the mean flow direction, flow pathlines will be wavy, cuspy or loopy.  This is
also implied when the velocity ellipses are open, since there is always a flow component
that is transverse to the mean flow direction.
It should be noted that the pathline geometries presented in Chapter 4 are for
spatially uniform velocity fields.  Pathline shapes that occur in spatially varying velocity
fields—such as those to be considered in this chapter—are distorted compared with the
simple geometries depicted in Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8.  Nevertheless, the basic
features of these curves (i.e. waves, cusps and loops) are preserved.  Indeed, a single
pathline in a spatially variable velocity field can exhibit all three of these characteristics.Lake Bed
Stagnation
Point
1
2
Stagnation
Point
Lake Bed
1
time
2
(a)  Particles released from different locations at
the same time
(b)  Particles released from the same location at
different times
Figure 10.2  Schematic sequences depicting the release and recapture of lake water;  regional groundwater through flow is from left to right153
10.4  Key Non Dimensional Ratios
Chapter 9 identified the non dimensional response time Lr
2Sy KxBP and scaling
ratio  Rp PS yB as the key non dimensional ratios that control the type and magnitude of
the fluctuating response;  the periodic response of the system also depends upon these
ratios.  Additionally, the relationship between the average (steady state) groundwater
travel times and the period of fluctuation must be considered.  The number of fluctuations
that occur within a particular travel time, and the average distance travelled over that time,
determine the number of 'waves' in the groundwater flow paths.  For example, if the time
taken for groundwater to flow through the  regional aquifer is many times the period of
fluctuation, then we expect pathlines to be very wavy.  If, on the other hand, the period
of fluctuation is larger than the average travel time, the flow paths will not appear wavy at
either the regional or near field scales.
A non dimensional ratio (termed the waviness ratio in this study) which reflects this
characteristic of the flow field is  LrSy RsP;  where  LrSy Rs  is a representative travel time
that is required for groundwater to move through the regional aquifer, and P is the period
of fluctuation.  Both quantities have units of time.  Strictly speaking, the ratio is not
'new' since it can be derived from a combination of the non dimensional groups already
defined in Chapter 6 (see Section 6.2.2)
LrSy
RsP
=
Lr
2Sy
KxBP
RsLr
2
KxB
2



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− 1
2a
Lr




− 1
2a
B
(10.1)
Here, it can be seen that there is a direct relationship between the pathline waviness and
the non dimensional response time.  For a particular steady state flow regime—defined by
RsLr
2 KxB
2, 2aL r  and 2aB —an increasing value of the non dimensional response
time implies that pathlines are progressively more wavy, at the same time that the size of
the waves gets smaller.  This is consistent with the analogy of the aquifer as a low pass
filter, in which the aquifer's resistance acts to preferentially damp the internal propagation
of higher frequency signals applied at the boundaries.  Many of the results in this chapter
are most conveniently presented as a function of the waviness ratio.  In all of the
following examples, the relationship between the values of the waviness ratio, non
dimensional response time, and the scaling ratio are presented (see Tables 10.1, 10.2 and
10.3).154
10.5  Example Results
10.5.1  Recharge Regime (R2)
This first example examines the effects of superimposing different fluctuating
conditions upon a steady state recharge regime.  The different fluctuating conditions are
simulated by varying the value of the waviness ratio according to Table 10.1.  As known
from Chapter 8, steady state recharge regimes occupy a small area within the problem
parameter space and are only expected when a lake is small and positioned high within the
regional setting.  In the present example, the following non dimensional values are
assumed; 2aB = 0.25,  LB = 2  LL Lr = 0.5, 2aL r = 0.02,  Lr
2Rs KxB
2 = 0.06
RLs Rs = 15,  Kx Kz = 1,  Sy = 0.3,  SoB = 10
− 5,  Φ argRp () = 0, Φ arg RLp Rp {} () = 0 and
RLp Sy Rp = 1.
Results corresponding to Table 10.1 are presented in Figure 10.3.  The pathlines
depicted are generated by particle tracking from 8 evenly spaced locations across the lake
bed, at 10 times within a period (i.e. a total of 80 pathlines in each of the four examples).
Only the pathlines for particles released over a single period need be considered, since
particles released at the same relative times during past or subsequent periods result in
identical flow paths and travel times.  This is a feature of the time harmonic approach.
When the direction of seepage is into the aquifer at the location and time of release,
particles are track forward in time resulting in either;  release pathlines (pathlines that
begin on the lake bed and exit on one of the near field boundaries) or recapture pathlines
(pathlines that begin and exit on the lake bed).  Conversely, particles are tracked
backwards in time if the direction of seepage is into the lake at the location and time of
release.  This can result in either capture pathlines (pathlines that exit on the lake bed and
begin on one of the near field boundaries) or recapture pathlines (as above).  The type of
flow regime transition is determined by the location and number of lake bed stagnation
points and the direction of flow across the lake bed.
The pathline shapes depicted in Figure 10.3 vary from strongly periodic to quasi
steady state as the value of the waviness ratio is increased.  This behaviour is consistent
with Table 10.1 which indicates that as the waviness ratio gets larger, the value of the
non dimensional response time increases (greater response at the free surface and less
response within the aquifer) while the size of the scaling ratio decreases (smaller
fluctuations).  The type of instantaneous flow regime transition varies from FT-R in the
top two simulations to no transition (R) in the bottom two.  The strength of the flow
regime transition is expected to weaken and eventually disappear as the non dimensional
response time gets larger, however the type of transition depends also upon the non
dimensional response time which effects the timing with which the aquifer-driven and
lake-driven fluctuations superimpose.  The regional position of the lake is also important155
since the phase of the aquifer-driven response throughout the aquifer can vary
dramatically depending upon the non dimensional response time (see Section 9.6,
Chapter 9).
Table 10.1  Key non dimensional ratios – Figures 10.3 to
10.5
LrSy
RsP
Lr
2Sy
KxBP
Rp P
SyB
100 0.47 0.4
200 0.94 0.2
500 2.34 0.08
1000 4.69 0.04
column 1 - waviness ratio
column 2 - non dimensional response time
column 3 - scaling ratio
It is notable that the size of the lake release zone is largest in the top simulation
where it extends both sides of the lake.  This is due mainly to fluctuation in the direction
of the regional flow.  The prevailing flow direction is left-to-right, as indicated by the
general shape of the lake release zone, however, a brief period of reverse flow (right-to-
left) is evident from the pathlines that extend a short distance up-gradient (left) of the lake.
Pathlines down-gradient (right) of the lake have a corresponding loop, or doubling-back,
that signifies flow reversal.  This loopy feature of the pathlines provides an impression of
advective travel times since each loop corresponds to one period.
As a brief aside, it is interesting to note that periodic groundwater flow has a direct
mathematical analogy with the flow of current in a resistance-capacitance alternating
current (AC) network (see Appendix 5).  The more familiar resistance-capacitance direct
current (DC) network analogy to transient groundwater flow is well known and has been
widely applied.  In AC current networks, a circuit time constant can be defined (Scott
1959) which characterises the circuit's ability to respond to, or pass, a signal of particular
frequency.  The analogue of the time constant in a periodic groundwater system is L
2ST
[T].  As a rule of thumb in electronics, it is accepted that a particular circuit will filter most
of all signals which have a period of oscillation greater than five times the circuit response
time (i.e. L
2ST P> 5).  This is consistent with Table 10.1 and Figure 10.3 which156
indicate that for a non dimensional response time of 4.69 nearly all of the fluctuating
behaviour is confined to the free surface.
Figure 10.4 provides additional flow path details for the top most simulation in
Figure 10.3 (LrSy RsP = 100).  Depicted are the steady state flow paths, scaled velocity
ellipses and periodic pathlines.  Although all the flow paths drawn are release pathlines, it
is known that recapture pathlines must also exist since some parts of the lake bed fluctuate
between recharge and discharge conditions.  This is implied by the FT-R transition type.
In this example, however, the lengths of the recapture pathlines are small compared to the
near field geometry (less than two percent of the aquifer thickness) and are therefore not
discernible at the plotted scale.  Nonetheless, it must be stressed that such small scale
flow oscillation are potentially significant in relation to pore water exchanges between the
lake and lake bed sediments.
Pathline shapes in Figure 10.4 are most perturbed as compared with the steady
flow paths where the magnitude of groundwater fluctuations transverse to the steady flow
direction is largest.  This is evident beneath the left-hand edge of the lake where the
steady flow direction is predominantly vertical, whereas the dominant fluctuation is
horizontal.  Down-gradient of the lake, both the steady state flow direction and the
direction of fluctuations are predominantly horizontal, resulting in periodic motion that is
mostly back and forth along the mean flow path.  This type of flow path analysis of the
results is useful, however it provides a fairly limited impression of the flow dynamics.
For example, it is difficult (impossible) to ascertain the shape and motion of the lake
release zone based upon visual inspection of the pathlines alone.  It is similarly difficult to
establish the effect of the lake upon the shape and motion of up-gradient groundwater
flow moving past the lake.  These difficulties arises because each pathline tracks the
location of a single particle through time and, therefore, individual pathlines can cross as
a result of different particles occupying the same location at different times.  The pathline
plots convey spatial, rather than temporal, information.
An alternative visualisation of the flow field is obtained by generating a time
sequence of streakline plots (see Chapter 4).  Selected streaklines for Figure 10.4 are
presented in Figure 10.5.  Each frame of Figure 10.5 is a snap-shot of the system taken
1/12th of a period apart.  When viewed in smooth succession (i.e. frames 1 to 12 in a
continuous loop) an animation of the groundwater flow is produced.  Each streakline
represents a streak of 'dye' which is injected from a fixed point and advected
conservatively with groundwater flow.  Dispersion is not simulated.157
Figure 10.3  Perturbation of a steady state recharge regime;  pathlines are generated by particle
tracking from eight even spaced locations along the lake bed at ten release times per period.
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Figure 10.4  (a) steady pathlines;  (b) scaled velocity ellipses;  (c) release pathlines, for the
top example in Figure 10.3 (LrSy/RsP = 100)
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(c)Figure 10.5  Streaklines for the top example in Figure 10.3 (LrSy/RsP = 100);  frames are viewed in sequence from 1 to 12160
The locations of injector points for Figure 10.5 are indicated by the dots depicted in
the first frame.  The down-gradient capture zone revealed by Figure 10.5 is not evident
from the previous pathline plots;  the lake can be seen to impart a vertical perturbation in
an otherwise horizontal flow field.  The main features of the flow dynamics are self
evident from the streakline sequence.
10.5.2  Fully Penetrating Discharge Regime (D10)
Here we examine the perturbation of a steady state discharge regime that fully
penetrates the aquifer.  The following non dimensional values are assumed;  2aB = 4,
LB = 2,  LL Lr = 0.5, 2aL r = 0.1,  Lr
2Rs KxB
2 = 0.16,  RLs Rs =− 4.8,  Kx Kz = 1,
Sy = 0.3,  SoB = 0.00001,  Φ argRp () = 0.25,  Φ arg RLp Rp {} () = 0 and  RLp Sy Rp = 0.
The waviness ratio, non dimensional response time and scaling ratio are varied according
to Table 10.2.  Results are summarised in Figure 10.6, which depicts pathlines that are
generated by particle tracking from 15 even spaced locations across the lake bed at 10
times within a period.  Figure 10.7 provides more details of the steady pathlines, scaled
velocity ellipses, capture pathlines, and release pathlines for the top example in Figure
10.6 (LrSy RsP = 100).  Streakline plots for Figure 10.7 are presented in Figure 10.8
where—as before—each frame is a snap-shot taken 1/12th of a period apart.  Migration
of the lake bed stagnation points is depicted in Figure 10.9.
Table 10.2  Key non dimensional ratios – Figures 10.6 to
10.13
LrSy
RsP
Lr
2Sy
KxBP
Rp P
SyB
100 0.4 0.4
200 0.8 0.2
500 2.0 0.08
1000 4.0 0.04
column 1 - waviness ratio
column 2 - non dimensional response time
column 3 - scaling ratio161
Figure 10.6  Perturbation of a fully penetrating discharge regime;  pathlines are generated by
particle tracking from fifteen even spaced locations along the lake bed at ten release times per
period
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Figure 10.7  (a) steady pathlines;  (b) scaled velocity ellipses; (c) capture pathlines;
(d) release pathlines, for the top example in Figure 10.6 (LrSy/RsP = 100)
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Recapture PathlinesFigure 10.8  Streaklines for the top example in Figure 10.6 (LrSy/RsP = 100);  frames are viewed in sequence from 1 to 12left edge
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Figure 10.9  Migration of lake bed stagnation point for the top example in Figure 10.6
(LrSy/RsP = 100);  the instantaneous location of the stagnation point is computed at 96 times
within a period
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Figure 10.6 illustrates a range of responses that vary from strongly periodic to
quasi steady state.  As for the first example, the greatest perturbation of the steady state
flow paths occurs where the magnitude of fluctuations transverse to the mean flow path is
largest.  In each of the examples this is evident to the right of the lake, within the down-
gradient capture zone, where the mean flow direction is predominantly vertical while
fluctuations are mostly horizontal.  In the upper two examples (LrSy RsP < 200) the size
of the down-gradient capture zone is significantly increased as a result of periodicity in
the groundwater flow.  In contrast, pathlines beneath the lake are characterised by smaller
fluctuations but a higher degree of waviness.  This is because the steady state flow
velocities are many times smaller than those near the edges of the lake, towards which the
flow is focussed.  The travel times for particles moving beneath the lake are also many
times greater.  Note that in this example, all particles released from up-gradient of the lake
are captured by the lake.  Although the flow regime transition is FT-D for all of the four
examples, the migration of the lake bed stagnation point is different for each—and is
greatest for  LrSy RsP = 100 (see Figure 10.9).  In general, flow-through conditions are
associated with the development of a lake bed stagnation point at the down-gradient end
of the lake.  The stagnation point forms near the lake edge and then migrates up-gradient
along the lake bed, before reversing direction and moving back towards the down-
gradient end of the lake.  The extent of migration of the stagnation point is depicted in
Figure 10.9, and is also indicated by the extent of recapture pathlines in Figure 10.7d.
Recapture pathlines can only occur when the flow condition on the lake bed alternates
between in-flow and out-flow, where the area of lake bed over which recapture pathlines
occur indicates the migration range of the stagnation point.  The size of the recapture
pathlines is smallest near the up-gradient limit of the stagnation point migration since flow
velocities are generally smaller and the length of time during which in-flow conditions
prevail is less.  In fact the flow regime transition is a little more complicated than has been
described so far, as indicated by the brief appearance of a second stagnation point (the
lower-right open dot) in Figure 10.9.  The stagnation point that first forms on the lake
bed, at the instant the flow regime changes from discharge to flow-through, subsequently
bifurcates with one stagnation point migrating in an up-gradient direction (the one
discussed above) and the other migrating in a down-gradient direction (this one quickly
disappears at the down-gradient edge of the lake).  This phenomenon is illustrated in
Figure 10.1d (5th, 6th and 1st pictures in the sequence) and is discussed in more detail in
Section 10.2.1.  It is also consistent with the transition diagrams from the steady state
analysis (Figure 8.3) which indicate that the flow-through regime FT8 (two stagnation
points) is a transition stage between the flow-through regime FT2 (one stagnation point)
and discharge regime D4 (internal stagnation point).  In the present example, the two
stagnation points exist for less than 1/96th of each period (i.e. around 1% of the time).166
Closer examination of the recapture pathlines in Figure 10.7d reveals that, while
some particles are recaptured within one period of being released, others are not
recaptured until multiple periods later.  Such pathlines have a characteristic 'zig-zag'
shape.  This phenomenon is illustrated more clearly in the streakline plots (Figure 10.8)
where a total of six periods is required to completely recapture all of the lake water that is
released within a single period.  Though most (nearly all) of the single streakline released
from the down-gradient edge of the lake is recaptured within one period, the remnant
piece of streakline that is not recaptured (see frame 4) is resident within the aquifer for a
further five periods.  This implies the existence of a series of small remnant release zones
that fluctuate back and forth within the aquifer, at the same time that they move slowly
toward the lake along the mean capture flow path.  This complex interaction between
surface water and groundwater is not immediately obvious from the pathline plots in
Figure 10.7.  Notice that the point of contact between the streakline at the down-gradient
edge of the lake and the lake bed (i.e. the recapture point) migrates slowly along the lake
bed in an up-gradient direction during the period in which the streakline is recaptured
(frames 10 to 4).  This indicates that a particular particle of lake water is recaptured at a
different location from its point of release, as also indicated by the looped recapture
pathlines depicted in Figure 10.7d.  As the flow condition switches from a discharge
regime to a through flow regime (frames 4 and 5, Figure 10.8) the five streakline
remnants 'detach' from the lake bed and a new streakline begins to release from the
'injection point' on the extreme down-gradient edge of the lake.
It is interesting to observe that the shape of the streakline released from directly
beneath the lake at the bottom of the aquifer reflects both the flow periodicity at the point
of injection (i.e. higher frequency waviness) and the larger scale fluctuations closer to the
lake.  The streakline detaches from the lake bed as the lake bed stagnation point migrates
past the capture point in an up-gradient direction, causing a switch from discharge to
recharge conditions (frames 6 to 10).  When the seepage condition reverts back to
discharge, the streakline is dawn back towards the lake bed (frames 10 to 12) where it
're-attaches'.
10.5.3  Partially Penetrating Discharge Regime (D4)
The third example considers a discharge regime in which the depth of the down-
gradient capture zone only partially penetrates the aquifer.  In this sense it is a 'weaker'
regime than in the previous example since discharge conditions are more easily perturbed.
The following non dimensional values are assumed; 2aB = 4,  LB = 4  LL Lr = 0.5,
2aL r = 0.1,  Lr
2Rs KxB
2 = 0.16  RLs Rs =− 4.6,  Kx Kz = 1,  Sy = 0.3,  SoB = 10
− 5,
Φ argRp () = 0, Φ arg RLp Rp {} () = 0 and  RLp Sy Rp = 1.  The values of the waviness
ratio, non dimensional response time and scaling ratio are varied as for the previous167
example (Table 10.2).  Results are summarised in Figure 10.10.  Further details for the
top example in Figure 10.10 (LrSy RsP = 100) are presented in Figures 10.11, 10.12
and 10.13.  Note that in this example LB  is set equal to 4, rather than 2,  in order to
include the down-gradient capture zone within the near field.
Because the transition from discharge conditions to flow-through conditions is
stronger in the present example than in the previous one, the remnant streaklines near the
down-gradient end of the lake are 'pushed' further away from the lake and are not
recaptured.  This means that some lake water is released down-gradient into the regional
flow system, as can be seen in Figure 10.11 where capture, release, and recapture
pathlines are all possible.  However, of the total 150 pathlines generated only 2 escape
into the far field.  Down-gradient of the lake this results in an apparent 'mixing zone'
comprising lake water of various ages, which moves back and forth within the aquifer
each period of fluctuation.  In particular, shallower water down-gradient of the lake is
'pumped' away from the lake more quickly than the deeper water.
Several technical comments are relevant to the present results.  Note firstly that the
down-gradient streaklines are 'chopped off' on their down-gradient ends.  This is
because particles cannot be tracked beyond the near field boundary;  computations are
only completed in the near field.  Secondly, note that in generating each streakline the
positions of individually tracked particle are joined up to form a line.  One disadvantage
of this method is that the density of information along a streakline is not obvious.  For
example, points along the streakline become further apart when the flow is divergent and
are squashed together when the flow is convergent.  For most examples presented here, a
preferred effect was achieved by drawing a line.  A combination of both markers and
lines conveys a more complete picture, but is only practical when the size of individual
frames is larger.  In the current example, a small amount of lake water escapes across the
near field boundary into the regional flow system.  Therefore, at the time when one end
of the streakline is being recaptured by the lake the other end is, slowly, escaping into the
far field;  the streakline is straddled across an internal flow divide with the distribution of
points along the streaklines highly non uniform.  If the divergence of flow is sufficiently
large, then the streakline can be effectively 'pulled' apart.  This is the case for the
streakline at the down-gradient margin of the lake in Figure 10.12.  The low density of
particles is evidenced by the coarser streakline resolution in frames 9 to 12.  Only 2-3
particles remain uncaptured, about one percent of the number released.168
Figure 10.10  Perturbation of a partially penetrating discharge regime;  pathlines are generated by
particle tracking from fifteen even spaced locations along the lake bed at ten release times per period
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Figure 10.11  (a) steady pathlines;  (b) scaled velocity ellipses;  (c) capture pathlines;  (d) release
pathlines;  (e) recapture pathlines, for the top example in Figure 10.10 (LrSy/RsP = 100)
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Recapture PathlinesFigure 10.12  Streaklines for the top example in Figure 10.10 (LrSy/RsP = 100);  frames are viewed in sequence from 1 to 12left edge
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Figure 10.13  Migration of lake bed stagnation point for the top example in Figure 10.10
(LrSy/RsP = 100);  the instantaneous location of the stagnation point is computed at 96 times
within a period
171172
10.5.4  Flow Through Regime with single stagnation point (FT2)
This second last example considers the perturbation of a steady state flow-through
regime which has a single stagnation point.  From the results in Chapter 8 it is known
that flow-through regimes occupy a large part of the steady state solution space, since—
unless the lake is located high up in the regional setting—the up-gradient component of
groundwater flow U+ sB usually dominates the near field water balance.  Therefore,
U− s U+ s → 1 and  RsLU + s B→ 0 which is a strongly FT2 regime.  For the flow-through
regime in this example the following non dimensional values are assumed; 2aB = 0.5,
LB = 2  LL Lr = 0.5, 2aL r = 0.01,  Lr
2Rs KxB
2 = 0.25  RLs Rs = 1.0 ,  Kx Kz = 1,
Sy = 0.3,  SoB = 10
− 5,  Φ argRp () = 0, and Φ arg RLp Rp {} () = 0.  The values of the
waviness ratio, non dimensional response time and scaling ratio are varied according to
Table 10.3.  Pathline plots in Figure 10.14 are also presented for three values of the
recharge ratio  RLp Sy Rp .  Further details for the top-right and bottom-right examples in
Figure 10.14 are presented in Figures 10.15, 10.16 and 10.17, and Figures 10.18,
10.19 and 10.20, respectively.
Table 10.3  Key non dimensional ratios – Figures 10.14 to
10.20
LrSy
RsP
Lr
2Sy
KxBP
Rp P
SyB
100 0.5 0.5
200 1.0 0.25
500 2.5 0.1
1000 5.0 0.05
column 1 - waviness ratio
column 2 - non dimensional response time
column 3 - scaling ratio
Firstly, in this example steady state flow dominates and that the ratio of lake
recharge to aquifer recharge must be large to significantly perturb the steady flow paths.
This is evident in the top-left example in Figure 10.14 where lake recharge is more than
six times the aquifer recharge and yet, for a small non-dimensional response time of 0.5,
there is still only minor perturbation of the steady pathlines.  Once more, the range of non173
dimensional values presented has been selected to illustrate behaviours that vary from
quasi steady (lower-left example) to strongly periodic (upper-right example).  A flow
regime transition only occurs in the top-right example where the non dimensional
response time is smallest and the recharge ratio is largest.  In this case, lake recharge is
more than thirty times aquifer recharge.
Figures 10.17 and 10.20 depict a large migration of the lake bed stagnation point
for both the upper and lower right-hand examples in Figure 10.14.  This leads to release
and recapture pathlines across a large part of the lake bed;  however, the recapture
pathlines are generally small and—in fact—are indiscernible in Figure 10.15e.  The
comparison of these two examples also illustrates the effect of the non dimensional
response time upon the timing with which aquifer-driven and lake-driven responses
superimpose.  The open ellipses in Figure 10.15b (small non dimensional response time)
and closed ellipses in Figure 10.18b (large non dimensional response time) occur
because the aquifer-driven and lake-driven responses in the vicinity of the lake have
different phases in each example.  As known from Chapter 9, the aquifer-driven and
lake-driven fluctuations can combine to give either a larger or smaller net response,
depending upon their respective phases.
The subtleties of these results are best revealed by the streakline plots presented in
Figures 10.16 and 10.19.  In Figure 10.16, it can be seen that the bottom two streaklines
always pass beneath the lake as regional under-flow.  Above this, up-gradient ground
water flow sometimes by-passes the lake and other times is captured by it.  The streakline
sections which are located down-gradient of the lake (these originate from both the up-
gradient injection points and the injection points along the lake bed) are 'stretched' out by
the divergent and predominantly horizontal flow that exits down-gradient of the lake
when discharge conditions prevail.  As pointed out previously, the streakline sections are
effectively straddled across an internal flow divide.  Eventually, the stretching of a
streakline may be so dramatic that the resolution along its length can not be maintained—
even with dynamic allocation of particles—because the limit on numerical precision is
reached.  This accounts for the 'disappearance' between frames of some of the streakline
sections in Figure 10.16.  Of further interest in Figure 10.16 is the displacement of
deeper groundwater to higher locations in the aquifer as a result of the 'pulling' and
'pushing' action of the lake.
In Figure 10.19 the non dimensional response time is larger than for Figure 10.16
and, therefore, the influence of the lake does not penetrate as far down into the regional
flow system.  The lower four streaklines all pass beneath the lake as regional under flow.
A curiosity occurs in frames 5 to 8 and is worthwhile discussing.  Notice firstly that the
upper most streakline from up-gradient in the aquifer is split into two pieces directly174
beneath the lake between frames 5 and 6.  The older piece of streakline appears as a small
loop that is attached to the lake bed in frame 6, and which is subsequently captured by the
lake over the next few frames.  For such a break in the streakline to occur, some particles
released from the injection point must be captured at the lake before some of the
previously released particles.  This means that the difference between travel times is
greater than the difference between release times, and highlights the potential complexity
of surface water-groundwater interaction—even given a simple periodic dynamic.
10.5.5  Flow Through Regime with two stagnation points (FT8)
The final example considers the perturbation of a steady state flow-through regime
which has two stagnation points.  Thus there is a shallow reverse flow region on the
down-gradient margin of the lake.  The following non dimensional values are assumed;
2aB= 8,  LB= 2  LL Lr = 0.2, 2aL r = 0.09,  Lr
2
Rs KxB
2
= 0.79  RLs Rs =− 1.74,
Kx Kz = 1,  Sy = 0.3,  SoB = 10
− 5,  Φ argRp () = 0,  Φ arg RLp Rp {} () = 0 and
RLp Sy Rp = 0.  Results are presented in figures 10.21 to 10.24 and the relationship
between the waviness ratio, non dimensional response time and scaling ratio are as
indicated in Table 10.4 below.
Table 10.4  Key non dimensional ratios – Figures 10.21 to
10.24
LrSy
RsP
Lr
2Sy
KxBP
Rp P
SyB
50 0.44 0.180
100 0.90 0.090
200 1.78 0.044
500 4.44 0.018
column 1 - waviness ratio
column 2 - non dimensional response time
column 3 - scaling ratio.
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Figure 10.14  Perturbation of a flow through regime (single stagnation point);  pathlines are generated by particle tracking from eight even spaced locations
along the lake bed at eight release times per period176
Figure 10.15  (a) steady pathlines;  (b) scaled velocity ellipses;  (c) capture
pathlines;  (d) release pathlines;  (e) recapture pathlines, for the top-right example
in Figure 10.14 (LrSy/RsP = 100 and |RLp|Sy/|Rp|=10)
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Recapture PathlinesFigure 10.16  Streaklines for the top-right example in Figure 10.14 (LrSy/RsP = 100 and |RLp|Sy/|Rp|=10) ;  frames are viewed in sequence from 1 to 12left edge
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Figure 10.17  Migration of lake bed stagnation point for the top-right example in
Figure 10.14  (LrSy/RsP = 100 and |RLp|Sy/|Rp|=10);  the instantaneous location of the
stagnation point is computed at 96 times within a period
178179
Figure 10.18  (a) steady pathlines;  (b) scaled velocity ellipses;  (c) capture
pathlines;  (d) release pathlines;  (e) recapture pathlines, for the bottom-right
example in Figure 10.14 (LrSy/RsP = 1000 and |RLp|Sy/|Rp|=10)
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Recapture PathlinesFigure 10.19  Streaklines for the bottom-right example in Figure 10.14 (LrSy/RsP = 1000 and |RLp|Sy/|Rp|=10) ;  frames are viewed in sequence from 1 to 12left edge
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Figure 10.20  Migration of lake bed stagnation point for the bottom-right example in Figure
10.14  (LrSy/RsP = 1000 and |RLp|Sy/|Rp|=10);  the instantaneous location of the stagnation
point is computed at 96 times within a period
181182
In this example, flow regime transitions are more easily induced because the steady
flow regime is a transition stage between flow-through with a single stagnation point and
discharge.  Each example in Figure 10.21 is characterised by a flow through-discharge
transition.  Once again the subtleties of the results are best depicted by the streakline plots
in Figure 10.23.  These indicate that the lake effectively captures all groundwater from
up-gradient in the aquifer, and that down-gradient of the lake there is a series of remnant
release zones that are being slowly advected into the regional flow system.  These results
are very similar to those obtained in Section 10.5.3 which considers the perturbation of a
partially penetrating discharge regime and the resultant flow through-discharge flow
regime transition.  Figure 10.24 indicates that the portion of each period during which
the instantaneous flow condition has two stagnation points is greater than for any of the
previous examples.  Note however, that although the stagnation point migrates across a
large part of the lake bed, the size of recapture pathlines is only significant close to the
down-gradient edge of the lake where groundwater velocities are larger. Note also that
while particles released from the up-gradient injection points are all captured by the lake in
less than half a period, particles released from the lake bed may take many periods to
reach the down-gradient near field boundary.  For example the deepest streakline released
down-gradient from the lake bed—which appears as a single streak due to the plotting
resolution—is in fact a series of more than 100 remnant streakline sections.
10.6  A Note on Apparent Dispersion
A much debated issue in groundwater transport modelling is the question of how to
relate laboratory determined dispersion coefficients to larger scale field studies and
modelling exercises.  Dispersivities—as used with the conventional advection-dispersion
equation—are known to be scale dependent (e.g. Gelhar et al. 1992);  however
dispersion is often defined as a pore scale process in which the spreading of a transported
constituent takes place due to tortuous flow within the pore space of the matrix.  As such,
it cannot strictly account for the additional spreading which may result due to larger scale
aquifer heterogeneity and unmeasured temporal fluctuations in the magnitude and
direction of groundwater flow.  This problem has led to the definition of 'apparent' or
'macro' dispersivities which attempt to incorporate both pore scale dispersion processes
and other advective spreading that may be neglected due to a limit on the spatial and/or
temporal resolution of an analysis.  The attractiveness of this approach is that the
modified dispersion coefficients can be applied in the normal manner using conventional
transport equations.  In essence, the scale at which the matrix tortuosity is defined is
adjusted to suit the spatial and temporal averaging scales which are inherent within a
particular analysis.183
Initial interests in apparent dispersion phenomena were focussed mainly upon the
role and significance of aquifer heterogeneity (e.g. Dagan 1988;  Naff et. al. 1988;
Dagan 1989).  More recently, the scope of investigations has been broadened to include
the effects of temporal variability in the strength and direction of groundwater flow (e.g.
Goode and Konikow 1990;  Rehfeldt and Gelhar 1992;  Webster and Taylor 1992;
Farrell et al. 1994;  Zhang and Neuman 1996).  Both effects have been identified as
potentially significant.  It can be argued that, in either case, apparent dispersion is
attributable to groundwater advection—in the form of 'wavy' pathlines—that occurs at a
scale which is below the spatial and/or temporal resolution of the analysis.  For example,
the spreading of a transported constituent that may result due to diurnal fluctuations in the
hydraulic gradient can not be simulated by a model which assumes, say, a one day time
step.  Similarly, if the pathline waviness is at a scale of centimetres due either to the above
temporal fluctuations, or centimetre scale heterogeneity, then a model with a spatial
resolution of metres will also fail to detect the additional spreading.
In the present study, it has been demonstrated that periodicity in groundwater
recharge and the presence of periodically forced surface water bodies within the
groundwater flow system can result in significant temporal fluctuations in both the
strength and magnitude of hydraulic gradients.  As such, there is potential for apparent
dispersion effects to arise in field scale investigations.  LaFave (1989) reported
groundwater gradients which fluctuated in direction by as much as 90 degrees in a 4
month period due to the influence of a nearby stream.  In another field investigation of a
long thin hydrocarbon plume, Davis et al. (1995) concluded that temporal variation in the
direction of the hydraulic gradient resulted in movement of the plume centre-line at
sampling locations, but not in additional pore scale dispersion of the plume;  the direction
was observed to change by up to 18 degrees seasonally;  the centre-line of the plume
could migrate through as much as 24 metres at a distance of 75 metres down-gradient
from the source.  The streakline animations in this chapter provide a graphic illustration of
how—in models that neglect such periodicity—large macro dispersivities may be needed
to account for the unresolved advection.
As a final point of interest, Webster and Taylor (1992) demonstrate using a
mathematical model of porous flow that pore scale dispersion can occur when the
groundwater flow direction rotates with time due to a fluctuating pressure gradient.  They
refer to this phenomenon as 'rotational dispersion'.  Thus, even though the steady
component of flow may be zero, dispersion can still take place due to the fluctuating
behaviour alone.184
Figure 10.21  Perturbation of a flow through regime (two stagnation points);  pathlines are generated by
particle tracking from twenty even spaced locations along the lake bed at ten release times per period
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Figure 10.22  (a) steady pathlines;  (b) scaled velocity ellipses;  (c) capture pathlines;  (d) release
pathlines;  (e) recapture pathlines, for the top example in Figure 10.21 (LrSy/RsP = 50)
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Figure 10.23  Streaklines for the top example in Figure 10.21 (LrSy/RsP = 50);  frames are
viewed in sequence from 1 to 12left edge
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Figure 10.24  Migration of lake bed stagnation points for the top example in Figure 10.21
(LrSy/RsP = 50);  the instantaneous locations of stagnation points is computed at 96 times
within a period
187188
Chapter 11
Summary and Conclusions
The groundwater flow problem examined in this thesis consists of a near field
vertical section through a shallow water table lake and aquifer which is embedded within
a one-dimensional regional aquifer.  Flow in the regional aquifer is driven by uniform
recharge that results in groundwater movement from an up-gradient groundwater divide
towards a down-gradient fixed head boundary.  Matched boundary conditions are
developed at the ends of the near field, such that these boundary conditions encapsulate
both the position of the near field within the regional setting and the far field behaviour of
the regional aquifer.  The model assumes that the regional aquifer is unconfined and
possibly anisotropic;  that the lake is shallow compared with the saturated thickness of
aquifer, in perfect connection with the groundwater flow system, and of fixed areal
extent;  that fluctuations in the position of the free surface are small compared to the
aquifer saturated thickness;  and that the water table slopes along the free surface are
small.  Aquifer recharge and lake recharge are represented as single frequency sinusoidal
functions of time which have the same frequency but possibly different amplitudes and
phases.  The aquifer response is assumed to be linear and in dynamic equilibrium with the
recharge, such that the governing periodic groundwater flow equations and boundary
conditions can be decomposed via a frequency decomposition to yield separate steady
state and fluctuating problems.  Dimensional analysis of the full periodic flow problem
reveals that the near field solution is a function of 16 independent variables in 2 physical
dimensions.  Thus, the system behaviour can be characterised by 14 non dimensional
groups.
11.1  Steady State Behaviour
Analysis of the steady state behaviour reveals that the regional boundary conditions
impose constraints on the direction of flow at the near field matched boundaries.  This
limits the possible steady state flow regimes types to a subset of those described in the189
FlowThru results (Nield et al. 1994).  Nine of the thirty-nine flow regimes defined in
FlowThru are possible for the nested lake-aquifer problem described in this study.  These
comprise the flow regimes in the top half of the FlowThru transition diagram where
RsLU + sB > 0 (i.e. R2, D4, D5, D8, D10, FT2, FT4, FT8 and FT10).  It is shown by
relating the non dimensional groups in the present study to those in FlowThru that there is
a direct 'mapping' from one set of results to the other.  Since the nested lake-aquifer
problem is less general than the FlowThru problem, the steady state results in this thesis
are logically described by mapping them to the FlowThru transition diagrams.
In general, flow-through regimes are found to occupy the largest part of the
solution space (transition diagrams) and can occur anywhere throughout the regional
setting.  The lake-aquifer flow geometry converges towards a strongly FT2 regime as
lakes occupy progressively lower positions within the regional setting.  At such locations
the near field water balance is dominated by the regional groundwater through flow
across the U+  and U−  boundaries, such that U− s U+ s → 1 and RsLU + sB→ 0.  This
effect is most dramatic when the lake size 2a is small compared with the up-gradient
length of aquifer L+  .  Discharge and recharge regimes are predicted when lakes are
positioned high up within the regional flow system where the regional hydraulic gradients
are weakest.  Discharge conditions occur when a lake is large relative to the regional
geometry and the ratio of lake recharge to aquifer recharge RLs Rs  is large and negative.
Recharge regimes can develop when a lake is small relative to the regional geometry and
RLs Rs  is large and positive.  In general, there is greater potential for recharge or
discharge conditions when the volume of lake recharge is a large component of the near
field water balance.
11.2  Fluctuating Behaviour
Analysis of the fluctuating behaviour has shown that when a lake-aquifer system is
subjected to periodic fluctuations in recharge, a response is manifest both as fluctuations
in the hydraulic head and fluctuations in groundwater flow, and that these responses are
inversely related.  The fluctuating behaviour of the system has been classified into two
broad categories:  (i) flow-through fluctuations, in which the instantaneous flow regime is
always flow through but the direction of groundwater flow oscillates in time;  and
(ii) recharge-discharge fluctuations, in which the instantaneous flow condition oscillates
between recharge and discharge states.
The non dimensional response time Lr
2Sy KxBP is identified as the key non
dimensional ratio that controls the type and magnitude of the fluctuating behaviour.  For
large values (slow response), fluctuations in recharge are manifest predominantly as190
fluctuations in hydraulic head that are out of phase, or lagged, relative to recharge;  in the
class of problem considered, the maximum time by which heads can lag recharge is
approximately one-quarter of the period of fluctuation.  For small values of the non
dimensional response time (fast response), fluctuations in groundwater recharge are
propagated rapidly throughout the aquifer as fluctuations in groundwater flow that are
almost in phase with the recharge.  The scaling ratios  Rp PS yB and  RLp Sy Rp  also
control the size of groundwater fluctuations.  In general, if the response time is large
and/or the scaling ratios are small, fluctuations in groundwater flow are expected to be
negligibly throughout most parts of the aquifer.
Analyses of aquifer-driven and lake-driven responses indicate that groundwater
fluctuations in the vicinity of the lake can vary from negligibly small to considerable in
both cases.  In a purely aquifer-driven system (lake recharge is negligible) the predicted
response can vary from flow-through fluctuations when the non dimensional response
time is small—such that regional groundwater flow 'short circuits' through the lake—to
recharge-discharge fluctuations when the response time is large.  In the latter case, lateral
groundwater flow is restricted and the lake water level is effectively 'dragged' up and
down behind water level fluctuations in the surrounding aquifer.  The magnitude of
aquifer-driven recharge-discharge fluctuations is also normally insignificant at the scale of
the near field, however, such fluctuations may be important at smaller scales of interest—
for example, lake sediment pore water studies.
In purely lake-driven systems (aquifer recharge is negligible) the fluctuating regime
is always recharge-discharge.  Lake-driven fluctuations in groundwater flow are largest
for small non dimensional response times and have a symmetry that is skewed towards
the regional discharge boundary.  The skewed symmetry reflects the fast response time of
the system and the influences of the regional boundaries which are 'felt' throughout the
groundwater system.  For larger values of the non dimensional response time the
magnitude of fluctuations in groundwater flow decreases and the response becomes more
symmetric about the centre of the lake.  A slower response time means that the zone of
influence of the regional boundaries is reduced, such that the choice of regional
boundaries may cease to have any impact upon the near field fluctuating behaviour.
Interplay between the aquifer-driven and lake-driven responses can lead to many
different types of fluctuating flow patterns—a systematic classification of these has not
been attempted in this thesis.  Importantly, the net fluctuating response is shown to
depend upon both the magnitude and timing (phase) of the individual aquifer-driven and
lake-driven responses.  Thus, it can be difficult to estimate the net response without a
detailed analysis of the flow.  The timing with which the aquifer-driven and lake-driven
responses superimpose depends upon a number of factors, including the system response191
time, the lake-aquifer geometry, and the regional position of the lake.  In a general
qualitative sense, the net response of the system becomes more difficult to assess as the
value of the non dimensional response time increases and the lags between forcing and
response become larger and more variable throughout the system.  However, the size of
groundwater fluctuations becomes smaller and therefore their importance may be less
significant.
The effect of lake size is considered by comparing different size lakes nested within
an identical regional setting.  Flow through fluctuations are shown to be focussed at the
edges of lakes, such that large fully-penetrating quasi-stagnant zones can occur beneath
large lakes, while smaller partially-penetrating quasi-stagnant zones develop beneath
smaller lakes.  Recharge-discharge fluctuations are similarly more pronounced near the
edges of the lakes, however a quasi-stagnant zone does not develop because the lake acts
as a groundwater source/sink rather than a short circuit.
11.3  Periodic Behaviour
Periodic, time dependent behaviour can be described by considering the transition
of the flow system through a series of instantaneous flow states.  At each point in time the
instantaneous flow regime is either recharge, discharge or flow-through, which leads
logically to the definition of 4 key flow regime transitions types:  (i) no transition;
(ii) flow through-recharge transition;  (iii) flow through-discharge transition;  and
(iv) flow through-recharge-flow through-discharge transition.  In the steady state results
only nine of the thirty-nine FlowThru regimes are possible, however in a periodic
analysis, where  Rp > Rs, quasi steady flows can 'sample' other FlowThru regimes that
only occur when R < 0.  In this thesis, flow regime transitions are established by
tracking the location(s) of the flow system stagnation point(s).  The periodic results are
presented as a function of the waviness ratio LrSy RsP which reflects the pathline
sinuosity and is directly related to the non dimensional response time.  Pathlines become
more wavy as the value of the waviness ratio increases, however the size of the waves
decreases since the value of the non dimensional response time increases—that is, the
system responds slowly.
It is argued with examples that, when the flow condition along any part of the lake
bed oscillates between recharge and discharge states, recycling of lake water within the
groundwater system must take place.  Importantly, this indicates that the residence times
for lake water 'particles' within the groundwater system can vary dramatically, both
between different lake-aquifer systems, and within the same lake-aquifer setting.  Lake
water can be recaptured by the lake within one period of its release or many periods later192
depending upon the time and location of release.  Along the lake bed it is maintained that
one of four possibilities must apply:  (i) groundwater is always captured;  (ii) lake water
is always released;  (iii) lake water is sometimes released and 'old' lake water is
sometimes re-captured;  (iv) lake water is sometimes released, old lake water is
sometimes re-captured and groundwater is sometimes captured.  The second two
possibilities can occur when the direction of lake bed seepage fluctuates between in-flow
and out-flow—that is, a lake bed stagnation point migrates through that location.  This
can lead to the development of remnant lake release zones down-gradient in the aquifer
which may be either slowly recaptured by the lake over subsequent periods, or slowly
advected down-gradient of the lake with the regional groundwater flow.
Alternatively, remnant release zones can staddle an internal flow divide that results
in lateral spreading and 'dilution' of the lake water plume within the aquifer.  On the
whole, it can be said that the lake imparts a vertical perturbation to an otherwise horizontal
flow system.  This can displace regional groundwater flow to both higher and lower
locations within the aquifer, such that down-gradient of a lake the groundwater quality
will reflect both the lake water quality and the lake-aquifer interaction dynamics.
11.4  Concluding Remarks and Future Research Opportunities
Previous studies of surface water-groundwater interaction in lake-aquifer settings
have been concerned mainly with steady state groundwater flow and, in dynamic
systems, with relatively short-lived transient events.  Visualisation of the groundwater
flow using particle tracking techniques has been rare and, in most cases, impracticable
due to the short simulation times adopted in these studies.  Flow visualisation has mostly
been limited to time sequence contour plots of instantaneous equipotentials and
streamlines.  Although dramatic changes in aquifer forcing can occur over a time frame of
days, weeks or months, much larger times are normally required for groundwater to
travel significant distances within the flow system.  Therefore, to better understand the
interaction between surface water and groundwater systems it is important to consider the
longer term dynamics that result due to the superposition of many transient events upon
the mean behaviour.
The present study sacrifices some realism by assuming an idealised periodic aquifer
forcing and a linear time harmonic response, however an advantage is gained since
particles can be tracked through the groundwater system over any arbitrary number of
periods.  This permits the computation of pathlines and streaklines from any point in the
flow domain, at any time.  The results obtained by this method suggest that groundwater
flow patterns around surface water bodies are more complex than previously thought.193
Intricate flow patterns are simulated;  it is clear that the potential complexity of the 'true'
groundwater flow patterns is only partly revealed by the simplified modelling approach.
Nevertheless, it is argued that the types of flow regime dynamics presented provide a
framework for conceptualising more intricate flow patterns that may be encountered in
field situations.  Equally, the flow patterns simulated are challenging and valuable in their
own right.  For the simplified class of problems considered, resulting flow dynamics
could potentially confound field monitoring programs that do not take them into account.
An unrealistic assumption is a fixed lake size.  In many lake-aquifer systems around
the world, lakes are shallow with gradually sloping bathymetries, such that their areal
extents vary significantly as a function of the lake water level.  In regions that experience
seasonal climates, the areal extent of lakes may fluctuate seasonally in response to
changing recharge and associated fluctuations in groundwater levels and lake recharge.
Some lakes may remain permanently wet while others may annually, or occasionally, dry
out—thus ceasing to be surface water features at all.  It is hypothesised that such periodic
variations in lake areal extent could result in dramatic fluctuations in the width and depth
of lake capture and release zones which could have similar dramatic effects upon
groundwater flow patterns in the vicinity of the lake.  This is an area of future research in
which the methods and concepts developed in the present study could be applied;
however, special consideration must be given to the non-trivial problem of modelling a
flow system containing a moving boundary condition.  Also, periodic 2-D plan modelling
of the lake-aquifer interaction for lakes with fixed areal extents could be undertaken to
complement the results of the present study, and as a pre-cursor to 3-D modelling with
moving boundary conditions.
As a final remark, it is recognised that many coastal aquifers are tidally influenced
along their coastal and estuarine margins.  Tidal signals are more complex than the single
sinusoidal forcing considered in this study, and are commonly comprised of several
major tidal constituents (e.g. monthly, diurnal and semi-diurnal frequencies) plus
numerous other minor constituents.  Beat frequencies can also occur when the major
constituents have close frequencies, and the entire tidal signal is normally superimposed
by barometric frequencies associated with passing weather systems.  The methods for
modelling and visualising periodic groundwater flow developed in this thesis, and the
frequency decomposition method employed, are suited to the study of tidally influenced
groundwater flow.  Much of the existing work in this area has focussed upon measuring
the head response in aquifers and using this information to estimate aquifer hydraulic
properties;  relatively little consideration has been given to the nature of tidally induced
flows.  For tidal signals that are characterised by several major frequency constituents,
the simple elliptical particle trajectories—in this study—become more complicated.
Lissajous figures that repeat their path over the longest period, or possibly over a beat194
frequency much larger than any of the individual period, are possible.  When
superimposed upon the steady flow, complicated three-dimensional flow paths are
envisaged.  Opportunities exist for future research in this area.195
Appendix 1
Mathematical Conventions for Representing
Sinusoids
A1.1  Introduction
Sinusoids belong to a class of periodic functions that are obtained by linear scaling
and translation of a cosine or sine curve.  All sinusoids have the same geometric form,
which is described uniquely by the amplitude, period and phase of the function
(Figure A1.1).  Several mathematical forms are available for representing sinusoidally
varying quantities, including single sine or cosine functions, trigonometric polynomials
and functions of complex variables.  The following sections describe the mathematical
conventions which are used in the present study.
A1.2  Single Cosine Function
Time series that vary sinusoidally are commonly represented by an expression of
the form
f(t) = f s + f a cosω t − tf () (A1.1)
where: f s is the average, or steady-state, value of the function;
  f a represents the amplitude of fluctuation;
ω  is the angular frequency  [T–1]; and
tf  is the phase [T].196
This is simply a scaled and translated cosine curve.  A cosine, rather than a sine, curve is
chosen for convenience since it has a peak, or maximum value, at t = 0.  The period P is
related to the angular frequency by P = 2πω .
The phase tf  is defined on the interval 0 ≤ tf < P and describes a translation of
cos(ω t) in the positive t direction.  It represents the time after zero at which the cosine
curve first peaks, also called the acrophase (Batschelet 1981, p.159) or time to peak
(Townley 1994, p.9).  The phase angle (θ f ) is simply the phase converted to the
corresponding angular scale 0 to 2π  radians.  More commonly, however, the phase
angle is expressed on the standard angular scale − π  to π  radians, this is known as the
principal phase angle τ f (Churchill and Ward Brown 1990, p.13).  The phase, phase
angle and principal phase angle are related by
τ f =
θ f = ω tf :  0≤ tf ≤ P 2
(θ f − 2π ) = ω (tf − P):   P 2 < tf < P
  
  



(A1.2)
tf
f a
α cosω t
f(t) = f s + f a cosω t − tf ()
β sinω t
P
f s
time (t)
0
0
Figure A1.1  Plot depicting the relationship between geometric form and mathematical
representation of a sinusoid197
A1.3  Trigonometric Polynomials
Substituting the identity cos ω t − τ f () = cosτ f cosω t + sinτ f sinω t into (A1.1),
and simplification, yields a trigonometric polynomial of the form
f(t) = f s + α cosω t − β sinω t (A1.3)
where: α = f a cosτ f ; and
β =− f asinτ f .
In this form, the principal phase angle is given by the relation τ f = atan2 β ,α () ,
where atan2 is the four-quadrant arctangent function (Figure A1.2).  The atan2 function
requires two arguments and returns a value between − π  and π .  It is implemented as an
intrinsic function in most higher level programming languages.  The inverse tangent
function (atan) found on most scientific calculators is a two-quadrant arctangent that
requires only one argument and returns a value between − π 2 and π 2.  The two-
quadrant and four-quadrant arctangents are related according to the following
expressions—which are depicted graphically in Figure A1.2.
atan2(β ,α ) =
atan(βα )       :  α > 0  and  β > 0  (1
st quad)
atan(βα )+ π :  α < 0  and  β > 0  (2
nd quad)
atan(βα )− π :  α < 0  and  β < 0  (3
rd quad)
atan(βα )       :  α > 0  and  β < 0  (4
th quad)







(A1.4)
A1.4  Functions of Complex Variables
For notational and algebraic convenience, it is common to express sinusoidally varying
quantities in terms of complex variables.  An equivalent complex expression to (A1.1)
and (A1.4) can be derived using standard identities that relate trigonometric and complex
functions, e.g. exp(iθ ) = cosθ + isinθ  (Churchill and Ward Brown 1990), this yields
f(t) = f s + re f p exp(iω t) {} (A1.5)
where: f p = α + iβ  is called the complex amplitude (Hsieh et al. 1987, p.1824); and
re • {}  is an operator that returns the real part of a complex number.198
The amplitude and phase—which are real valued—are encapsulated within the
complex amplitude.  The amplitude is equal to the modulus of  f p (i.e. f a = f p ) and the
phase is equal to the argument of  f p (i.e. τ f = Arg(f p)).  The 'Arg' function—with
capital 'A'—returns the principal phase angle and is analogous to the four-quadrant
arctangent function (Churchill and Ward Brown 1990, p.13).
The following expressions relating trigonometric and complex representations are
straight forward to derive
f p = α + iβ = f a exp(iτ f )( A1.6)
f a = f p = α
2 + β
2 (A1.7)
τ f = Arg f p = atan2(β ,α )( A1.8)
α = re f p {} = f a cosτ f (A1.9)
β = im f p {} =− f asinτ f (A1.10)199
α
β
(a)
τ
α > 0 and β > 0
θ = τ
τ = atan2(β ,α ) = atan(βα )
β
α
(b)
τ
θ = τ
α < 0 and β > 0
τ = atan2(β ,α ) = atan(βα )+ π
α
β
(c)
τ
α < 0 and β < 0
θ = τ + 2π
τ = atan2(β ,α ) = atan(βα )− π
β
α
(d)
τ
θ = τ + 2π
α > 0 and β < 0
τ = atan2(β ,α ) = atan(βα )
Figure A1.2  Diagram depicting the relationship between the phase angle and principal
phase angle, and two-quadrant and four-quadrant arctangent functions:  (a) first quadrant;
(b) second quadrant; (c) third quadrant;  and (d) fourth quadrant.200
Appendix 2
Parameter Space Plots
A2.1  Description
This Appendix contains parameter space plots for steady state groundwater flow in
a regional aquifer with transmissivity dependent on head;  see Chapter 6, Section 6.6.1
for details.  Each pair of plots (i.e. 2aB= 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8) provides a check to
ensure that a particular choice of problem parameters is physically reasonable.  In this
thesis, the thickness of aquifer is specified at the position of the lake (near field);  a
regional groundwater mound is also assumed, with groundwater flowing from an up-
gradient flow divide towards a down-gradient fixed head boundary.  Only certain choices
of problem parameters result in a groundwater mound that is both the correct thickness in
the near field and a physically reasonable thickness at the down-gradient discharge
boundary.  The following plots are an attempt to map this parameter space;  their use is
described in Chapter 6.201
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Appendix 3
Application of AQUIFEM-P to Problems in
Vertical Section
A3.1  Introduction
AQUIFEM-P (Townley 1993) is a two-dimensional finite element groundwater
modelling package that is suitable for analysing periodically forced, confined and
unconfined saturated flow problems in single layer aquifers.  It is based upon the
modelling package  AQUIFEM-1 (Wilson et al. 1979).  Documentation and user manuals
for AQUIFEM-1 and AQUIFEM-P can be found in Wilson et al.(1979), Townley (1980)
and Townley (1993).  This appendix provides only a brief overview of AQUIFEM-P, and
is concerned mainly with describing its application to groundwater flow problems in
vertical section.  The technique for applying AQUIFEM-P to such problems is not
explicitly described in the AQUIFEM-P documentation—and so provides the motivation
for doing so here.
A3.2  Governing Flow Equations
With appropriate boundary conditions, AQUIFEM-P solves the following
equations* describing steady state and fluctuating  flow in two-dimensional plan
∂
∂ x
Tx
∂ϕ s
∂ x




+
∂
∂ y
Ty
∂ϕ s
∂ y



 + Rs = 0( A3.1)
where: ϕ s is the steady component of piezometric head [L];
* these equations are derived using a time harmonic approach, in the same manner as described in
Chapter 3.208
Rs is the steady component of  distributed groundwater recharge[LT–1];
T is the aquifer transmissivity [L2T–1]
and
∂
∂ x
Tx
∂ϕ p
j
∂ x



 +
∂
∂ y
Ty
∂ϕ p
j
∂ y



 − Siω
jϕ p
j + Rp
j = 0;  for  j = 1,m (A3.2)
where: ϕ p is the complex amplitude of piezometric head [L];
Rp is the complex amplitude of  distributed groundwater recharge[LT–1];
S is the storage coefficient [–];
ω
j is the angular frequency of the jth frequency component [T–1]; and
m is the number of frequencies.
The types of boundary conditions which are supported in AQUIFEM-P include type
one (Dirichlet), type two (Neumann) and type three (Cauchy) boundaries, distributed
sources and sinks, point sources and sinks, and leakage from adjacent aquifers.  All
forcing (boundary) conditions are specified in the frequency domain and take the
following general form
f = f s + re f p
j exp(iω
jt) {}
j= 1
m
∑ (A3.3)
Output from AQUIFEM-P normally comprises the following (6× m)+ 3 vectors,
which are written as binary strings to an unformatted output file along with other
identifying header information:
• steady state heads – 1 vector;
• head amplitudes – m vectors;
• normalised head lags – m vectors;
• steady state element fluxes – 2 vectors (x and y components);
• element flux amplitudes – 2 × m vectors (x and y components);
• normalised element flux lags – 2 × m vectors (x and y components).209
Results in the binary file can be examined directly using the utility plotting program
PLOT, which is suitable for generating contour plots of steady state heads, and head
amplitudes and lags.  However, additional post-processing of the binary file is necessary
for other visualisation of the data.  Methods for computing time dependent heads and
flows, fluctuating particle trajectories, flow pathlines and streaklines are presented in
Chapter 4.
A3.2  Vertical Section Models
Steady state and fluctuating groundwater flow in two-dimensional vertical section is
described by the differential equations
∂
∂ x
Kx
∂ϕ s
∂ x




+
∂
∂ z
Kz
∂ϕ s
∂ z




= 0 (A3.4)
and
∂
∂ x
Kx
∂ϕ p
j
∂ x



 +
∂
∂ z
Kz
∂ϕ p
j
∂ z



 − Soiω
jϕ p
j = 0( A3.5)
where  K is the hydraulic conductivity [LT–1].  By comparing (A3.4) and (A3.5) with
(A3.1) and (A3.2) it is clear that the vertical flow equations are very similar in form to the
horizontal flow equations, with transmissivity replaced by hydraulic conductivity and the
storage coefficient replaced by specific yield.  Taking advantage of this similarity, it is
possible to apply AQUIFEM-P to flow problems in vertical section, however some care is
required in the specification of model inputs.  These requirements are discussed
following.
A3.2.1  Solution Algorithm
AQUIFEM-P uses the input option LINEAR to check whether a linearised
(LINEAR = .T.) or non-linear (LINEAR = .F.) solution should be computed.  The choice of
LINEAR normally depends upon the time dependence of transmissivity.  In horizontal
flow models LINEAR should be true if it can be reasonably assumed that transmissivity is
approximately constant over time, however, if significant variation in aquifer saturated
thickness is expected then LINEAR should be false.  For problems in vertical section,
LINEAR should always be set to true since the governing flow equations (A3.4) and
(A3.5) are always linear.210
A3.2.2  Hydraulic Conductivity and Transmissivity
The AQUIFEM-P code is characterised by the use of aquifer transmissivity rather
than hydraulic conductivity.  The input option COND is used to specify whether the input
file contains hydraulic conductivities (COND = .T.) or transmissivities (COND = .F.).  If
conductivities are supplied and COND is true, this causes AQUIFEM-P to multiply
conductivity by the saturated thickness to obtain transmissivity.  In vertical section
models it is good practice to always set the aquifer thickness equal to 1, such that within
AQUIFEM-P
T = KB = K (A3.6)
where T is the transmissivity [L2T-1], K is hydraulic conductivity [LT-1], and B is aquifer
thickness [L].  This ensures that supplied conductivity values are always used,
independent of whether COND is true or false.
A3.2.3  Storage Coefficients
To decide whether to use the confined (S = SoB) or unconfined (S = Sy) storage
coefficient—both are supplied in the input data file—AQUIFEM-P checks to see whether
the elevation of the top of the aquifer is greater or less than the minimum piezometric
head.  The following test is applied
If hmin > zb + B ()   then use  S = SoB (A3.7)
If hmin < zb + B ()   then use  S = Sy (A3.8)
where zb is the elevation of the base of the aquifer, So is specific storativity [L-1] and Sy
is specific yield [–].  In vertical section models, zb should be set to a large negative
number such that (A3.7) is always true.
A3.2.4  Side Fluxes
In horizontal flow problems, type 2 prescribed fluxes are supplied in the data file as
volumetric flows per unit length of boundary [L2T–1].  In vertical section problems, side
fluxes should be specified in the dimensions [LT–1] since the effective width
(i.e. 'aquifer thickness' B) is set equal to one (Section A3.2.2).211
A3.3  Representing a Free Surface
The mathematical representation of a free surface with accretion boundary condition
is described in Chapter 3, where the contributions of the accretion term R and the storage
term Sy to the finite element matrix equation are examined (Section 3.4.2 ).  The accretion
term is shown to contribute to the forcing vector f in an analogous way to a prescribed
flux, and can therefore be simply input as a side flux in the AQUIFEM-P data file.  To
properly incorporate the storage term, however, it is necessary to supply modified values
of the storage coefficients at nodes along the free surface.  A similar approach to this is
used in electric analog modelling of groundwater flow (e.g. Bear 1972, p.718;  Bouwer
1978, p.225) where phreatic flow with a moving water table is simulated by placing
capacitors along the water table.  In these models, capacitance is analogous to lumped
nodal storage according to
C ↔ SyAn (A3.9)
where C is the capacitance [farad], Sy is specific yield and  An is the nodal area [L2].  To
correctly assign free surface storage in an AQUIFEM-P model, it is necessary to examine
how the global storage matrix is assembled in the Galerkin Finite Element Method.
A3.3.1  Building the Storage Matrix
When storativity values are supplied by element, the terms of the storage matrix S
are assembled from the following individual element matrices (Figure A3.1)
s
e =
1
12
So
eA
e
211
121
112










+
σ = 1
3
A
1
6
Sy
eL
e 21
12










=
1
12
So
eA
es1
e +
σ = 1
3
A
1
6
Sy
eL
es2
e 





 for e = 1,numel
(A3.10)
where: s
e is an element matrix;
So
e is the specific storativity of element e;
Sy
e is the specific yield of element e;
L
e is the length of the element side along the boundary (if one exists) [L];
  A
e is the nodal area [L2]; and
   σ = 1
3
A L {}  is an assembly operator that adds the appropriate terms of s2
e  to s1
e 
according to which nodes of the element lie on the boundary.212
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Figure A3.1  Element area and element length for elements along the free surface
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Figure A3.2  Nodal area and nodal length for nodes along the free surface boundary
Each element matrix contains the possible non-zero values sij
e that occur when i and
j are both nodes defining that element.  The element matrix describes how an element's
storativity is to be distributed into lumped nodal values.  In AQUIFEM-P the storage
matrix S is mass lumped (Wilson 1979, p.51) which has the effect of diagonalising both
itself and the element matrices s
e.  This mean that all the non-diagonal terms are lumped
onto the diagonal, such that sij
e = 0 for all i ≠ j
s
e =
1
3
So
eA
e
1
1
1
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
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+
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
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
 for e = 1,numel (A3.11)213
When all the element matrices are assembled into S, the resulting matrix is diagonal and
of the form
sii =
So
nA
n + Sy
nL
n ;free surface nodes
So
nA
n            ;all other nodes



(A3.12)
where: So
n = 13 So
e
e ∑  is the nodal storativity;
Sy
n = 12 Sy
e
e ∑  is nodal specific yield;
A
n = 13 A
e
e ∑  is the nodal area; and
n indicates the node number;
It is clear from (A3.12) that both the specific storativity and specific yield contribute
to the free surface storage coefficient.  A difficulty arises since, although both of these
values can be supplied in the AQUIFEM-P input file, only one is ever used (Sy when the
aquifer is unconfined and SoB when the aquifer is confined).  In vertical section problems
the confined storage coefficient is used because a linearised solution is enforced (Section
A3.2.1).  To properly represent the free surface boundary condition it is therefore
necessary to supply special values of So at the free surface nodes, such that these values
incorporate both the specific storativity and specific yield of the aquifer.  The method for
computing these values depends upon whether aquifer properties are specified by node or
by element.  Both cases are considered following.
When aquifer properties are assigned by element, the storativity of free surface
elements should be computed according to
˜ So
e = So
e + Sy
e 3L
e
2A
e (A3.13)
and when assigned by nodes
˜ So
n = So
n + Sy
n L
n
A
n (A3.14)214
If the nodal length is defined as L
n = L1 + L2 () 2  (Figure 3.12) then equation (A3.14)
can be rewritten as
˜ So
n = So
n + Sy
n L1
2A
n + Sy
n L2
2A
n (A3.15)
where the areas  A
e and  A
n, and lengths L
e,  L1 and L2 can be extracted from the finite
element mesh data.215
Appendix 4
Transition Diagrams for Regional Analysis
A4.1 Description
This appendix contains the transition diagrams (Nield et al. 1994) and parameter
plots for the steady state analysis of lake-aquifer interaction;  lake-aquifer geometries
2aB= 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8.  Details of their development and use, and the
classification of recharge (R), discharge (D) and flow through (FT) regimes, are given in
Chapter 8.216
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Figure A4.1  Transition diagram and parameter plot for 2aB= 0.25217
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Figure A4.3  Transition diagram and parameter plot for 2aB= 1219
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Appendix 5
Electric Analog for Periodic Groundwater Flow
A5.1  Resistance Direct Current (DC) Analog for Steady State
Groundwater Flow
Resistance DC networks have been widely used for simulating steady groundwater
flow problems (Bear 1972, pp.710-716; Bouwer 1978, pp.217-223).  Both the flow of
current and groundwater are fundamentally diffusion processes that are modelled using
analogous laws;  Darcy's Law for fluid flow in porous medium, and Ohm's Law for flow
of current in an electrical conducting medium
Darcy's Law
 
Q =
KA
l
∆ h ( A5.1)
Ohm's Law
 
I =
σ A
l
∆ V  ( A5.2)
where : Q  is groundwater flow [L3T-1];
I  is current [A - ampere];
K  is hydraulic conductivity [LT-1];
σ   is electrical conductivity [SL-1 - siemens per length];
h  is hydraulic potential [L];
V  is electrical potential [V - volts];
l  is length of conducting medium in the direction of flow [L]; and
A is the cross-sectional area of conducting medium perpendicular to the 
direction of flow [L2].223
In electrical circuit theory, conductivity, conductance, resistivity and resistance are
related according to  (Smith 1987, p.120)
  
G =
1
R
=
σ A
l
(A5.3)
and
  
R =
ρ l
A
(A5.4)
where  G is the electrical conductance [S],  R represents the electrical resistance [Ω  -
 ohms] and  ρ  is the electrical resistivity [Ω L].  Resistivity and conductivity are intrinsic
properties of a material, whereas resistance and conductance are lumped terms that apply
to a particular amount of the material having defined dimensions, for example a particular
circuit component.
In groundwater theory the following analogous relationships can be defined
G
* =
1
R
* =
KA
l
(A5.5)
R
* =
l
KA
(A5.6)
where G
* is the hydraulic conductance [L2T-1] and R
* is the hydraulic resistance [TL-2].
Note, however, that a hydraulic resistivity is not usually defined.  For a homogeneous,
one dimensional system with a uniform source-sink term, the analogous difference
equations describing groundwater flow and flow of electricity are
KB h1 + h2 − 2h0 () + W = 0( A5.7)
 
1
R
V1 + V2 − 2V0 () + I = 0( A5.8)
where B represents the saturated depth of aquifer [L], W  is a general source-sink term
such as groundwater recharge [L/T] and I is a current source-sink [A].  Equation (A5.7)224
is derived by carrying out a water balance at node 0 and using Darcy's law to calculate
flows.  Equation (A5.8) is derived by applying Kirchhoff's point law (Scott 1959,
p.206)—which states that the net flow of current to any network junction of three or more
element must be zero—and using Ohm's law to compute flows.
A5.2  Resistance–Capacitance, Direct Current (DC) Analog for Transient
Groundwater Flow
Resistance capacitance  networks are used for simulating unsteady groundwater
flow (Bear 1972, pp.716-719; Bouwer 1978, pp.223-225).  Capacitors—devices which
store and release charge—are introduced at network nodes to simulate aquifer storage.
The analogous relationship is
CaSAn (A5.9)
where S is the aquifer storage coefficient [-],  An represents the nodal area [L2], C is
capacitance [F], and a is read "is the analogue of".  For a homogeneous one dimensional
system with a uniform source-sink term, the analog difference equations are
 
KB h1 + h2 + 2h0 () + W = lnS
∂ h
∂ t
(A5.10)
 
1
R
V1 + V2 − 2V0 () + I = C
∂ V
∂ t
(A5.11)
where ln is the nodal length [L].
Capacitance is a lumped term that is characteristic of a particular capacitor.  In the
groundwater field, the storatance of an aquifer is not usually defined.  Instead, the aquifer
is characterised by a storage coefficient which is also called the aquifer storativity (Bear
1972, p.214).  The storage coefficient comprises the specific storativity  So  [L-1] and
specific yield Sy [-] which are both intrinsic properties of the porous medium
S = SoB+ Sy (A5.12)
In confined aquifers S ≅ SoB because there is no draining and filling of pore space.  In
phreatic aquifers S ≅ Sy because Sy >> So.225
A5.3 Resistance–Capacitance, Alternating Current (AC) Analog for
Periodic Groundwater Flow
In alternating current theory, both electrical potential and current can be sinusoidal
functions of time.  They are represented in phasor notation as
V = Vp exp(iω t)( A5.13)
I = Ip exp(iω t)( A5.14)
where ω  is the angular frequency, and Vp and Ip are the voltage phasor and current
phasor, respectively (Sears et al. 1987, p.788).  A phasor is a complex number that
defines the amplitude and phase of a sinusoid, for example = Vp  is the voltage amplitude
, and = arg(Vp) is the voltage phase.  As for DC networks, the relationship between the
driving voltage and driving current  in an AC network can be expressed by a simple law,
sometimes called Ohm's law of sinusoidal circuits (Smith 1987, p.289)
Ip =
1
Zp
∆ Vp (A5.15)
where Zp is the complex impedance [Ω ]  of the network. The real and imaginary parts of
Zp are the resistance  R [Ω ] and reactance  X [Ω ] of the network
 
 
Zp = R+ iX () =
ρ l
A
− i
1
ω C



 (A5.16)
The actual impedance  is given by the scalar Z = Zp .  The angle arg(Zp) indicates the
phase lag between the potential phasor and the current phasor.  The inverse of the
impedance is called the admittance Yp [S]
Yp =
1
Zp
= G + iB () =
R
R
2 + X
2 − i
X
R
2 + X
2



 (A5.17)
where G is the conductance [S] and B is the susceptance [S].  Note that for an element
with resistance only, or large resistance compared to reactance, the impedance is equal to
resistance (Zp = R) and the current is given by  Ip = Vp R.  Similarly, for an element
with capacitance only, or large reactance compared to resistance, the impedance is equal
to the reactance (Zp = 1 iω C) and the current given  by  Ip = iω CVp.226
A time constant, or response time , τ = RC [T] for a circuit can be defined (Scott
1959) which characterises the circuit’s ability to respond to, or pass, a signal of particular
frequency.  If the response time is large compared to the driving period (i.e. τ P >> 1)
the system is unable respond rapidly enough and the signal is therefore filtered by the
circuit.  If the response time is small compared to the driving frequency (i.e. τ P << 1)
the signal is passed by the circuit and the behaviour of the system follows that of the
driving function.
For groundwater flow problems, in which the governing equations are linear, we
can assume that if the aquifer is periodically forced then the response will also be periodic
with the same frequencies as the forcing (e.g. Townley 1993) .  Heads and flows can
therefore be represented in phasor notation as
h = hp exp(iω t)( A5.18)
and
Q = Qp exp(iω t)( A5.19)
Darcy's law for periodic flow can thus be written as
Qp =
1
Zp
* ∆ hp ( A5.20)
and
 
  
Zp
* = R
* + iX
* () =
l
KA
− i
1
ω SAn



 (A5.21)
where Zp
* is the complex hydraulic impedance and  X
* is hydraulic reactance [TL-2].  The
impedance is Z
* = Zp
* .  For a homogeneous one dimensional system with a uniform
sinusoidal source-sink term, the analog difference equations for groundwater flow and
flow of electricity are
KB
l
hp1 + hp2 − 2hp0 () + Wp = iω Slnhp0 (A5.22)
 
1
R
Vp1 + Vp2 − 2Vp0 () + Ip = iω CVp0 (A5.23)227
As before, (A5.22) is derived by applying a water balance at node 0 and using Darcy's
law to compute flows, and (A5.23) by applying Kirchhoff's point law to node 0 and
using Ohm's law of sinusoidal circuits to compute currents.
A5.3.1 Dimensionless group L
2ST P
Consider a homogeneous one dimensional region of aquifer with hydraulic
conductivity K, storage coefficient S, length L and average saturated depth B. If the
aquifer is periodically forced, then the following lumped aquifer properties can be defined
resistance Raq
* =
L
T
(A5.24)
capacitance Caq
* = SL (A5.25)
reactance Xaq
* =
1
ω Caq
* =
1
ω SL
(A5.26)
response time τ aq
* = Raq
* Caq
* =
L
2S
T
(A5.27)
The non dimensional response time is therefore given by the resistance times the
capacitance divided by the forcing period
τ aq
*
P
=
L
2S
TP
(A5.28)
If the aquifer is forced by a sinusoidal head at one boundary (e.g. Townley 1995,
Example 1) the distance away from the boundary at which the water table responds
negligibly can be approximated as
LI =
5TP
S
(A5.29)228
where  LI is the length of influence [L].  This relation is based on the rule of thumb that
when  L
2ST P> 5 most of a signal with period P is filtered at a distance of L from the
boundary.
A5.3.2 Analogue Variables
Quantity Conducting Medium      Porous Medium
potential: V [V] a      h [L]
discharge: I [A] a      Q [L3T-1]
storage: C [F] a       AnS [L2]
resistivity: ρ [Ω L] a      1 K [TL-1]
resistance: R [Ω ] a      R
* = l KA [TL-2]
reactance: X [Ω ] a       X
* = 1 ω AnS [TL-2]
conductivity: σ [SL-1] a      K [LT-1]
conductance: G [S] a      G
* = R
* (R
*2 + X
*2) [L2T-1]
susceptance: B [Ω ] a      B
* = X
* (R
*2 + X
*2) [L2T-1]
impedance: Zp [Ω ] a      Zp
* = R
* − iX
* [TL-2]
admittance: Yp [S] a      Yp
* = 1 Zp
* [L2T-1]229
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